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Understanding physical, chemical, and mechanical processes and properties of a 

single fracture is fundamental to many processes on Earth, particularly hydrogeological 

phenomena across many scales. However, classical and widely used theories governing 

flow and transport processes are founded on the parallel plates model; this ignores the 

complex morphology of natural fracture. To fill this gap, I have investigated the role of 

fracture morphology on flow (permeability), transport (dispersion coefficients and other 

surrogate parameters), and mechanical (stiffness) properties through complementary 

theoretical analysis and computational experiments. 

The collection of single fractures used in this dissertation included natural 

fractures mapped through high-resolution x-ray computed tomography and synthetic ones 

generated through a model which produces fractures with fractal properties. I developed a 

modified Local Cubic Law (MLCL) allowing for fracture roughness, tortuosity, and weak 

inertial force to improve the prediction of fluid flow process. The validation of the MLCL 

was tested by comparing volumetric flux from solving the Navier-Stokes equations to 
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that from the MLCL. Secondly, the effect of fracture roughness on the non-Fickian or 

anomalous transport was studied through an ensemble of 2D direct transport simulations. 

Moreover, I was able to show, analyze, and predict the transition from non-Fickian to 

Fickian transport by developing a quasi-3D particle tracking algorithm. Finally, I 

developed a fracture deformation model. The co-evolving permeability and stiffness were 

then determined through the MLCL and strain-stress relationship based on the 

deformation model. 

Through my dissertation research, I confirm that the classical LCL fails to predict 

bulk permeability or volumetric flux (errors up to 41%). The MLCL performs better in 

characterizing local and effective fluid flow processes, with only 4% error. Moreover, I 

find out that fracture roughness leads to non-Fickian transport, and that the degree of 

non-Fickian behavior depends directly on the fracture roughness. Additionally, I 

theoretically derive asymptotic time and lengths scales for distinguishing non-Fickian 

from Fickian transport for the simplified Poiseuille and Hagan-Poiseuille flow fields. The 

increasing scales drives non-Fickian transitioning into Fickian transport even though the 

presence of persistent intermittent velocity structure. Lastly, I show that scaling between 

fracture permeability and normal stiffness depends on both fracture roughness and 

aperture correlation length, indicating a potentially universal model that can describe this 

behavior. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1 MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENTS 

Fractures occur ubiquitously in geological formations due to tectonic processes, 

and they generally represent complex, heterogeneous, and anisotropic geological features. 

Therefore, fundamental understanding of fluid flow, solute transport through and 

mechanical deformation of fractures will shed light on many geophysical problems (e.g., 

geothermal exploitation, enhanced oil recovery, and groundwater remediation [Berkowitz, 

2002; Berkowitz et al., 2006; Neuman, 2005; Neuman and Tartakovsky, 2009]). However, 

accurate prediction and quantification of hydraulic, transport, and mechanical properties 

of fractured media at field scale that are subjected to complex multiphysical processes 

remains challenging; this is mainly due to observational and computational limitations to 

characterize fractures in a great detail [Neuman, 2005]. Therefore, numerous studies 

attempt to resolve this problem at core-scale, for example, for single fractures [Berkowitz, 

2002]. 

The parallel plate model with perfect smooth surfaces (Figure 1.1) serves as an 

idealized approximation for fracture flow and solute transport. Though fluid flow through 

fractures is fundamentally described by Navier-Stokes equations (NSE), solving the NSE 

demands substantial computational endeavor. Vertical integration of the NSE through 

parallel plates results in a well-known Cubic Law (CL) [Witherspoon et al., 1980]: 
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Figure 1.1: Parallel plates with Poiseuille flow velocity (u) following parabolic profile, 

where b refers to aperture. 
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𝑄 =
𝑏3

12𝜇

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑥
                                                                                                          (1.1) 

which dictates the volumetric flow rate Q as a linear function of the pressure gradient 

dp/dx and the cube of the aperture (b), with the latter representing the transmissivity of 

the fracture, where μ is dynamic fluid viscosity. 

Although it is efficient to resolve the CL computationally, the accuracy of CL 

would be deteriorated by ignoring complex fracture morphology (i.e., roughness and 

tortuosity) and inertial force, which impose significant impact on fracture flow as 

demonstrated by both laboratory and numerical experiments [Brown, 1987; Tsang, 1984; 

Tsang and Tsang, 1989]. Unfortunately, natural fractures generally have rough surfaces 

and tortuous flow pathway due to physical (e.g., shear displacement and normal 

compression) and geochemical processes (e.g., fracture skin due to mineral precipitation 

and dissolution of fracture surfaces) [Neuman and Tartakovsky, 2009]. Therefore, 

accurate prediction of fluid flow through rough and tortuous fractures demands more 

efforts. Previous researches improved the accuracy of the CL by either introducing a 

modification coefficient [e.g., Lomize, 1951; Renshaw, 1995], or by using the Local 

Cubic Law (LCL), where spatial variability of b is used [e.g., Mourzenko et al., 1995; 

Nicholl et al., 1999; Zimmerman et al., 1991]: 

∇ ∙ (𝑏3∇𝑝) = 0        (1.2) 

However, both of those two methods were based on questionable assumptions, and 

consequently resulted in mixed criteria on their applicability. Thus, further efforts are 

needed to depict flow process through fractures with complex morphology. 
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Similar to fracture fluid flow, the classic solute transport theory (Fickian 

dispersion) through fractures is formulized based on the parallel plate model [Fischer et 

al., 1979; Taylor, 1953]. However, the applicability of the Fickian dispersion assumes 

that the travel time of solute should be long enough, such that the transverse gradients of 

solute concentration can be negligible; this threshold of travel time is often called 

“asymptotic” time [Dentz and Carrera, 2007; Koch and Brady, 1987]. Prior to 

asymptotic time, non-Fickian transport is expected to be prevalent. Similar to asymptotic 

time, the asymptotic length can be also used to distinguish Fickian (asymptotic) from 

non-Fickian (preasymptotic) transport [Koch and Brady, 1987], but they lack a robust 

theory to directly validate and estimate them.  

Besides falling short of asymptotic time and length scales, non-Fickian transport 

could possibly be interpreted in terms of enhancement of mixing and spreading of solutes 

[Becker and Shapiro, 2000], diffusion into and out from immobile zones [Chen et al., 

2010], fracture skins [Robinson et al., 1998] and the rock matrix [Zhou et al., 2006], flow 

channeling [Tsang, 1984; Tsang and Tsang, 1989], as well as formation of eddies within 

the fracture [Cardenas et al., 2007]. 

The effective advection-dispersion equation (ADE) with Taylor dispersion 

coefficient has been widely used to predict Fickian transport; however, accurate 

prediction of non-Fickian transport through fractured media remains a challenge 

[Berkowitz, 2002; Berkowitz et al., 2006; Neuman, 2005; Neuman and Tartakovsky, 

2009]. Evidently, using analytical solutions to the standard ADE to fit non-Fickian 

breakthrough curves (BTCs) shows persistent errors; while a suit of non-Fickian models 
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do a better job in fitting ‘experimental’ BTCs [Bauget and Fourar, 2008; Jiménez-

Hornero et al., 2005], especially the extensively-used continuous time random walk 

(CTRW) [Aubeneau et al., 2014]. 

 Although the CTRW framework is capable of capturing non-Fickian and Fickian 

transport by resolving heterogeneities through a memory function, further identification 

of appropriate parameters for predicting non-Fickian through rough-walled fractures 

remains open. Therefore, more work is needed to predict and assess appropriate 

parameters for the CTRW with respect to physical properties of fractures, and 

particularly to validate the applicability of the CTRW for modeling the transport 

transition across non-Fickian to Fickian transport regimes. 

Fracture morphology not only significantly influences fluid flow [Brown, 1987; 

Zimmerman et al., 1991], solute and heat transport through fractures [Detwiler et al., 

2000; Zheng et al., 2009], but also imposes appreciable impact on the mechanical 

behavior of fractures [Hopkins, 1991; Tsang and Witherspoon, 1981]. Additionally, 

aperture correlation length (λ) can also control the hydro-mechanical properties of 

fractures [Lee and Harrison, 2001; Pyrak-Nolte and Morris, 2000].  

Recent studies demonstrated that the scaling of hydro-mechanical properties 

directly depends on fracture length [Petrovitch et al., 2013; Petrovitch et al., 2014]. 

However, how this scaling function changes with other potentially important factors 

remains open, especially for considering fracture roughness and aperture correlation 

length. Therefore, more researches are needed to accurately predict coupled hydro-

mechanical properties of fractures. 
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Being motivated by above-mentioned issues on characterizing hydraulic, transport, 

and mechanical properties of fractures, this dissertation aims to address following novel 

questions. 

1) How do geometric and kinematic factors control the failure of the Local Cubic 

Law in terms of predicting fluid flow through fractures with complex 

morphology? 

2) How can we improve the Local Cubic Law by correcting its assumptions with 

respect to fracture roughness, tortuosity, and inertial force? 

3) How can we accurately estimate effective permeability for tortuous and 

rough-walled fractures? 

4) What are the fundamental mechanisms that drive non-Fickian transport 

through rough-walled fractures? 

5) How can we predict and assess non-Fickian transport related to the fracture 

morphology? 

6) How do parameters of the ADE and CTRW models change with fracture scale 

across, presumably, the non-Fickian to Fickian regimes in rough fractures? 

7) What is the asymptotic length for solute transport through rough fractures, if 

any? 

8) What is the universal scaling function between fracture stiffness and 

permeability across a broad range of fracture roughness and aperture 

correlation length, if any? 
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1.3 DISSERTATION OUTLINE 

This dissertation includes seven chapters to address above-mentioned questions; 

each chapter has been prepared, submitted, or published in peer-reviewed journals, with 

its own introduction, methodology, results and/or discussions, and summary and/or 

conclusions. The references are collated at the end of this dissertation. Here I present a 

general description of dissertation chapters and highlight key findings.  

Chapter 2 presents a closed-form expression for dynamic dispersion coefficient 

(D) when solute transport through a Hagan-Poiseuille flow as regarded as basis for 

capillary tube. The theoretical model of D was validated by a two-dimensional (2D) 

advection-diffusion model. I confirm that the theoretical D with the ADE predicts mixing 

and spreading of solutes across non-Fickian to Fickian transport regimes better than the 

Taylor dispersion theory. Moreover, the explicit expression of D allows for 

distinguishing non-Fickian from Fickian transport. 

Chapter 3 demonstrates a theory for the dynamic D through Poiseuille flow for 

fractures and rivers. The D explicitly describes transport regimes transition from 

molecular diffusion, through anomalous (non-Fickian) transport, until to Taylor 

dispersion. The D allows for estimating the time and length scales that separate non-

Fickian from Fickian transport; the scales are dependent on geometric information (i.e., 

aperture or width) of fracture or rivers. Consequently, the ADE with Taylor dispersion 

coefficient is only valid for solute traveling through estimable spatial and temporal 

domains. 
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Chapter 4 presents a modified Local Cubic Law (MLCL) that improves the 

accuracy of the LCL in predicting fluid flow through rough and tortuous fractures. This 

chapter explores the controls of fracture roughness, tortuosity, and inertial force on the 

effective and local hydraulic properties, i.e., permeability k under viscous flow condition. 

The modification was based on ideas from Ge [1997], for correcting for local tortuosity, 

from Renshaw [1995], for correcting for local roughness, and additionally considers weak 

inertial effects where local Reynolds number (Re) ≤ 1. The validity of the MLCL was 

based on comparison of effective volumetric flux through both natural and synthetic 

fractures solving from the MLCL to that from the previous modified LCL, from the NSE, 

and from physical flow experiments. Moreover, I show that the modified Cubic Law 

along with modified aperture field is sufficient to reproduce the effective hydraulic 

property of rough-walled fractures. 

Chapter 5 assesses and predicts non-Fickian transport through ~400 2D rough and 

tortuous fractures via the CTRW. The 2D fractures are parallel cross-sections of a three-

dimensional (3D) natural fracture mapped through high-resolution x-ray computed 

tomography facility. The ‘experimental’ BTCs from direct simulations were fitted by the 

ADE and CTRW models. I confirm that the ADE leads to fitting errors increase linearly 

with fracture roughness, while the CTRW remarkably and consistently improve fits to the 

BTCs. Most importantly, the degree of deviation of transport from Fickian to non-Fickian 

can be captured by the parameter β in the framework of CTRW with truncated power law 

(TPL). I also find that β is proportional to fracture roughness. The connection of β and 
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roughness enables the prediction of non-Fickian transport through the CTRW using 

measurable physical properties. 

Chapter 6 explores the efficiency and robustness of quasi-3D particle tracking 

random walk algorithm (PTRW) to simulate solute transport through natural fractures. 

Direct simulation of solute transport through fractures would yield the most accurate 

results, but simultaneously would exacerbate computational endeavor. Here, I developed 

an efficient quasi-3D PTRW with velocity solved from the MLCL. The robustness of the 

PTRW was validated by comparing BTCs from the PTRW to that from direct 

simulations, and by comparing the asymptotic value of dynamic dispersion coefficient 

from the PTRW to the inversely-estimated Taylor dispersion coefficient for the ADE 

model. 

Chapter 7 presents scale (in)variance of parameters for transport models (ADE 

and CTRW) across transport regimes from non-Fickian to Fickian. This chapter shows a 

clear progression of non-Fickian to Fickian transport through rough-walled fractures with 

increasing fracture length, while maintaining fracture roughness and aperture correlation 

length. This manipulation of aperture field leads to almost the same intermittent velocity 

structure and velocity correlation length across different scales. I find the CTRW is 

robust to depict transport transition from non-Fickian to Fickian with consistent 

parameters. However the ADE is not valid for capturing non-Fickian transport where 

dispersion coefficient depends on fracture scale until fracture length L satisfies its 

asymptotic threshold; i.e., L/aperture correlation length =~35. 
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Chapter 8 presents a universal scaling between hydraulic (permeability k) and 

mechanical (specific stiffness s) properties of fractures across a broad range of roughness 

and aperture correlation length. I estimated s based on a fracture deformation model 

under incremental normal stress. The resultant fracture morphology was further used to 

determine k through the modified CL. This chapter provides the universal scaling 

function between k and s, regardless of fracture roughness and aperture correlation 

length. Moreover, the scaling function exhibits the transition from effective medium to 

percolation flow regimes with increasing s. 

Chapter 9 includes a summary of key findings in this dissertation, elaborates the 

implications emergent from current research, and lists the scope of future work. 
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Chapter 2:  Closed-form expression for the dynamic dispersion 

coefficient in Hagen-Poiseuille flow 

 

2.1 ABSTRACT 

I present an exact expression for the upscaled dynamic dispersion coefficient (D) 

for one-dimensional transport by Hagen-Poiseuille flow that is the basis for modeling 

transport in porous media idealized as capillary tubes. The theoretical model is validated 

by comparing the breakthrough curves (BTCs) from a 1D advection-dispersion model 

with dynamic D to that from direct numerical solutions utilizing a 2D advection-diffusion 

model. Both Taylor dispersion theory and my new theory are good predictors of D at 

lower Peclet Number (Pe) regime, but gradually fail to capture most parts of BTCs as Pe 

increases. However, my model generally predicts the mixing and spreading of solutes 

better than Taylor’s theory since it covers all transport regimes from molecular diffusion, 

through anomalous transport, and to Taylor dispersion. The model accurately predicts D 

based on the early part of BTCs even at relatively higher Pe regime where the Taylor’s 

theory fails. Furthermore, the model allows for calculation of the time scale that separates 

Fickian from non-Fickian transport. Therefore, my model can readily be used to calculate 

dispersion through short tubes of arbitrary radii such as the pore throats in a pore network 

model. 

2.2 INTRODUCTION 
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Characterization of mass transport in Hagen-Poiseuille flow (i.e., tube model) is 

of biological, chemical and environmental importance. In geophysical and hydrological 

applications, it is typical to assume a tube or capillary model for pore throats. Thus, the  

tube model is the backbone of pore network models [Alvarado et al., 1997; Raoof and 

Hassanizadeh, 2010]. In tube models, further mass mixing and spreading on top of 

molecular diffusion due to radial variation of velocity in a tube is quantified through a 

diffusion-type equation. In this case, a constant longitudinal dispersion coefficient (D) is 

used instead of the molecular diffusion coefficient after some asymptotic time scale 

[Taylor, 1953]. 

Following Taylor’s [1953] pioneering work, Aris [1956] further extended 

Taylor’s theoretical model by resorting to spatial moment methods. Since then, a series of 

papers have focused on the determination of dispersion coefficient under different initial 

and boundary conditions as well as transient flow fields (e.g., Ng [2006]). In most 

previous models, after some asymptotic time scale, dispersion resembles molecular 

diffusion where the classical advection-dispersion equation (ADE) governs mass 

transport. However, none of the previous results captures the non-Fickian transport 

behavior occurring at pre-asymptotic time scales. 

Non-Fickian transport is present at multiple scales in geological settings 

[Berkowitz et al., 2006] which could be possibly attributed to the failure of reaching the 

time or length threshold [Koch and Brady, 1987; Wang et al., 2012] necessary for enough 

mixing to have occurred such that transport becomes Fickian. Several methods (e.g., 

continuous time random walk, fractional advection-dispersion, multi-rate mass transfer 
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models) have been applied to mathematically describe non-Fickian transport. However, 

one simple alternative approach is to quantify a dynamic dispersion coefficient for the 

ADE. For mass transport through a straight tube, previous studies using series expansion 

methods showed that dynamic D increases monotonically from the molecular diffusion 

coefficient to the value specified by Taylor’s theory at either steady or transient flow 

[Gill and Sankarasubramanian, 1970; 1971]. Yet, the theoretical analysis adopted by 

Taylor is still not applicable for non-Fickian transport.  

This paper presents the theoretical development for the dynamic D with Hagen-

Poiseuille flow to characterize non-Fickian and Fickian transport without time (or spatial) 

scale limitations. I have recently shown the complete theoretical development for 

reaching a close-formed expression of dynamic D for Pouiseuille flow in between parallel 

plates by directly solving the 2D transport equation [Wang et al., 2012]. Here, I utilize 

the same approach and assumptions as I did for parallel plates. The verification of 

dynamic D is conducted by comparing breakthrough curves from 1D macroscopic model 

to that from 2D direct advection-diffusion simulation. 

2.3 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

2.3.1 Two-dimensional advection-diffusion model 

Taylor [1953] investigated the D for Hagen-Poiseuille flow at asymptotic time 

scales. In this case, the advection-diffusion equation with appropriate boundary 

conditions is described as: 

2 2

2 2

1
m

C C C C C
u D

t x r r r x

     
    

     
     (2.1) 
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C=0, 0≤x<∞, t=0        (2.2) 

0
C

r





, r=R         (2.3) 

C=C0, x=0, t>0        (2.4) 

C=0, x=∞, t>0         (2.5) 

where C is the concentration, x is the longitudinal direction, r is the radial direction, u is 

the x-direction velocity that is only a function of r (uniform in x), Dm is the molecular 

diffusion coefficient, t is time, R is the tube radius, and C0 (=1) is the step inlet 

concentration. 

2.3.2 Macroscopic advection-dispersion model 

Since I am mainly concerned on the evolution of areal mean of concentration, I 

decompose concentration and velocity in (2.1) into cross-sectional areal mean and its 

corresponding fluctuation components: 

C C C   and u u u        (2.6) 

where C and u are areal mean, which are defined as: 
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(2.7) 

and C and u are fluctuations about the mean. According to previous studies [Aris, 

1956; Taylor, 1953], theC should also satisfy 1D advection-dispersion model (ADE): 

2

2

C C C
u D

t x x

  
 

  
        (2.8) 
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The exact expression for D in (2.8) is the goal of this paper. To solve D directly from the 

2D advection-diffusion equation, I first substitute (2.6) into (2.1) and note that C does not 

vary with r: 

2 2

2 2

( ) ( ) 1 ( )
( ) m

C C C C C C C C
u u D

t x r r r x

            
     

        

(2.9) 

Taking a coordinate transformation (2.10) and applying the chain rule (2.11) changes 

(2.9) into (2.12). 

=x- u t    and     =t                   (2.10) 
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Instead of neglecting the diffusion term in the longitudinal direction as in Taylor [1953], I 

retain it and apply the cross-sectional averaging operation to (2.12): 

2 0

1
(equation(2.12))2
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  . The cross-sectional averaging and noting that: 
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 reduces (2.12) to: 
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By comparing (2.14) and (2.8) in the ordinary coordinate system, one can relate the 

second unknown term on the left-hand side of (2.14) to 

2

2

C






 so as to quantify D in 

(2.8). Subtracting (2.14) from (2.12) leads to the transport equation forC : 

2 2
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(2.15) 

As I assumed previously [Wang et al., 2012], the longitudinal diffusion term is much 

smaller than the radial diffusion term 
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  are much smaller than other terms in (2.15) and the difference 

between them is therefore negligible. Thus (2.15) simplifies to: 
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With the given initial and no-flux boundary conditions in (2.2) and (2.3), the solution to 

C is obtained via a unique Green function [Polyanin, 2002]: 
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where the Green function is defined by: 
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J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind: 
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Γ(z) is the gamma function, n are positive zeros of the first-order Bessel function 

J1()=0 in which the values of n are shown in detail by Polyanin [2002].  

The second unknown term on the left-hand side of (2.14) is therefore given by: 
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On the premise that the term 
C






 is invariant with respect to time, I can treat it as a 

constant and extract it from the inner double integrations in (2.20) and then substitute the 

resulting expression back into (2.14). With results expressed back in the ordinary 

coordinate system, this leads to: 
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Therefore, the dynamic D in (2.8) is the parenthetical term in (2.21): 

 2 0 0 0
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(2.22) 

2.3.3 Hagen-Poiseuille flow model 

A priori knowledge of u , i.e., the fluctuation of flow field, is crucial in evaluating 

dynamic D. For a pressure-driven incompressible fluid flow through a tube under a fully-

developed laminar regime, the velocity profile follows the well-known Hagen-Poiseuille 

flow model: 
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with cross-sectional areal mean and corresponding fluctuation component: 
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where 
p

x




 is the pressure gradient. Substituting (2.24) into (2.22) gives the complete 

analytical expression for the dynamic D: 
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2.4 VALIDATION OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL 

To validate the theoretical model, I ran numerical experiments for a tube with 

length L=0.1 m and radius R=0.001 m with different pressure gradients and therefore 

different Peclet Number (Pe). The Pe is defined by: 

/ mPe uR D          (2.26) 

The 2D advection-diffusion equation in (2.1) with initial and boundary conditions (2.2)-

(2.5) is solved numerically, where the steady-state flow field is obtained by solving the 

Navier-Stokes equation numerically. The numerical experiments are conducted with 

COMSOL Multiphysics, a generic finite-element software. A very fine mesh with node 

spacing of ~ 2 × 10-5 m is used and the mesh sensitivity has been checked. 
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The macroscopic models utilizing ADE with dynamic D and Taylor dispersion 

coefficient (i.e., appropriate forms of equation (2.8)) are also solved numerically with 

COMSOL Multiphysics. Breakthrough curves (BTCs) are generated both from the 

numerical 2D advection-diffusion model and the macroscopic models (Figure 2.1). I 

normalized time and concentration through the following: 

' /t tQ V          (2.27) 

0' /C C C          (2.28) 

where Q [m3/s] is the outlet discharge, V [m3] is the total volume of tube, and t' is the so-

called “pore volume” as a dimensionless time.  

2.5 RESULTS AND DISSCUSSIONS 

The model with the closed-form for dynamic D accurately predicts transport 

across all transport regimes, from molecular diffusion, anomalous transport and to Taylor 

dispersion (Figure 2.2). My theory based on the 2D transport equation with few 

assumptions agrees well with results by Gill and Sankarasubramanian [1970] acquired 

by series expansion methods (Figure 2.2). The dynamic D increases asymptotically 

towards the value predicted by Taylor’s theory not surprisingly following the same 

behavior I showed earlier for parallel plates [Wang et al., 2012].  

Similar to Gill and Sankarasubramanian [1970], I also found that the dynamic D 

at pre-asymptotic time scale increases rapidly at <0.2 (=tDm/R2), increases more 

gradually at 0.2≤<0.5, and finally approximates the maximum value predicted by 
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Figure 2.1: Breakthrough curves (BTCs) for different Peclet Number (Pe), where C' is 

normalized concentration, t' is pore volume. BTCs in a-d collected at 

different locations are represented by different colors: blue x/R=20, green 

x/R=60, fuchsia x/R =80, and red x/R=100. Dots represent direct 2D 

advection-diffusion simulation results, dash lines represent 1D ADE results 

with Taylor dispersion coefficient, and solid lines represent 1D ADE results 

with dynamic dispersion coefficient. 
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Figure 2.2: D/DTaylor as a function of dimensionless time tDm/R2 following (2.25) and Gill 

and Sankarasubramanian [1970]. 
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Taylor’s theory around =0.5, after which the variation of the initial concentration 

induced by the parabolic velocity profile has evened out. I define  as the asymptotic 

time scale delineating Fickian and non-Fickian transport behavior, where T is written in 

accordance to=0.5: 

2 /(2 )mT R D         (2.29) 

In addition to quantifying the asymptotic time scale, the length scale can be determined 

by multiplying the asymptotic time scale by the mean velocity as was done for transport 

in parallel plates [Wang et al., 2012].  

Expectedly, my theory more precisely predicts the pre-asymptotic transport 

behavior in Hagen-Poiseuille flow than Taylor’s theory (Figure 2.1). BTCs generated by 

the 1D ADE either with dynamic D or Taylor D [Aris, 1956] agree well with BTCs from 

the direct 2D flow and solute transport simulations at lower Pe regimes (Figures 2.1a-b), 

and little difference is shown between my theory and Taylor’s theory in predicting D. As 

Pe increases (Figures 2.1c-d), Taylor dispersion theory fails to capture most parts of 

BTCs at all longitudinal locations and expectedly overestimates the dispersion process 

due to its inability to capture the smaller D during preasymptotic times. At relatively 

higher Pe regime, Taylor dispersion theory leads to much earlier arrival of the solute due 

to the overestimated spreading (Figure 2.1d). On the other hand, even at relatively higher 

Pe, my theoretical model with the dynamic D is able to capture the first arrival of solute 

as shown in BTCs at all longitudinal locations, but still misses the middle and late parts 

of BTCs. The errors between the 1D model with dynamic D and the 2D model are likely 
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due to the few assumptions underlying the theoretical development; these apparently still 

lead to an overestimation of the dispersion process for the middle and late parts of BTCs.  

The analytical model for dynamic D in Hagen-Poiseuille flow presented is 

derived from solving the general transport equations directly. Although it is based on the 

simplified initial and no-flux boundaries, the model can readily replace Taylor’s transport 

theory assumed in many tube models such as that of pore throats in pore network models 

[Raoof and Hassanizadeh, 2010]. Due to the short lengths and times involved in transport 

through pore throats, it is difficult if not invalid to assume that mixing and spreading 

follows Taylor's theory for asymptotic dispersion in pore throats. My model would 

therefore allow for more accurate modeling of dispersion through short tubes with 

arbitrary length and radii. 

2.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper presents the analytical expression for the dynamic D for solute transport 

in Hagen-Poiseuille flow by directly solving the 2D transport equation with few 

assumptions. The model is validated by comparing breakthrough curves generated by 2D 

flow and solute transport simulation. Both of Taylor’s theory and my theory are good 

predictors of D at lower Pe regime, but gradually fail to capture most parts of BTCs as Pe 

increases. Unlike Taylor’s theory which is valid only after some asymptotic time scale, the 

new theory presented here predicts mixing and spreading from molecular diffusion to 

anomalous and then Taylor dispersion, which allows for capturing the first arrival of solute 

even at higher Pe regime where Taylor’ theory fails. Asymptotic time and length scales 

which separate Fickian from non-Fickian transport can also be determined using the theory. 
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The method used here can be readily extended to other initial and boundary conditions. 

The new theory is useful in either verifying numerical models or describing scalar transport 

using tube models and should be used in lieu of Taylor’s theory when pre-asymptotic 

transport is expected or prevalent. 
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Chapter 3: Theory for dynamic longitudinal dispersion in fractures and 

rivers with Poiseuille flow 

 

3.1 ABSTRACT 

I present a theory for dynamic longitudinal dispersion coefficient (D) for transport 

by Poiseuille flow, the foundation for models of many natural systems, such as in 

fractures or rivers. My theory describes the mixing and spreading process from molecular 

diffusion, through anomalous transport, and until Taylor dispersion. D is a sixth order 

function of fracture aperture (b) or river width (W). The time (T) and length (L) scales 

that separate preasymptotic and asymptotic dispersive transport behavior are T=b2/(4Dm), 

where Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient, and 
4

48 m

b p
L

D x





, where p is 

pressure and  is viscosity. In the case of some major rivers, I found that L is ~150W. 

Therefore, transport has to occur over a relatively long domain or long time for the 

classical advection-dispersion equation to be valid.  

3.2 INTRODUCTION 

Scalar mixing and spreading processes, which are typically represented by some 

diffusion or dispersion coefficient in transport equations, are fundamental to many 

geophysical systems and engineering applications. Mass transport driven by a 

concentration gradient is conventionally assumed to obey a diffusive process or is at least 

described by a diffusion-type equation. In a stratified flow field, the velocity profile due 

to shear stress enhances the mixing/spreading process resulting in so-called Fickian 
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dispersion which is encapsulated in an effective dispersion coefficient. Taylor [1953] first 

showed that at some long enough time scale the mixing/spreading process through a tube 

follows Fickian behavior with a longitudinal dispersion coefficient. Later, Fisher et al. 

[1979] derived a corresponding longitudinal dispersion coefficient for a river also at a 

large time scale. Güven et al. [1984] analyzed horizontal transport through aquifers and 

showed that differences in stratified groundwater flow velocity caused by vertically-

varying hydraulic conductivity would also lead to a Fickian dispersive process at some 

large enough scale. In such circumstances, the classical advection-dispersion (or 

diffusion) equation (ADE) is valid. However, at preasymptotic time scales, the classical 

ADE is invalid due to anomalous early arrival and persistent tails in breakthrough curves 

both in fractured and porous media [Berkowitz, 2002]. This phenomenon is referred to as 

non-Fickian behavior.  

Non-Fickian transport can be mathematically represented in many ways but one 

simple approach is to define a dynamic longitudinal dispersion coefficient (D) for the 

ADE. Several researchers have studied and quantified dynamic D using various 

approaches including spatial moment analysis [Dentz and Carrera, 2007], series 

expansion methods [Gill and Sankarasubramanian, 1970], center manifold description 

[Mercer and Roberts, 1990], and Lagrangian approach [Haber and Mauri, 1988]. These 

studies showed that D increases monotonically from its value at preasymptotic time scale 

to the value according to Taylor’s theory. Yet, the theoretical analysis by Taylor [1953] 

for a tube and Fisher et al. [1979] for a river at asymptotic time scales is not sufficiently 

complete.  
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There are three key assumptions adopted by both Taylor [1953] and Fisher et al. 

[1979]: (1) the Peclet number is sufficiently large (i.e., advection dominated transport) so 

as to ignore longitudinal diffusion; (2) the longitudinal advective mass flux is balanced 

by transverse diffusive mass flux, and the gradient of the cross-sectional averaged 

concentration in the longitudinal direction is at steady-state; and (3) the gradient of the 

cross-sectional averaged concentration in the longitudinal direction is much greater than 

the gradient of concentration fluctuations. The validity of the above assumptions has 

since been ignored and subsequent studies have either retained these assumptions or 

circumvented them by following approaches that are not directly based on the complete 

transport equations. Here, I develop a more general theory that does not require the first 

two assumptions, and using this theory I derive a closed-form expression for the dynamic 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient. Afterwards, I analyze the time and length scales for 

distinguishing Fickian (asymptotic) and non-Fickian (preasymptotic) transport regimes.  

3.3 THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

3.3.1 Two-dimensional transport model 

Fisher et al. [1979] investigated the longitudinal dispersion coefficient for two-

dimensional, steady-state, fully-developed, laminar flow between parallel plates. In this 

case, the advection-diffusion equation with appropriate boundary conditions is: 

2 2

2 2m m

C C C C
u D D

t x x y

   
  

   
      (3.1) 

C=0, 0≤x<∞, t=0        (3.2) 
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0
C

y





, y=b/2 or -b/2        (3.3) 

C=C0, x=0, t>0        (3.4) 

C=0, x=∞, t>0         (3.5) 

where C is the concentration, x is the longitudinal direction, y is the transverse direction, 

u is the x-direction velocity that is only a function of y (uniform in x), Dm is molecular 

diffusion coefficient, t is time, b is the aperture of parallel plates (or the river width W), 

and C0 is the constant inlet concentration.  

3.3.2 One-dimensional macroscopic transport model with dynamic dispersion 

coefficient 

Concentration and velocity in (3.1) can be decomposed into cross-sectional mean 

and fluctuation components: 

C C C   and u u u        (3.6) 

where C and u are cross-sectional mean components, and C and u are fluctuations 

about the mean. According to Taylor [1953], C can be described by a one-dimensional 

macroscopic transport model written as: 

2

2

C C C
u D

t x x

  
 

  
        (3.7) 

To obtain an explicit expression for D, I start from the basic ADE (1). Substituting (3.6) 

into (3.1) yields: 

2 2 2

2 2 2m

C C C C C C C C C
u u u u D

t t x x x x x x y

             
         

         
 (3.8) 
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Taking a coordinate transformation (3.9) and applying the chain rule (3.10) (see 

equations A1.1-A1.3 in the appendix A1): 

=x-u t    and     =t               (3.9) 

x 

 


 
;  u

t  

  
  

  
      (3.10) 

lead to: 

2 2 2

2 2 2m

C C C C C C C
u u D

y     

          
       

       
   (3.11) 

Instead of neglecting longitudinal molecular diffusion, I retain it and apply the cross-

sectional averaging operation
/ 2

/ 2

1
(equation(3.11))

b

b
dy

b  , and note that: 

/ 2

/ 2

1
0

b

b
u dy

b 
  ; 

/ 2

/ 2

1
0

b

b
C dy

b 
       (3.12) 

The cross-sectional averaging translates (3.11) into: 

2

2m

C C C
u D

  

  
 

  
       (3.13) 

where 
C

u






 is the cross-sectional averaged value of 
C

u






.  

The second term in (3.13) needs to be further analyzed as it is unknown and 

ideally it should be expressed in terms of 

2

2

C






. To this end, I subtract (3.13) from 

(3.11), which gives the transport equation forC : 

2 2

2 2m

C C C C C C
u u u D

y    

          
       

      
    (3.14) 
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Since the longitudinal diffusion of C is much less than transverse diffusion, i.e., 

2 2

2 2

C C

y

  


 
, and since 

C
u







 and 
C

u






are the products of two typically relatively 

small fluctuation-related terms therefore making them much smaller than the other terms 

in (3.14), and that I take the difference of these small terms, I can effectively ignore them. 

Then (3.14) simplifies to: 

2

2m

C C C
u D

y 

   
 

  
       (3.15) 

At the asymptotic time scale, when longitudinal advection is balanced by transverse 

diffusion, equilibrium can be assumed resulting in: 

2

2m

C C
u D

y

 
 
 

        (3.16) 

The solution to (3.16) with boundary conditions (similar to (3.3)): 

0
C

y





, y=b/2 and –b/2       (3.17) 

is:  

 
/ 2 / 2

/ 2
y y

b b
m

u C
C dydy C b

D  

 
   

       (3.18) 

By definition, and allowing for the extra term  
/ 2

/ 2
/ 2 0

b

b
u C b dy


    , the unknown 

second term in (3.13) is therefore (see equations A2.1-A2.3 in the appendix A2): 

2
/ 2

2 / 2 / 2 / 2

1 b y y

b b b
m

C C
u u u dydydy

bD    

 
  
          (3.19) 
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Substituting (3.19) into (3.13) and expressing the result back in the ordinary coordinate 

system results in: 

2
/ 2

2/ 2 / 2 / 2

1 b y y

m
b b b

m

C C C
u D u u dydydy

t x bD x  

   
    

   
      (3.20) 

Therefore, the D in (3.7) at asymptotic time scale (DTaylor) is: 

/ 2

/ 2 / 2 / 2

1 b y y

m
b b b

m

D D u u dydydy
bD   

           (3.21) 

However, (3.21) is only valid assuming longitudinal advection is balanced by 

transverse diffusion. Simplification of (3.15) into (3.16) is not valid if the goal is to 

describe the transient dispersive processes. Therefore, in accordance with initial condition 

(3.2) and the no-flux boundary condition (3.17), I solved (3.15) directly through a unique 

Green function [Polyanin, 2002]: 

2 2

2
1

( )1 2 ( / 2) ( / 2)
( , , ) cos cos exp m

n

D n tn y b n b
G y t

b b b b b

   






     
      

     
  (3.22) 

The unknown second term in (3.13) is now expressed as: 

/ 2 / 2

/ 2 0 / 2

1
( , , )

b b

b b

C C
u u u G y t d dt dy

b



 
   

    
     
   

      (3.23) 

Assuming that the term 
C






 is constant with time, I am able to extract it from the 

integral operation and then do the manipulation as I did to obtain (3.21). Finally, I get the 

expression for the dynamic D in the ordinary coordinate system: 

/ 2 / 2

/ 2 0 / 2

1
( , , )

b t b

m
b b

D D u u G y d d dy
b

   
 

           (3.24) 
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3.3.3 Parabolic flow model 

The closed form expressions of (3.21) and (3.24) require the solution for the flow 

field which is well-known for Poiseuille flow. The velocity field for fully-developed 

pressure-gradient driven flow in between two parallel no-slip walls, e.g., fracture surfaces 

or river banks, is described by: 

2 2

2

4
1

8

b p y
u

x b

 
  

  
        (3.25) 

where 
p

x




 is the pressure gradient. (3.25) is widely-known as Cubic Law for flow 

through fractures [Ge, 1997]. From (3.25), the cross-sectional mean and fluctuation 

velocity components are calculated as:  

2

12

b p
u

x





 and 

2 2

2

1

24 2

b p y
u

x b

 
   

  
    (3.26) 

Therefore, in a parabolic (Poiseuille) velocity field (3.25 and 3.26), the asymptotic (3.21) 

and dynamic (3.24) D can be respectively expressed as: 

2( )

210
m

m

ub
D D

D
          (3.27) 

 
2 22

2

6 6 2
1

72( ) 1
cos( ) 1 1 exp m

m

nm

D n tub
D D n

D n b










  
      

  
   (3.28) 

3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THRESHOLD SCALES 

The expression for dynamic D is valid across all transport regimes (Figure 3.1) – 

diffusive, anomalous, and Taylor dispersion – and my theory agrees conceptually and 

qualitatively with results of scaling relationships for dynamic D derived via spatial 
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Figure 3.1: D/DTaylor as a function of dimensionless time = 4tDm/b2 following (3.28) and 

Dentz and Carrera [2007]. 
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moment analysis of numerical simulation results [Latini and Bernoff, 2001]. Dentz and 

Carrera [2007] presented a theory, also derived through spatial moment analysis, for 

apparent dynamic D. My results are equivalent to Dentz and Carrera [2007] despite the 

very different approaches (Figure 3.1). Beyond the diffusion regime, the dynamic D 

would increase asymptotically towards the value predicted by (3.27), which has been 

shown through less direct methods [Gill and Sankarasubramanian, 1970; Güven et al., 

1984; Haber and Mauri, 1988; Mercer and Roberts, 1990; Dentz and Carrera, 2007]. In 

contrast to previous studies, I developed an exact and complete expression for dynamic D 

by direct solution of the general transport equations. 

Within the anomalous preasymptotic regime, the dynamic D is found to increase 

rapidly at small time scale <0.1 (= 4tDm/b2), and it then varies slowly at a relatively 

large time scale  >0.5 and gets close to its maximum when  =1 which corresponds to 

the time it takes a particle to travel from the center to the side boundary. By  =1, the 

initial concentration would be completely smeared out, and the dynamics of the cross-

sectional averaged concentration follows a macroscopic transport model with constant D 

(3.27). 

The time scale for Taylor dispersion is therefore  =1 or: 

T=b2/(4Dm)         (3.29) 

whereas the counterpart length scale is: 

L=u b2/(4Dm)         (3.30) 

Below T and L, the classical ADE with constant D is invalid and transport is anomalous. 

While this behavior is well studied theoretically and experimentally for other systems 
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such as in heterogeneous porous media [Güven et al., 1984; Koch and Brady, 1987; 

Gelhar, 1993], to my knowledge, my work is the first direct solution of the problem for 

classic Poiseuille flow with few assumptions in the general transport theory and without 

resorting to spatial moment analysis.  

Non-Fickian transport through fractures has been extensively studied at 

preasymptotic time scales, but few have highlighted the significance of length scales. To 

this end, I investigate the effect of aperture (b) and pressure gradient on L in straight 

fractures. Substitution of u  in (3.26) into (3.30) gives: 

4

48 m

b p
L

D x





        (3.31) 

which shows strong sensitivity (fourth order) to b. To further emphasize the importance 

of b, I calculated L for different b using typical values of subsurface pressure gradients 

and Dm=2.03×10-9 m2/s (typical for salt) (Figure 3.2). Additionally and perhaps more 

importantly, since u  is a second order function of b, the dynamic D depends on b via a 

sixth order function. Moreover, L is only linearly related to the pressure gradient. Both 

observations highlight b as a critical parameter.  

My theory for predicting dynamic D is also applicable to rivers. Since transverse 

velocity variation is typically 100 or more times more effective compared to vertical 

velocity variation in causing longitudinal dispersion [Fisher et al. 1979], it is reasonable 

to simplify the stream into a planform 2D transport problem, not different from a fracture. 

For a stream with uniform water depth, Fisher et al. [1979] showed that (21) is still valid 

but with the transverse mixing coefficient t in place of Dm. The transverse mixing
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Figure 3.2: D/DTaylor as a function of dimensionless length x/b (following equation (3.28)) 

showing the different length scales L for fractures with different apertures b 

(following equation (3.31)).  
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coefficient for natural rivers is given by [Deng et al., 2001]: 

1.38

*

*

0.145
3520

t

u W
u H

u H


  
   

   
      (3.32) 

where *u  is the shear velocity describing shear stress-related motion, W is the width, 

and H is the depth. In the same sense, (3.24) can be modified by using t in place of Dm 

for rivers.  

My theory works well for predicting D of natural straight rivers (Table 3.1) by 

using reported *u , W, and H to calculate t. t is further applied by replacing Dm in (3.31) 

to estimate L. But unlike the significant effect of b on L (which is analogous to W for 

rivers), L for the rivers I analyzed only varies over 1-2 orders of magnitude (Figure 3.3 

and Table 3.1) since the pressure gradient in wide streams is generally less than that in 

narrow streams, and the pressure gradient also corresponds to a relatively small range 

(~1-2 orders of magnitude) in mean velocity (Table 3.1). Nonetheless, my calculations 

show that L varies around 150-200 times the stream width. This is much larger than the 

rule of thumb of 25 stream widths suggested as a mixing length when conducting stream 

tracer studies [Day, 1977]. Alternatively, Rutherford [1994] proposed a semi-empirical 

method for L: 

2

*0.23

ub
L

Hu
         (3.33)  
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where  is a coefficient which varies from 1-10 for rough channels and where the 

denominator is an approximation for the transverse mixing coefficient. Calculations with 

(3.33) resulted in scales that are larger, and may in fact be several orders of magnitude 

 

Figure 3.3: D/DTaylor as a function of dimensionless length x/W (following equation 

(3.28)) showing the different length scales L for rivers with different widths 

W (following equation (3.31)). 
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Table 3.1: Comparison of measured and theoretical dispersion coefficients (D) calculated 

using equation (3.28) at asymptotic time scale and from Deng et al [2001], 

and comparison of theoretical length scales (L) calculated with equation 

(3.31). The normalized L/W is calculated using L from equation (3.31). 

River 

W 

(m) 

H 

 (m) 

u  

(m/s) 

*u  

(m/s) 

D (m2/s)  

T 

(hr) 

 L  

(Eqn. 

3.31) 

(km) 

 

Measured 

value 

Eqn. 3.28 

Deng et 

al. 

L/W 

(-) 

L (Eqn. 3.33) 

(km) 

Antietam Creek, MD 12.8 0.30 0.42 0.057 17.5 15.6 17.6 1.3 152 1.9 17.5-175 

Tangipahoa River, LA 31.4 0.81 0.48 0.072 45.1 42.2 49.1 2.7 147 4.6 35.2-352 

Bighorn River, WY 44.2 1.37 0.99 0.142 184.6 121.1 150.9 1.8 146 6.5 43.2-432 

Minnesota River 80.0 2.74 0.03 0.002 22.3 9.5 12.1 118.7 182 14.6 143.4-1434 

Comite River 13.0 0.26 0.31 0.044 7.0 11.5 12.3 1.7 146 1.9 19.9-199 

Missouri River 197.0 3.11 1.53 0.078 892.0 964.2 950.8 6.0 167 33.1 1064-10640 
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larger, than those calculated using (3.31) (Table 3.1). Therefore, anomalous transport 

with a dynamic D in rivers can be relevant at scales much larger than what (3.31) 

predicts.     

I present a closed-form expression for dynamic dispersion coefficient by direct 

solution of the general transport equations. Using this, I analyzed the time and length 

scales for typical fractures and some large rivers when transport has completely 

transitioned from non-Fickian to Fickian. My theoretical approach can also be applied to 

transport of other scalars such as heat, or other related problems such as cases with mass 

transfer across fracture walls. Future work should focus on non-trivial boundary 

conditions to provide further insight on dynamic dispersive transport. 
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Chapter 4: Modification of the Local Cubic Law of fracture flow for 

weak inertial, tortuosity and roughness 

 

4.1 ABSTRACT 

The classical Local Cubic Law (LCL) generally overestimates flow through real 

fractures. I thus developed and tested a modified LCL (MLCL) which takes into account 

local tortuosity and roughness, and works across a low range of local Reynolds Numbers. 

The MLCL is based on (1) modifying the aperture field by orienting it with the flow 

direction, and (2) correcting for local roughness changes associated with local flow 

expansion/contraction. In order to test the MLCL, I compared it with direct numerical 

simulations with the Navier-Stokes equations using real and synthetic three-dimensional 

rough-walled fractures, previous corrected forms of the LCL, and experimental flow 

tests. The MLCL performed well and the effective errors (δ) in volumetric flow rate 

range from -3.4% to 13.4% with an arithmetic mean of |δ| (<|δ|>) equal to 3.7%. The 

MLCL is more accurate than previous modifications of the LCL. I also investigated the 

error associated with applying the Cubic Law (CL) while utilizing modified aperture 

field. The δ from the CL ranges from -14.2% to 11.2%, with a slightly higher <|δ|>=6.1% 

than the MLCL. The CL with the modified aperture field considering local tortuosity and 

roughness may also be sufficient for predicting the hydraulic properties of rough 

fractures. 

4.2 INTRODUCTION 
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The fundamental understanding of fluid flow and transport processes through 

connected fractures is critical for many environmental and engineering problems and 

geophysical phenomena. However, detailed characterization of flow and transport 

processes within complex fracture networks remains a challenge, thus numerous studies 

have been focused on discrete single rough-walled fractures [e.g., Zimmerman et al., 

2004; Cardenas et al., 2007]. 

Incompressible, steady-state fluid flow through single fractures is governed by the 

Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) and the mass conservation equation: 

𝜌(𝐮 ∙ ∇)𝐮 = −∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇2𝐮         (4.1) 

∇ ∙ 𝐮 = 0            (4.2) 

where  is fluid density, u=[u, v, w] is velocity vector, p is total pressure and  is 

dynamic fluid viscosity. Even though the direct solution of the NSE is theoretically the 

most accurate approach for analyzing the hydraulic properties of fractures, solving the 

NSE through three-dimensional (3D) rough-walled fractures is a substantial 

computational endeavor with only a few studies having successfully implemented this 

[Zimmerman et al., 1991; Sisavath et al., 2003]. 

To circumvent the difficulty in solving the NSE, the nonlinear/inertial terms in the 

NSE are often neglected. Vertical integration of the resulting simplified NSE, now called 

the Stokes equation, results in the well-known Cubic Law (CL) [e.g., Snow, 1969; 

Witherspoon et al., 1980] that shows the volumetric flow rate through a fracture is a 

linear function of the head gradient and the cube of the hydraulic aperture, with the latter 

representing the transmissivity of the fracture. However, the surface roughness of 
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fractures has a significant influence on fluid flow, which leads to deviation of the flow 

rate predicted by the CL from the actual flow rate [e.g., Brown, 1987; Zimmerman et al., 

1992]. The CL’s accuracy can be improved by incorporating a correction factor based on 

fracture roughness [Renshaw, 1995]. Another approach is to consider explicitly the 

spatial variability in aperture field that results in what is known as the classical Local 

Cubic Law (LCL) [Zimmerman et al., 1991; Mourzenko et al., 1995; Nicholl et al., 1999]. 

The classical LCL, sometimes called the Reynolds equation, has been extensively 

applied in investigations of fluid flow, and related conservative and reactive solute 

transport through a single fracture [e.g., Zimmerman et al., 1991; Nicholl et al., 1999; 

Elkhoury et al., 2013]. It reads as:  

∇ ∙ (𝑏3∇𝑝) = 0           (4.3) 

where b is the apparent (or vertical) local aperture, which is the difference in height 

between the top and bottom fracture surfaces, and b3 constitutes the local fracture 

transmissivity.  

One of the limitations of the classical LCL is the assumption that the fracture mid-

surface is a flat plane, whereas natural fractures characteristically exhibit a tortuous plane 

[Ge, 1997]. Additionally, local velocity profiles in real fractures deviate from the 

assumed parabolic shape (i.e., Poiseuille flow) due to roughness and inertial effects. 

Therefore, there are outstanding questions regarding the broad applicability of the LCL. 

Numerous efforts have attempted to quantify criteria wherein the LCL can be used in lieu 

of the NSE, but the results have been mixed. For example, Brush and Thomson [2003] 

defined geometric and kinematic constraints that ensure the validity of the LCL. Brown et 
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al. [1995] earlier suggested the same constraint, Re < 1, accounting for inertial force, 

where Re is the Reynolds Number. On the contrary, Konzuk and Kueper [2004] found 

that even at Re < 1, the LCL could overestimate flow rate by at least 1.75 times. Another 

study showed that the LCL overestimated flow rates by 22 ~ 47% [Nicholl et al., 1999]. 

The discrepancy boils down to the assumptions underlying the traditional LCL, i.e., 

neglection of either tortuosity, roughness, or inertial force in previous studies. 

Ideally, the effective hydraulic properties of fractures could be calculated 

exclusively from geometric information, and therefore flows can in turn be predicted 

simply with the additional knowledge of head gradients. Achieving this first requires a 

more comprehensive representation of local processes that will be used for upscaling. 

Thus, to improve the accuracy of the LCL, Ge [1997] derived a governing equation of the 

LCL for characterizing fluid flow through 3D rough-walled fractures that uses a local 

coordinate system to allow for local tortuosity. However, the verification of the 

governing equation was done only for two-dimensional (2D) non-parallel and parallel 

sinusoidal fractures. Brush and Thomson [2003] and Mallikamas and Rajaram [2010] 

applied the LCL while accounting for local roughness and/or tortuosity in 3D systems, 

but their results were verified using the Stokes Equations, and not the full NSE with 

inertial effects.  

Accurate estimation of flow process through rough and tortuous fractures aids in 

understanding transport problems in fractured media, and can provide a method to 

estimate effective transport paramemeters based on the geometric properties of fractures 

[Wang and Cardenas, 2014]. For example, Detwiler et al. [2000] found through their 
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experiments that a velocity field generated from solving the LCL underestimates the 

longitudinal dispersion coefficient by 20-37% when the Peclet Number increases from 0 

to ~800. To compensate for the discrepancy in flow rate from using the LCL, Detwiler et 

al. [2002] introduced a coefficient based on experimental flow information. However, 

without prior knowledge from flow experiments, the potential application of this 

correction for the LCL in simulating transport process is not clear. 

I present the modified LCL (MLCL) in this study with the goal of developing a 

robust and accurate but easy to implement method for predicting fracture hydraulic 

properties and flow rates. My approach combines ideas from Ge [1997], for correcting 

for local tortuosity, from Renshaw [1995], for correcting for local roughness, and 

additionally considers low inertial effects where local Re ≤ 1. To assess the performance 

of the MLCL, effective and local flow rates based on the MLCL are compared to those 

from direct numerical simulations with the NSE, previous modified versions of the LCL, 

and experimental flow tests for 3D rough-walled fractures. 

4.3. DEVELOPMENT OF MODIFIED LOCAL CUBIC LAW 

4.3.1 Consideration for tortuosity 

Tortuosity is a macroscopic feature defined as the ratio of actual flow path length 

over a straight line distance. Normally, the actual flow field can be obtained through 

either direct simulation or experimental observation, and it varies depending on aperture 

field and Re. Thus, it is difficult to correct the LCL with macroscopic tortuosity since this 

rests on precise knowledge of flow paths. To avoid this situation, here I consider the 

geometric tortuosity (hereafter, I simply use tortuosity, τ) as the factor defining or a 
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surrogate for a tortuous flow path. τ is defined as the ratio of the actual 3D tortuous mid-

surface plane to the projected area in the x-y 2D plane; this follows the work of Ge 

[1997], and it represents the increased flow path length due to variation of the mid-

surface plane of the aperture field. To determine local tortuosity, I define ds as the actual 

length of a flow path and dx as the straight-line distance between the ends of the flow 

path as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Thus by definition, local tortuosity is the ratio of ds to 

dx. Since the tortuosity varies over space, any given interior apparent aperture could be 

thus translated into a pair of flow-oriented apertures for two contiguous flow cells. For 

example, the flow-oriented aperture field bf in the x direction (and also similarly in the y 

direction) for the left or upstream flow cell is approximated by: 

𝑏𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑏(𝑥𝑖) cos(∅𝑥𝑖)        (4.4) 

where b(xi) is the apparent aperture, and ϕxi is the flow orientation angle estimated from 

the definition of tortuosity for the left flow cell (Figure 4.1). Moreover, since tortuosity 

varies with direction, the apparent aperture field can be transformed into an anisotropic 

flow-oriented aperture field bf, with independent x and y components in the principal 

directions. Components in other directions are eliminated that is also a fundamental 

assumption behind the LCL. 

The transmissivity vector (T) between cells can be estimated using a harmonic 

mean of adjacent flow-oriented apertures in the x and y directions, which has been tested 

to be the most accurate approximation at local scale [e.g., Nicholl et al., 1999; Nicholl 

and Detwiler, 2001]. For example, the component of T in the x direction (Tx) can be 

approximated by:
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Figure 4.1: Definition of flow-oriented apertures (blue line gh and red line mn) modified 

from cd in the x direction accounting for tortuosity of two contiguous flow 

cells. ab, cd, and ef are apparent apertures b(xi), b(xi +1) and b(xi +2) 

respectively, i, k and l are the central aperture points. ik represents the actual 

length of a flow path (ds), ij is the straight-line distance (dx) between the ends 

of the flow path. Tortuosity is defined as ds/dx with calculated orientation 

angle xi. Calculation of flow-oriented aperture follows the above equations. 
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𝑇𝑥 =
2𝑏𝑓(𝑥𝑖+1)

3𝑏𝑓(𝑥𝑖)
3

𝑏𝑓(𝑥𝑖+1)
3 + 𝑏𝑓(𝑥𝑖)

3
∙

1

12𝜇
                                                                                (4.5) 

Replacing b3 in equation (4.3) with T (equation 4.5) and accounting for the tortuosity 

translates the LCL from the local coordinate (i.e., the actual flow path direction s) to the 

global coordinate (i.e., the x and y directions): 

∇ ∙ [𝑇𝑥

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝒔
𝑖 + 𝑇𝑦

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝒔
𝑗] = ∇ ∙ [𝑇𝑥

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
cos(∅𝑥) 𝑖 + 𝑇𝑦

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
cos(∅𝑦) 𝑗] = 0   (4.6) 

where 𝑖 and 𝑗 represent the unit vectors in x and y directions, respectively.  

4.3.2 Rationale for consideration for local roughness and weak inertial effects 

Many experimental and numerical studies have illustrated the effects of roughness 

and inertia on flow through fractures [e.g., Brown, 1987; Thompson and Brown, 1991]. 

For example, non-parabolic velocity profile developed in a sinusoidal fracture can result 

in the overestimation of flow rate predicted by the LCL [Brush and Thomson, 2003]. The 

formation of an eddy in rough fractures represents the extreme case of a non-parabolic 

velocity profile. Recent researches have shown eddies can form and grow thereby 

reducing the hydraulic conductivity of fractures and pores [Cardenas et al., 2007; 

Chaudhary et al., 2011; 2013; Lee et al., 2014]. Moreover, eddy geometry is dependent 

on flow direction and inertial force [Chaudhary et al., 2011]. 

In this study, I take into account local roughness and low Re to further improve 

equation (4.6). Since aperture variability and local aspect ratio are key local roughness 

factors that reduce the accuracy of simple harmonic averaging for calculation of flow 

rates [Basha and El-Asmar, 2003], I focus on these two factors. To distinguish the bulk 
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roughness, a global or macro-scale feature as referred to by Brush and Thomson [2003], 

from local roughness in this study, hereafter, I refer only to local roughness and 

associated local aperture gradient and aspect ratio, unless otherwise stated.  

The first factor of local roughness is aperture gradient (R1) that describes local 

fracture expansion or contraction relative to one with parallel walls. Expansions or 

contractions are effectively what constitutes local roughness as a fracture without 

expansions/contractions is basically represented by parallel plates; i.e., where flow 

follows Poiseuille flow with perfect parabolic velocity profile that is the basis for the 

classical LCL. In this study, R1 is defined as: 

𝑅1 =
𝑏𝑓(𝑥𝑖+1) − 𝑏𝑓(𝑥𝑖)

𝑑𝑥
                                                                                      (4.7) 

where the calculations of flow-oriented apertures bf(xi), and bf(xi+1) are illustrated in 

Figure 4.1. R1 can be positive or negative depending on whether the fracture expands or 

contracts relative to the flow direction. The range and arithmetic mean value of R1 on 

both x and y directions are listed on Table 4.1. The R1 field may be anisotropic with 

independent x and y components since the bf field is also anisotropic in the principal 

directions. The resolution of R1 depends on the fracture resolution as shown in Table 4.1. 

 The second factor of local roughness - the dimensionless length (R2), represents 

the aspect ratio of the fracture. The definition of R2 is: 

𝑅2 =
𝑑𝑥

𝑏𝑓(𝑥𝑖)
                                                                                                             (4.8)  

where dx is the horizontal resolution of the aperture field and bf (xi) is the upstream flow-

oriented aperture for each flow cell (Figure 4.1). R2 may also be anisotropic like R1, with 
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Table 4.1: Input parameters for synthetic fracture generation using the program SynFrac 

[Ogilvie et al., 2006], and statistical properties of both real fractures mapped 

through high resolution x-ray computed tomography and synthetic fractures. 

The mismatch wavelength, transition length, maximum matching fraction, 

minimum matching fraction, fractal dimension and anisotropy are the input 

parameters for SynFrac. Details of the fracture generation using the 

parameters below can be found at Ogilvie et al. [2006]. b represents the 

apparent aperture with arithmetic mean <b> and standard deviation σb. τ 

refers to the effective tortuosity, defined as the ratio of the tortuous area of 

the fracture mid-surface to its projected area in the x-y plane. R1 and R2 

dictate the local roughness as defined in equations (4.7-4.8), <|R1|> and 

<|R2|> represent arithmetic mean values of R1 and R2, respectively. The 

Reynolds Number (Re) is defined as the ratio of inertial force to viscous 

force, where ρ is fluid density, μ is dynamic fluid viscosity. 
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Parameters 

HRXCT  Synthetic 

H1 H2 H3 S1 S2 S3 S4 H2R 

Length (mm) 116.1 97.9 80.3 95.9 96.8 100.0 100.0 97.9 

Width (mm) 140.0 121.8 94.8 95.9 96.8 100.0 100.0 121.8 

resolution (mm2) 0.077 0.068 0.038 0.035 0.036 0.038 0.038 0.068 

Mismatch 

wavelength (mm) 

- - - 4.5 2.5 2.3 8.0 - 

Transition length 

(mm) 

- - - 40.0 90.0 72.0 31.0 - 

Maximum 

matching fraction 

- - - 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 - 

Minimum 

matching fraction 

- - - -0.02 -0.06 0.00 -0.09 - 

Fractal dimension - - - 2.64 2.69 2.78 2.67 - 

Anisotropy - - - 1.02 1.07 0.76 1.01 - 

σb (mm) 0.59 0.60 0.86 0.36 0.21 0.35 0.31 1.18 

<b> (mm) 1.50 1.91 2.14 1.61 1.02 1.53 1.70 4.22 

τ 1.033 1.038 1.164 1.062 1.099 1.080 1.080 1.038 

R1 

-

11.1~12.3 

-

16.6~20.2 

-

16.9~17.2 

-5.3~5.9 -3.9~4.1 -3.8~3.7 -3.8~3.7 -34.4~30.3 

<|R1|> 0.34 0.25 0.56 0.90 0.67 0.64 0.58 1.64 

R2 0.03~4.31 0.04~0.55 0.02~114 0.06~5.13 0.10~2.68 0.068~1.47 0.11~1.86 0.025~0.38 

<R2> 0.22 0.08 0.14 0.15 0.23 0.14 0.23 0.07 

Re=ρ<u><b>/μ 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.06 
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independent components in the x and y directions. 

The tortuosity correction can effectively transform the local asymmetric aperture 

field into piecewise symmetric wedges, where fluid is assumed to flow along the 

centerline of wedge. Thus, to quantify the associated errors with local roughness resulting 

in non-parabolic velocity profile, I first conducted CFD simulations of a suite of 

symmetric 2D wedges representing a wide range of R1 (-50 ~ 50) and R2 (0 ~ 10). This 

was achieved by running simulations where bf at one end was fixed, but bf at the other end 

and dx were sequentially increased (Figures 4.1 and 4.2) to produce wedges with 

different R1 and R2. For each wedge, simulations were conducted for both flow 

directions driven by a pressure gradient. These two cases have very opposite R1. 

Furthermore, I increased the pressure gradient successively to consider the effect of low 

inertial force, i.e., varying Reynolds Number (Re ≤ 1).  

The local Re quantifies the ratio of inertial force to viscous force, which is defined 

as: 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑏𝑓〈𝑢〉

𝜇
=

𝜌𝑄

𝜇
                                                                                            (4.9) 

where <u> is the local mean velocity, and Q is volumetric flow rate per unit fracture 

width. In this study, I only considered local Re ≤ 1 to ensure local laminar flow. I 

employed COMSOL Multiphysics to solve the NSE describing flow through the designed 

wedges. The simulation results were validated by comparing numerical simulation results   

to analytical solutions provided by Basha and El-Asmar [2003]; the maximum error in 

predicting volumetric flow rate was less than 0.14% (Figure 4.3). I only used a fraction  
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Figure 4.2: Normalized velocity (U*) field and streamlines (white lines) of 2D wedges 

with different local aperture gradient R1 and local Reynolds Number Re. U* 

is defined as U*=U/Umax, where U is the velocity magnitude, Umax is 

maximum velocity magnitude. Black arrows indicate flow direction with 

flow rates Q. Expanding fracture (a) corresponds to R1 = 0.5 and Re = 1.2 

with streamlines showing non-parabolic velocity profile but no eddy growth; 

expanding fracture (b) corresponds to R1 = 5 and Re = 1.02, where 

streamlines indicate eddy growth; contracting fracture (c) corresponds to R1 

= -5 and Re = 1.2, with streamlines showing different eddy geometry 

compared to fracture (b) even though they have identical magnitudes of R1 

and Re. 
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of the designed wedges in this validation because only a minority of the wedges satisfy 

the condition for the analytical solution (i.e., the ratio of arithmetic mean aperture to the 

fracture length should be less than 1). 

4.3.3 Correction coefficient C(R1, R2, Re) 

 The analytical flow rate QLCL for 2D fractures calculated with the LCL is 

approximated by the harmonic mean of the cubic aperture multiplied by the pressure 

gradient [Silliman, 1989]: 

𝑄LCL =
1

12𝜇

𝐿

(∫
1

𝑏𝑓(𝑥)3 𝑑𝑥
𝐿

0
)

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
                                                            (4.10) 

where ∂p/∂x is the same pressure gradient as applied in the numerical wedge models, and 

L is total fracture length. Therefore, for flow rate calculations based on the LCL to match 

the true flow rates (i.e., from the CFD simulations), it has to be scaled by the factor C that 

varies depending on R1, R2 and Re: 

𝐶(𝑅1, 𝑅2, 𝑅𝑒) =
𝑄LCL

𝑄CFD
                                                                                (4.11) 

This can also potentially correct the analytical effective aperture by scaling it to an 

effective transmissivity which considers fracture expansion or contraction and low 

inertial effects. The factor C was calculated based on simulations representing various 

combinations of R1, R2 and Re (Figure 4.4). The discrete function C was generated based 

on adaptive increments; I used a higher resolution where there were larger gradients. 

Specifically, increments for |R1| ranged from ~ 0.5, where 0 < |R1| < 3.5, to ~ 2.5, where 

3.5 < |R1| < 50. Increments for R2 ranged from ~ 0.01, where 0 < R2 < 1, to ~2, where 1<  
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Figure 4.3: Simulation errors (EQ) in volumetric flow rate (Q) through symmetric wedges 

with varying Reynolds Numbers (Re). EQ is defined by EQ = (QBash/QCFD - 1) 

× 100%, where QBash was estimated by using the perturbation method 

proposed by Bash and El-Asmar [2003], QCFD was computed by directly 

solving the NSE through finite-element modeling. 
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Figure 4.4: Empirical generic correction factor C(R1, R2, Re) based on CFD simulations, 

where R1 and R2 are local roughness defined in equations (4.7) and (4.8), 

respectively. Re refers to local Reynolds Number.
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R2 <10. Moreover, the increments for Re were almost uniform at ~ 0.1. The discrete data 

for C is available on-line as supplementary data. 

The correction factor C fundamentally embodies the effects of local roughness 

and low inertia which are manifested in the prediction of local velocities and volumetric 

flow rates (Figure 4.4). That is, and as expected, C ≥ 1 since calculations using the LCL 

with the harmonic mean aperture as the effective transmissivity consistently 

overestimates the flow rate [e.g., Brown, 1987; Zimmerman et al., 1991; Brown et al., 

1995]. The LCL is missing additional resistance imparted by local roughness and 

additional inertial losses. This explanation is also supported by theory [Basha and El-

Asmar, 2003]. 

Moreover, for any given R1 (but excluding R1 = 0), C initially increases with 

increasing R2 (0< R2 < 0.5) but then decreases with further increases in R2 (0.5 < R2 < 

10); note that the dependence of C on R2 is also partially determined by R1. Since R1 = 0 

corresponds to parallel plates, I expect no error with increasing R2 in this case; i.e., C = 1. 

The characteristics of C can be explained generally by the formation of non-

parabolic against that predicted from the LCL, and by the extreme case of growth of 

eddies within the piecewise wedges of the fracture. Small R2 implies a short fracture 

wavelength or small aspect ratio, which in turn provides insufficient room for the fully 

developed non-parabolic velocity and for eddy growth. The peak of C is at R2 ~ 0.5, 

regardless of R1, which corresponds to the wedge aspect ratio optimal for reducing the 

effective flow area. These effects of local fracture aspect ratio on predicting flow rate 
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were not considered in previous studies [e.g., Nicholl et al., 1999; Brush and Thomson, 

2003].  

Additionally, R1 rather than Re largely determines C when Re ≤ 1 (Figure 4.4) for 

the specific value of R2. This is supported by the experimental results [Lee et al., 2014], 

and reflected by the fluid flow following Darcy’s law at relatively low Re regime [Al-

Yaarubi et al., 2005]; that is, Re contributes little to the deviation from linearity of the 

flow rate. Moreover, flow direction had a trivial impact on C, and C exhibited a fairly but 

not perfectly symmetric pattern. This is because fluid flow is different for expanding and 

contracting fractures [Cardenas et al., 2009; Chaudhary et al., 2011], which lead to 

different non-parabolic velocity profiles and eddy configuration, even if their |R1| and Re 

are almost the same (Figure 4.2). 

4.3.4 Modified Local Cubic Law 

Equation (4.6) can be corrected for effects of local roughness and low inertial 

force through the application of C, which gives the modified LCL (MLCL): 

∇ ∙ [
𝑇𝑥

𝐶

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
cos(∅𝑥) 𝑖 +

𝑇𝑦

𝐶

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
cos(∅𝑦) 𝑗] = 0                                                (4.12) 

When the mid-surface of the aperture field lies in a smooth plane; i.e., where ∅⃗⃗⃗=0, and 

when local roughness and inertial force are negligible, C ~ 1, the MLCL reduces to the 

classical LCL. The MLCL is a nonlinear differential equation with dependent variable p 

because C is a function of Re; Re in turn depends on p. 

4.4 METHODOLOGY 

4.4.1 Real and synthetic three-dimensional fractures 
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Three natural welded Santana tuff samples collected from Closed Canyon, Big 

Bend National Park, Texas, USA, were scanned at the high-resolution x-ray computed 

tomography (HRXCT) facility at The University of Texas at Austin. The approach used 

here was described in detail by Ketcham et al. [2010] and Slottke [2010]. The size and 

horizontal resolution of the scanned fractures, labeled with an initial “H”, and its 

statistical properties are shown in Table 4.1. The vertical resolution for the natural 

fractures was set at ~ 0.25 mm.  

To test the validity of the MLCL for various types of fractures, I generated four 

self-affine fractures through the program SynFrac with the same parameters described by 

Ogilvie et al. [2006]. Here, I used a different resolution/grid spacing to make it more 

similar to the scanned real fractures. I generated synthetic fractures with 512 × 512 points 

per fracture surface, regardless of fracture size, although the sizes were also similar to the 

scanned fractures. Further, I assigned a minimum b = 10 μm whenever aperture is zero in 

order to maintain mesh quality and due to difficulties in mesh generation. Therefore, the 

statistical properties of the synthetic fractures varied slightly from those in Ogilvie et al. 

[2006] (Table 4.1). The synthetic fractures are denoted with an initial “S”. In order to 

specifically test for local roughness effects, one of the natural fractures (H2) was further 

roughened by increasing the local aperture gradient by 1.5 times; this fracture is now 

denoted as H2R. 

The synthetic fractures used here, to some extent, have been shown to represent 

the hydraulic properties of fractures within igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks 

[Ogilvie et al., 2006]. The probability density function of the b fields for the natural and 
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synthetic fractures are shown in Figure 4.5. In general, aperture fields for S1-S4 and H2 

roughly follow a Gaussian distribution, while aperture fields for H1 and H3 roughly 

follow a non-Gaussian distribution skewed towards smaller and larger values, 

respectively. Moreover, the artificially generated aperture field H2R created by 

increasing local aperture gradient shows a bimodal distribution; this property may 

probably lead to the difficulty of predicting flow rate by simply using the LCL. The 

arithmetic means of b range from 1.00 to 4.22 mm and the standard deviations of b range 

from 0.20 to 1.18 mm. Although the fracture dimensions are identical, the natural fracture 

apertures are relatively more heterogeneous compared to the synthetic fractures (Table 

4.1).  

4.4.2 Direct numerical simulations of flow fields 

The numerical experiments used computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations 

for flow through 3D fractures. The CFD modeling, where the NSE with gravitational 

effects ignored was directly solved, was implemented through the generic finite-element 

software COMSOL Multiphysics. I assigned fracture surfaces (without a skin or rind) and 

sides as no-slip boundaries on the premise of no interaction with the matrix, and applied a 

pressure drop Δp = 0.01 Pa over the fracture length. Standard fluid properties for water 

were prescribed:  = 1000 kg/m3 and  = 1×10-3 Pa ∙ s. The fractures were discretized 

into ~10 million tetrahedral elements with smaller elements (~ 0.2 mm) along the 

boundaries (Figure 4.6). Numerical experiments were conducted in a high-performance 

workstation, with each steady-state solution taking as much as 2 days to converge. For 

each fracture case, I conducted a pair of simulations where flow was  
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Figure 4.5: Probability density function of aperture fields for natural fractures mapped 

with HRXCT denoted by labels beginning with “H” and synthetic fractures 

generated with the program SynFrac [Ogivlie et al., 2006] denoted by labels 

beginning with “S”. One of the natural fractures (H2) was artificially 

roughened to generate fracture H2R. 
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either in the x or y direction. Sensitivity analysis showed negligible numerical dispersion 

for the given mesh discretization schemes. 

4.4.3 Implementation of the modified Local Cubic Law 

I solved equation (4.12) numerically through COMSOL Multiphysics. The 

equation was solved iteratively because of its nonlinear nature. The correction with C was 

implemented via interpolation. That is, at each iteration in the numerical solution of 

(4.12), C was calculated and linearly interpolated, and extrapolated as a constant value 

when necessary, based on the discrete data. Re was updated using C during each iteration. 

The inlet/outlet boundary conditions were the same as those used for the direct 3D 

CFD simulations, but here I assigned no-flux boundaries for the edges. The rectangle 

mesh size was specified so that the original fracture resolution was retained and trivial 

numerical dispersion occurred. Unlike the direct CFD simulations, which sometimes took 

days to converge, the numerical simulations with equation (4.12) took a few minutes. 

4.4.4 Assessment of the accuracy of the modified Local Cubic Law  

The potential advantage and advancement of the MLCL in prediction of local 

velocities and volumetric flow rate is the combination of all corrective aspects that have 

been considered and studied separately [Brown, 1987; Zimmerman et al., 1991; 

Mourzenko et al., 1995; Ge, 1997; Brush and Thomson, 2003; Al-Yaarubi et al., 2005], 

including local tortuosity, roughness and low inertial force. 

The overall performance of the MLCL is evaluated via quantifying the effective 

errors in predicting volumetric flow rates as δ: 
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the tetrahedral mesh used in the finite-element model of 

fracture H3. The inset red polygon shows the portion of the fracture that is 

illustrated. There are ~10 million tetrahedral elements, with 7.2×105 

triangular boundary elements and 4144 edge elements. Element size is about 

0.2 mm. 
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where QNSE is volumetric flow rate at the outlet boundary calculated in the 3D CFD 

simulations (QNSE is considered as the ‘true’ volumetric flow rate), Qi is volumetric flow 

rate at the outlet boundary calculated through equations (4.3), (4.6), (4.12) and (4.15) (see 

below), where i = equation number. 

An alternative way to assess the performance of the MLCL is to break down the 

effective errors into local errors ξi(x, y) in terms of volumetric flow rate, which is 

described mathematically by: 

ξ𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝑄𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝑄NSE(𝑥, 𝑦)

𝑄NSE(𝑥, 𝑦)
 × 100%                                                      (4.14) 

where QNSE(x, y) is the local vertically integrated volumetric flow rate calculated from 

CFD simulation results, and Qi(x, y) is the local volumetric flow rate calculated from 

equations (4.3) and (4.12), where i refers to equation number or model type, i.e., LCL and 

MLCL, respectively.  

4.4.5 Comparison of the modified Local Cubic Law with other models 

To highlight the strength of the MLCL, I conducted numerical simulations using 

the governing equation from Ge [1997] through the finite-element method also 

implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics, and using the modified LCL as formulated by 

Brush and Thomson [2003] through a finite-volume approach I implemented in 

MATLAB. In the latter, grid blocks serve as control volume with the modified harmonic 

average aperture representing the transmissivity at the face of the control volume. The 

effective errors associated with Ge’s derivation and Brush and Thomson’s formulation 

are denoted as δGe and δBrush, respectively; they are quantified through equation (4.13), 
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where Qi is replaced by volumetric flow rate from the corresponding numerical 

simulations at the outlet boundary. I also evaluate ξi(x, y) in the x direction following 

equation (4.14) with calculations using Ge’s derivation [1997] and Brush and Thomson’s 

approach [2003]. 

The cubic law (CL) when also scaled by a factor that corrects for the discrepancy 

between hydraulic and geometric apertures can give volumetric flow rates similar to 

those based on the LCL [Renshaw, 1995]. Thus, I additionally assess the accuracy of the 

CL in predicting volumetric flow rate following the approximation recommended by 

Renshaw [1995], where the modified aperture field accounting for the local tortuosity and 

roughness is used, which is described by: 

𝑄 =
𝜌𝑔〈𝑏𝑓𝑅〉3

12𝜇
𝑊𝐼 [1 + (

𝜎𝑏𝑓𝑅

〈𝑏𝑓𝑅〉
)

2

]

−1.5

                                                         (4.15) 

where bfR is the modified aperture field with arithmetic mean <bfR> and standard 

deviation σbfR, g is gravitational acceleration, W is the fracture width, and I is the 

hydraulic gradient. In this case, I neglect inertial force since I do not have prior 

knowledge of the Re field to correctly use C. However, for tortuosity/roughness-

dominated regimes where the inertial effect is relatively negligible (Re < 1), C(R1, R2, 

Re) can be reduced into CR(R1, R2). Therefore, the b field can be transformed into a 

tensor field with x and y principal components allowing for consideration of the effects of 

the local tortuosity and roughness following equation (4.12), which is: 
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𝑏𝑓𝑅 =

[
 
 
 
 (

12𝜇𝑇𝑥 cos(∅𝑥)

𝐶𝑅
)

1/3

,   0

0, (
12𝜇𝑇𝑦 cos(∅𝑦)

𝐶𝑅
)

1/3

 
]
 
 
 
 

                                                              (4.16) 

4.5 RESULTS 

4.5.1 Failure of the Local Cubic Law 

The validity of the LCL (equation 4.3) was tested through comparison between 

volumetric flow rates from solving the LCL and from solving the NSE with CFD 

simulations. The simulated flow fields for the studied fractures are exemplified in Figure 

4.7. The natural fractures clearly demonstrate preferential or channeling flow following 

the most conductive region, whereas the synthetic fractures show more dispersed flow 

paths without apparent preferential flow. The artificially roughened natural fracture 

(H2R) produced slow-flowing or stagnation and/or recirculation zones as illustrated by 

the broader areas with blue colors (Figure 4.7; blue corresponds to smaller velocities) 

near the fracture walls.  

The LCL is widely known to overestimate flow rate through fractures even at low 

Re (<1) regimes [Nicholl et al., 1999]; my results further confirm this (Figure 4.8). The 

effective errors (δ4.3) in using the LCL range from 22.0% to 70.7% (Table 4.2), with the 

magnitude depending on the geometric properties of fractures, i.e., roughness and 

tortuosity. Even worse, the local error (ξLCL) in volumetric flow rate defined in equation 

(4.14) may increase up to 200% (Figures 4.9 and 4.10a). Not only do my results agree 

with previous studies showing overestimation of bulk flow rates [Zimmerman and Yeo, 

2000; Zimmerman et al., 2004], the results also highlight the overestimation in local flow 
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Figure 4.7: Three-dimensional fracture velocity fields (U*, denoted by the color) from 

CFD simulations. U* is defined as U*=U/Umax, where U is the velocity 

magnitude and Umax is the maximum velocity magnitude. The fractures 

correspond to the fractures in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.8: Statistics of effective errors () shown by Box-Whisker plots. The effective 

errors are between ‘true’ volumetric flow rates taken from CFD simulations 

and different versions of the LCL and CL, i.e., equations (4.3), (4.6), (4.12) 

and (4.15), Ge’s derivation [1997] and Brush and Thomson’s formulation 

[2003]. Negative values of  indicate underestimation of flow rate; positive 

values correspond to overestimation. For quartiles, central mark (red line) 

refers to the median (50%), and the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th 

percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the minimum and maximum 

data that are included in statistical analysis, while the extreme data are 

excluded (red crosses).   
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Figure 4.9: Spatial distribution of local error (ξLCL) in local volumetric flow rate by using 

the classical Local Cubic Law (LCL). ξ(x, y) is defined in equation (4.14). 

The fractures correspond to the fractures in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.10: Probability density function of errors (ξ(x, y)) in local volumetric flow rate 

by using (a) Local Cubic Law (LCL), (b) modified Local Cubic Law 

(MLCL), (c) Ge’s method [1997], and (d) Brush and Thomson’s formulation 

[2003]. The fractures correspond to the fractures in Figure 4.5.  
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Table 4.2: Effective errors in volumetric flow rate ( predicted using different versions 

of the LCL and CL, i.e. equations (4.3), (4.6), (4.12) and (4.15), Ge’s 

derivation [1997] and Brush and Thomson’s [2003] formulation compared to 

that calculated through CFD simulations. The statistics of effective errors can 

be found in Figure 4.8.  

Fracture Direction δ4.3 (%) δ4.6 (%) δ4.12 (%) δ4.15 (%) δGe (%) δBrush (%) 

H1 
x 22.03 8.00 7.08 13.76 14.10 -9.71 

y 26.70 -0.61 0.33 -14.24 9.15 22.99 

H2 
x 24.39 6.71 5.87 11.24 8.17 -1.41 

y 20.64 8.84 7.93 9.69 11.38 18.69 

H3 
x 57.87 -4.03 -2.36 2.23 7.76 39.86 

y 32.00 4.34 2.93 5.79 14.67 -29.18 

S1 
x 63.19 -4.35 -1.89 -5.38 17.55 -1.10 

y 63.99 -6.55 -3.44 -8.55 16.41 -2.24 

S2 
x 37.53 -2.41 -0.34 -6.06 13.10 2.29 

y 37.90 -5.58 -3.26 -8.71 11.56 -0.31 

S3 
x 28.87 -1.92 -0.59 -3.13 10.38 0.93 

y 29.16 -2.75 -1.03 -2.88 10.15 0.73 

S4 
x 35.54 3.51 1.56 0.37 14.58 5.64 

y 35.43 3.08 1.01 -0.96 14.47 6.03 

H2R 
x 66.49 38.91 6.81 1.57 50.10 34.38 

y 70.71 46.69 13.38 2.62 59.03 65.86 
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rates, with only a minority of ξLCL below 0 (Figure 4.10a). The results show however that 

underestimation of local flow rate is possible via solving the MLCL. This can be caused 

by inherent deficiencies with correcting with C to reproduce more complex local non-

parabolic velocity profile at wedge boundaries associated with local roughness. 

Natural fractures have prominent areas of high ξLCL showing long-range 

correlation effect, whereas the synthetic fractures show a more dispersed pattern of ξLCL 

with random distribution (Figure 4.9). The probability density functions of ξLCL for all 

studied fractures show a fairly normal distribution, with median values greater than 0 that 

varies from fracture to fracture (Figure 4.10a). The patterns in ξLCL integrate 

contributions from aperture, tortuosity and roughness. To potentially identify individual 

contributions, I plot ξLCL as defined by equation (4.14) against aperture (Figure 4.11), 

tortuosity τ (Figure 4.12), and aperture gradient R1 (Figure 4.13).  

ξLCL, somewhat surprisingly, generally increases with aperture, with a slight 

exception for H1 (Figure 4.11), but has no clear trend with τ and R1 (Figures 4.12 and 

4.13). This shows that the aperture values may dominate over τ and R1 in determining 

ξLCL for my studied fractures. The signal of ξLCL induced by τ and R1 might be smeared 

out by aperture, such that they barely reach a systematic trend in the dependence of ξLCL 

on τ and R1 (Figures 4.12 and 4.13). 

4.5.2 Accuracy and validity of the modified Local Cubic Law 

The MLCL (equation 4.12) is first verified using reliable CFD simulations of flow 

through natural and synthetic fractures in terms of predicting bulk volumetric flow rate. 
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Figure 4.11: Dependence of errors (ξ(x, y)) in local volumetric flow rate on aperture. Blue 

filled squares represent solutions from solving the Local Cubic Law (LCL), 

while the red filled squares from solving the modified LCL (MLCL). The 

fractures correspond to the fractures in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.12: Relationship between errors (ξ(x, y)) in local volumetric flow rate and 

tortuosity (τ). Blue filled squares represent solutions from solving the Local 

Cubic Law (LCL), while the red filled squares from solving the modified 

LCL (MLCL). The fractures correspond to the fractures in Figure 4.5.  
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Figure 4.13: Relationship between errors (ξ(x, y)) in local volumetric flow rate and R1 

defined in equation (4.7). Blue filled squares represent solutions from solving 

the Local Cubic Law (LCL), while the red filled squares from solving the 

modified LCL (MLCL). The fractures correspond to the fractures in Figure 

4.5. 
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For Q4.12 derived from the MLCL, δ4.12 ranges from -3.3% to 13.4% with arithmetic mean 

<|δ4.12|>=3.7% (Figures 4.8 and Table 4.2). Despite the different types of fractured rocks 

representing a range in spatial heterogeneity, effective volumetric flow rates predicted 

from the MLCL agree quite well with that from CFD simulations. 

Not accounting for tortuosity contributes the most effective error relative to 

contributions from local roughness and inertia for most of the studied fractures with 

relatively smooth surfaces (Figure 4.8, Tables 4.1 and 4.2). On the contrary, for 

roughened fracture H2R, effective error arising from the LCL will be significantly 

reduced by correction with C rather than solely correcting for tortuosity. In general, the 

classical LCL overestimates volumetric flow rate with δ4.3 ranging from 22.0% to 70.7% 

with <|δ4.3|> =40.8% (Table 4.2) depending on the degree of tortuosity and roughness. 

After accounting for tortuosity through equation (4.6), δ6 decreases substantially with 

<|δ4.6|>=9.3%. Accounting for the local roughness and inertial effects via the MLCL 

further improves the performance of the LCL with <|δ4.12|> decreasing to 3.7%.   

To further test the validity of the MLCL, I compared predicted volumetric flow 

rates to experimentally measured flow rates for a rough-walled fracture mapped in high-

resolution, which was described and studied by Cardenas et al. [2007]. The flow 

experiments were described by Slottke [2010]. The experiments ranged from Darcy to 

Forchheimer flows with varying imposed head gradients [Slottke, 2010]. I selected three 

cases with increasing Re where Darcy flow still holds. The evaluation of δ12 was done by 

replacing QNSE in equation (4.13) with volumetric flow rates from the experimental flow 
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tests. The resultant δ4.12 are 2.3%, 6.0%, and 9.1% which reveals the robustness of the 

MLCL for predicting actual flow rates. 

Moreover, the MLCL reduces local errors by improving the prediction of local 

flow rate. Using the classical LCL, the probability density function of ξLCL follows a 

normal distribution with a large standard deviation and median value greater than 0. 

Using the MLCL, the standard deviation in ξMLCL is reduced and the median value 

becomes close to 0 (Figure 4.10). However, the broad relationships between ξ and 

fracture geometric (Figures 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13) are similar for both the LCL and MLCL. 

That is, the contribution to ξMLCL from aperture is systematic compared to that from 

tortuosity and roughness; the same patterns was observed for ξLCL. Figure 4.12 also 

shows that, to some extent, the MLCL is likely to underestimate local flow rate when 1/τ 

< 0.6. τ is tortuosity as defined in Figure 4.1. 

4.6 DISCUSSION 

4.6.1 Performance of the modified Local Cubic Law relative to other models 

The MLCL performs better than Ge’s and Brush and Thomson’s approaches 

(Figure 4.8 and Table 4.2). For the studied fractures, <|δGe|> is 17.7% and <|δBrush|> is 

15.5%; both methods are less accurate than <|δ4.12|> (Table 4.2). Moreover, the standard 

deviation of |δBrush|, denoted as |δBrush|, is 18.9%, followed by |δGe| = 14.8% for Ge’s 

derivation, and the MLCL has the lowest |δ4.12| = 3.6% (Figure 4.8).  

I also analyzed how δ changes with increasing combined aperture deviation and 

tortuosity for different versions of the LCL (Figure 4.14). For relatively smooth fractures, 

|δMLCL| (i.e., |δ4.12|) and |δGe| roughly follow the same trend for the studied fractures with 
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Figure 4.14: Effective errors () for different natural and synthetic fractures plotted for 

varying products of aperture deviation (b) and effective tortuosity (τ). The 

error is defined in equation (4.13) between ‘true’ volumetric flow rates taken 

from CFD simulations and different versions of the Local Cubic Law, i.e., 

modified LCL (MLCL) developed in this study, Ge’s deviation [1997], and 

Brush and Thomson’s formulation [2003]. τ is the ratio of the tortuous area of 

the fracture mid-surface to its projected area in the x-y plane. b is the apparent 

aperture with standard deviation (b). Dashed lines with circles corresponds 

to flow rates in the x direction, while solid lines with squares are for the y 

direction.  
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values fluctuating about their mean, but |δMLCL| is always less than |δGe| because of the 

MLCL’s improvements over Ge’s governing equation by allowing for local roughness 

and inertial effects. Moreover, a previous study confirmed that Ge’s theory is more 

appropriate for tortuous than rougher fractures [Nicholl et al., 1999]. My results further 

show the shortcomings and applicability of Ge’s theory. It fairs poorly when applied to 

the roughened fracture H2R, but performs relatively well for the more tortuous fracture 

H3 (Figure 4.14, and Table 4.2). Figure 4.10c illustrates the performance of Ge’s 

derivation when applied to a rougher fracture; the median of ξGe for H2R deviates further 

away from 0. The MLCL corrects for this shortcoming by considering for the 

convergence and divergence in the aperture field.    

For relatively smooth fractures, flow modeling with the finite-volume method 

with effective transmissivity based on Brush and Thomson [2003] predicts volumetric 

flow rates better than the MLCL (Figure 4.14); that is |δBrush| < |δMLCL|. However, |δBrush| 

increases for rougher and more tortuous fractures, while |δMLCL| remains < 10%. Similar 

to the effective error, the local error ξBrush follows a normal distribution with median 

value close to 0 for relative smooth fractures. But the median of ξBrush deviates from 0 for 

the more tortuous fracture (H3) and the roughened fracture (H2R) (Table 4.2 and Figure 

4.10d). Yet, the MLCL’s accuracy for such cases still holds.  

The MLCL is shown to be an accurate predictor for effective volumetric flow 

rate, but the fluctuation in |δMLCL| is counter-intuitive since I expect that |δMLCL| would 

increase with global roughness and tortuosity. One possible reason could be attributed to 

the construction of C; it only considers zero-velocity in the z direction on the wedge 
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boundary with specified constant pressure, while this is not the case for the rough 

fracture, which might lead to different behavior in C. Although the method of developing 

C is not perfect, the overall MLCL’s performance is quite good (Table 4.2). Future 

studies could explore C which allows for non-parabolic velocity profiles on the boundary 

in order to further improve the MLCL. 

4.6.2 Application of the modification to the Cubic Law 

Overall, the CL with modified aperture performs well in terms of matching the 

volumetric flow rate from CFD simulations at laminar regimes. Effective errors in flow 

rate δ15 range more broadly from -14.2% to 13.8%, with just a slightly higher mean of 

6.1% relative to that resulting from the MLCL (Figure 4.8 and Table 4.2). Though, unlike 

other previous modified versions of the LCL, the modified CL is sufficient to estimate an 

effective flow rate for rougher fracture H2R. Using the CL method without taking into 

account local tortuosity and roughness would result in effective errors (δ) ranging from -

78.0% ~ -8.8%, with arithmetic mean and standard deviation of absolute value (|δ|) equal 

to 40.4% and 18.6%, respectively (results are not shown here). Clearly, the CL when 

implemented with the modified aperture field is greatly improved and could be an 

accurate predictor for the hydraulic properties of single fractures that are 

tortuosity/roughness-dominated. That is, the predicted hydraulic properties, and by 

consequence the predicted volumetric flow rates, would be similar to those calculated via 

direct numerical simulations. 

4.6.3 Limitation of the modified Local Cubic Law 

Although the MLCL improves the performance of the classical LCL, there are 
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still a few assumptions undermining its performance in terms of completely replacing the 

NSE. After all, a 2D vertical-integrated version of NSE cannot fully represent the 3D 

NSE. The key limitation of the MLCL relies on, as mentioned previously, the 

determination of C. Recall that C was estimated based on fluid flow through simple 2D 

symmetric wedges with constant pressure boundary conditions, and thus perfectly 

parabolic velocity profiles. However, flow through local 3D asymmetric wedges with 

non-parabolic velocity boundary conditions is expected to occur. Moreover, eddies may 

occupy several neighboring 3D wedges; eddies are constrained to the 2D wedges in my 

case. Additionally, inertial force is not fully considered in this study in order to generate a 

more comprehensive form for C (here, local Re ≤ 1 only). Laminar flow through 3D 

rough-walled fractures may lead to local Re > 1 and my current version for C does not 

account for this. These aspects should be explored in the future by using the same 

approach presented here. 

 Furthermore, the MLCL is based on the premise of absence of the off-diagonal 

terms in the tensorial hydraulically-equivalent aperture (equation 4.16) and transmissivity 

(equation 4.12). That is, I assume the global coordinate is aligned with the local principal 

axes, even though this assumption may be violated. Future studies should thus focus on 

generating C using 3D wedges with the application of various boundary conditions to 

further improve the MLCL. This will allow for the simultaneous consideration of the full 

transmissivity tensor with local principal axes uniquely depending on the local 

midsurface of fractures [Mallikamas and Rajaram, 2010]. In spite of those intrinsic 

shortcomings, the current version of the MLCL performs well in terms of predicting 
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effective and local flow rates, and provides a viable method for further consideration of a 

broad range of Re and realistic non-parabolic velocity profiles within and on the 

boundary of 3D wedges. 

4.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The Local Cubic Law (LCL) (equation 4.3) is a widely applied model for 

predicting fluid flow field in fractures. However, there are still unresolved issues in the 

application of the LCL including errors due to local tortuosity, roughness, and inertial 

effects. I present the modified Local Cubic Law (MLCL) (equation 4.12) that corrects the 

LCL for the sources of error. To test the validity of the MLCL with direct simulations 

and physical experiments, I used maps of natural fractures, synthetic fractures generated 

by the program SynFrac, and one artificially roughened fracture produced by increasing 

the local aperture gradient of one of the natural fracture maps.   

Overall, the MLCL performs better than previous versions of the LCL regardless 

of fracture local tortuosity and roughness. For the studied fractures, the effective errors 

(δ) (equation 4.13) of the MLCL range from -3.4% to 13.4 with arithmetic mean of |δ| 

(<|δ|>) equal to 3.7%. While <|δ|> are 40.8% for the traditional LCL, 17.7% for Ge’s 

model, and 15.1% for Brush and Thomson’s formulation (Figure 4.8). Importantly, for 

more tortuous and rougher fractures, the modified version of the LCL proposed by Brush 

and Thomson [2003] leads to considerable errors in predicting effective and local 

volumetric flow rates (Figures 4.8 and 4.10, and Table 4.2). Furthermore, Ge’s model 

performs relatively well for tortuous fractures, but its performance worsens for rougher 

fractures (Table 4.2). However, using the Cubic Law with a modified aperture field will 
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improve the prediction of effective volumetric flow rate with only a slightly higher 

<|δ|>=6.1% than the MLCL. Importantly, the application of the MLCL to the modified 

CL allows for predicting the fracture hydraulic properties based on the geometric 

information within a low range of local Re (≤1). 

The MLCL developed here provides an approach for accurately calculating the 

hydraulic properties and local vertically integrated flow fields for rough and tortuous 

fractures; it may thus be suitable for integration with and improvement of fracture 

network models. The MLCL would also provide more accurate flow fields for solute and 

heat transport problems. Since I used relatively smooth fractures with only one artificially 

roughened fracture in this study, testing the performance of the MLCL by using rougher 

fractures should be a goal for future work.  
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Chapter 5: Non-Fickian transport through two-dimensional rough 

fractures: Assessment and prediction 

 

5.1 ABSTRACT 

 Non-Fickian transport ubiquitously occurs across all scales within fractured 

geological media. Detailed characterization of non-Fickian transport through single 

fractures is thus critical for predicting the fate of solutes and other fluid-borne entities 

through fractured media. My direct numerical simulations of solute transport through 

two-dimensional rough-walled fractures showed early arrival and heavy tailing in 

breakthrough curves (BTCs), which are salient characteristics of non-Fickian transport. 

Analyses for dispersion coefficients (DADE) using the standard advection-dispersion 

equation (ADE) led to errors which increased linearly with fracture heterogeneity. 

Estimated Taylor dispersion coefficients deviated from estimated DADE even at higher 

Peclet numbers. Alternatively, I used continuous time random walk (CTRW) model with 

truncated power law transition rate probability to characterize the non-Fickian transport. 

CTRW modeling markedly and consistently improved fits to the BTCs relative to those 

fitted with ADE solutions. The degree of deviation of transport from Fickian to non-

Fickian is captured by the parameter β of the truncated power law. I found that β is 

proportional to fracture heterogeneity. I also found that the CTRW transport velocity can 

be predicted based on the flow velocity. Along with the ability to predict β, this is a major 

step towards prediction of transport through CTRW using measurable physical 
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properties. 

5.2 INTRODUCTION 

Fractures occur ubiquitously in geological formations due to tectonic processes. 

Prediction of conservative and reactive contaminant transport through fractured 

reservoirs is important for both environmental and engineering problems and natural 

geophysical phenomena [Berkowitz, 2002]. To date, detailed characterization of complex 

fracture networks remains an open problem. Thus, numerous efforts have been focused 

on the backbone of network models: discrete rough-walled fractures [e.g. Cardenas et al., 

2007; 2009; Keller et al., 1995; Keller et al., 1999]. Nonetheless, large scale models 

typically use so-called discrete fracture networks (DFNs) [Berkowitz and Scher, 1997; 

Cvetkovic et al., 2004] which tend to conceptualize the discrete fractures as parallel plates 

[Maloszewski and Zuber, 1990; Sudicky and Frind, 1982], which in turn is the simplest 

model for single fractures. Therefore, a solid basis for solute transport theory for single 

fractures is critical even for continuum models. 

Solute transport is usually assumed to follow Fickian behavior where the 

dispersion coefficient is spatially and temporally constant. This is based on the 

assumption that geological formations of interest are statistically homogeneous and 

stationary, where the traditional advection-dispersion equation (ADE) holds true. Roux et 

al. [1998] explained that variation in the velocity field due to geometric properties (i.e., 

roughness) will lead to different dominant Fickian solute transport mechanisms through 

rough-walled 3D fractures. These mechanisms are molecular diffusion, Taylor dispersion 

[Aris, 1956; Taylor, 1953], and macrodispersion [Gelhar and Axness, 1983; Keller et al., 
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1995; Keller et al., 1999], whose relative relevance are quantified through the 

dimensionless Peclet number (Pe) defined by: 

𝑃𝑒 =
〈𝑢〉〈𝑏〉

𝐷𝑚
           (5.1) 

where u is the average or bulk velocity, b is the apparent aperture (the height difference 

between top and bottom fracture surfaces) with arithmetic mean aperture b, and Dm is 

the molecular diffusion coefficient. Following Roux et al.’s [1998] work, Detwiler et al. 

[2000] proposed that the effective dispersion coefficient (D) of rough-walled fractures is 

the sum of the three mixing and spreading mechanisms: 

𝐷 = 𝜏𝐷𝑚 + 𝐷macro + 𝐷Taylor       (5.2) 

where  is tortuosity, Dmacro is the macrodispersion coefficient, and DTaylor is the Taylor 

dispersion coefficient. The dominance of each term in equation (5.2) increases in the 

order they are presented from left to right with increasing Pe: molecular diffusion 

dominates at the lowest Pe (10-3~10-1), followed by macrodispersion at intermediate Pe 

(10-1~103), and then Taylor dispersion dominates at higher Pe (>103) [Detwiler et al., 

2000]. 

 However, the extensive application and validation of Fickian transport theory 

remains a challenge since heterogeneity of geological formations occurs at all scales 

[Berkowitz et al., 2006]. Moreover, dispersive processes have been observed to increase 

with travel distance [Gelhar et al., 1992]. In fact, both laboratory and field experiments 

have shown fast breakthrough, multimodal behavior, and long tails in breakthrough 

curves of solutes transported through porous [Silliman and Simpson, 1987] and fractured 
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media [Becker and Shapiro, 2000]. Transport behavior such as scale-dependent 

spreading, early arrivals, and long tails are often described as non-Fickian or anomalous 

transport. Fitting non-Fickian breakthrough curves (BTCs) observed in single fractures 

with solutions to the standard ADE shows persistent errors [Bauget and Fourar, 2008; 

Jiménez-Hornero et al., 2005]. Thus, there is a continuing need for further fundamental 

understanding and analysis of non-Fickian transport in order to better predict the fate of 

solutes through rough-walled fractures.  

 Non-Fickian transport has been broadly documented in rough-walled fractures. 

Enhancement of mixing and spreading of solutes purely due to variability in advective 

transport through fractures would lead to non-Fickian transport [Becker and Shapiro, 

2000]. Additionally, non-Fickian transport could possibly be interpreted in terms of 

diffusion into and out from immobile zones [Chen et al., 2010], fracture skins [Robinson 

et al., 1998], and the rock matrix [Zhou et al., 2006], channeling [Tsang, 1984; Tsang and 

Tsang, 1989], as well as formation of eddies within the fracture [Cardenas et al., 2007]. 

Another explanation is that the time and length scales over which transport occurs have 

not reached its asymptotic threshold [Wang et al., 2012].  

Non-Fickian transport can be mathematically characterized through different 

transport models including: ADE with dynamic dispersion coefficient [Wang et al., 

2012], mobile-immobile domains [Qian et al., 2011], equivalent-stratified medium 

[Bauget and Fourar, 2008; Nowamooz et al., 2013], continuous time random walk 

(CTRW) [Berkowitz et al., 2006], fractional advection-dispersion [Zhou et al., 2006], and 

multirate mass transfer [Haggerty, 2013; Wang et al., 2005]. The descriptions of these 
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models were recently summarized by Neuman and Tartakovsky [2009]. However, the 

CTRW has been shown to better reproduce BTCs than the equivalent-stratified medium 

approach [Nowamooz et al., 2013]. Additionally, Berkowitz et al. [2006] suggested that 

mobile-immobile domain models, fractional ADE, and multirate mass transfer models 

represent special classes of CTRW. Therefore, for now, I focus my study on the CTRW 

framework. 

The CTRW framework is capable of capturing Fickian and non-Fickian transport 

induced by unresolved heterogeneities. It resembles the ADE after inverse Laplace 

transformation of the generalized master equation by having both advective and 

dispersive terms, but additionally the contribution of local scale processes on non-Fickian 

transport is encapsulated by a memory function [Berkowitz et al., 2006; Cortis et al., 

2004; Margolin and Berkowitz, 2004]. Like the ADE, the CTRW assumes stationary 

statistical properties in spite of its application to heterogeneous media [Berkowitz et al., 

2006]. The successful applications of CTRW for characterizing BTCs showing non-

Fickian transport are extensive. Examples include transport through heterogeneous 

porous media [Cortis et al., 2004; Dentz et al., 2004], ‘homogeneous’ sand and soil 

columns [Cortis and Berkowitz, 2004], single fractures [Bauget and Fourar, 2008; 

Jiménez-Hornero et al., 2005] and fracture networks [Berkowitz and Scher, 1997; 1998].  

The degree of deviation of transport to non-Fickian from Fickian can be captured 

by the value of β, a parameter in the truncated power law (TPL) model within the context 

of the CTRW framework. Three regimes of transport are classified based on β 

[Nowamooz et al., 2013]: 1) most anomalous transport where both transport velocity and 
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dispersion coefficient scale as power laws with time when 0<β<1; 2) moderate 

anomalous transport where transport velocity is constant but where dispersion coefficient 

still scales following a power law when 1<β<2; 3) Fickian transport where both transport 

velocity and dispersion coefficient are constant when β>2 and when the TPL-CTRW 

model is reduced to the ADE.  

Several studies have applied the CTRW for interpretation of non-Fickian transport 

through single fractures [Bauget and Fourar, 2008; Jiménez-Hornero et al., 2005; 

Nowamooz et al., 2013]. One recent study has qualitatively related β to the heterogeneity 

of fractures [Bauget and Fourar, 2008]. However, the quantitative connection between 

these properties remains unclear, thus limiting the broad application of the CTRW for 

prediction of transport. In the case of 2D fractures, heterogeneity is represented by 

b/<b>, where b is standard deviation of apparent aperture field. In this study, I attempt 

to quantify the inherent relationship between heterogeneity and β which in turn provides 

a robust upscaling approach. Since both heterogeneity and anisotropy of fractures 

influence the dispersive processes [Zheng et al., 2009], and since this study is focused on 

the non-Fickian behavior induced by heterogeneity, I limit my study to two-dimensional 

(2D) vertical plane high-resolution fractures instead of three-dimensional (3D) fractures 

to circumvent anisotropy effects and due to computational limitations. Furthermore, for 

3D cases, the fluid would flow through the most conductive paths (i.e., high aperture 

regions) and around the low aperture regions. Additionally, the resultant out-of-vertical-

plane velocity variations might lead to macrodispersion. However, fluid flow through 2D 

models where the fluid is forced to flow through both high and low aperture regions is 
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fundamentally different from the 3D case. Thus, for my 2D studies, out-of-plane velocity 

variation is neglected and in-plane velocity variation across the aperture is the dominant 

factor that drives solute dispersion. Moreover, molecular diffusion is negligible compared 

to Taylor dispersion in the 2D models; this allows for one-to-one comparison to 2D 

transport models which are ideal for a first-order test of the Taylor dispersion theory. 

This study enables us to accurately characterize non-Fickian transport caused by fracture 

heterogeneity through 2D rough-walled systems. The major contributions here relative to 

previous work are as follows: (1) testing the validity of and quantifying the associated 

errors of the Taylor dispersion theory for characterizing transport through 2D rough-

walled fractures; (2) quantifying the relationship between β and 2D fracture 

heterogeneities; and (3) quantifying the relationship between solute transport velocity 

from the CTRW and mean flow velocity from the ADE. 

5.3 METHODOLOGY 

5.3.1 High-resolution fracture characterization and fracture properties 

Here, I use the same fracture in Cardenas et al. [2007, 2009] where they studied 

an undisturbed and intact welded Santana tuff sample originating from the Trans-Pecos 

region of Texas, USA with an arithmetic mean aperture of 0.63 mm. A total area of 142 

cm2 was scanned at the high-resolution x-ray computed tomography (HRXCT) facility at 

The University of Texas at Austin. HRXCT measures x-ray attenuation of a fracture 

sample through a continuous 360º cycle for each vertical increment to get a high-

resolution 3D grid comprised of voxels. The approach is described in detail by Ketcham 

and Carlson [2001]. In the previous study [Cardenas et al., 2007], vertical increment was 
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set at 0.25 mm, while the horizontal field was divided into 512×512 voxels with in-plane 

edge length of 0.23 mm. Fracture aperture and the locations of the top and bottom 

surfaces were measured to better than 50 m resolution using methods outlined by 

Ketcham et al. [2010]. As a result, the top and bottom surfaces of the fracture sample 

consisted of 401×603 spatial data points that are used to construct a 3D digital fracture 

(Figure 5.1a). To my knowledge, HRXCT is regarded as the only approach available for 

determining detailed fracture morphology while the fracture is well-preserved and with 

mated fracture walls [Ketcham et al., 2010]. Unlike in Cardenas et al. [2007], where they 

focused on one fracture cross section from the 3D fracture map, here I used all 2D cross-

sections/fractures (~400) of ~15 cm length (Figures 5.1a-5.1b) and analyzed them as 

independent 2D fractures. Each 2D fracture is parallel to the red box A-B in Figure 5.1a 

with width equal to the horizontal resolution ~0.23 mm. The 2D fractures were input into 

computational fluid dynamics flow and solute transport direct numerical simulations. The 

method follows and extends the previous study that showed non-Fickian solute transport 

through one of the 2D fractures [Cardenas et al., 2007]. 

Previous analysis of the high-resolution data via the roughness-length method 

showed that the real fracture surfaces are self-affine [Al-Johar, 2010], with Hurst 

exponent estimated to be 0.832 for the top surface and 0.842 for the bottom surface. This 

Hurst exponent agrees with the common value of 0.8 for natural, self-affine rough 

surfaces [Boffa et al., 1999]. The probability density of the aperture field obeys a log-

normal distribution with skewness towards large apertures (Figure 5.2). The arithmetic 

mean of apparent aperture b of individual 2D fractures ranges from 0.27 to 0.89 mm, 
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Figure 5.1: a) Three-dimensional fracture sample mapped by high-resolution x-ray 

computed tomography. b) shows an example two-dimensional cross-section 

indicated by the red box A-B in a) used for 2D simulations; filled color 

represents magnitude of velocity (U). c) shows a magnified section of a 

portion of b) to highlight the finite-element mesh.  
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Figure 5.2: Frequency distribution of logarithm of apparent aperture (b) field for the 3D 

fracture showing log-normal distribution with skewness towards large values. 
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Table 5.1:  Statistics of 2D studied fractures 

Parameter Symbol          Value 

Arithmetic mean b     0.27~0.89 mm 

Standard deviation b    0.112~1.091 mm 

Correlation length b     1.1~105.9 mm 

Reynolds number   Re    0.001~0.690 [-] 

Peclet number   Pe    0.79~474.68 [-] 
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the standard deviation b ranges from 0.112 to 1.091 mm, and correlation length b 

ranges from 1.1 to 105.9 mm (Table 5.1). The correlation length is calculated by fitting 

an exponential model with nugget effect to the experimental semi-variogram of the 

aperture field. The typical exponential semi-variogram (h) model is: 

𝛾(ℎ) = 𝐴 [1 − 𝑒𝑥 𝑝 (
ℎ

𝜆𝑏
)] + 𝛾0       (5.3) 

where 0 is the nugget, A is the sill, h is the lag distance.  

5.3.2 Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation  

The CFD model solves the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations which 

describe single-phase steady flow of an incompressible, isothermal, and homogeneous 

fluid expressed by: 

𝜌(𝒖 ∙ ∇𝒖) = −∇𝑝 + 𝜇∇2𝒖        (5.4) 

∇ ∙ 𝒖 = 0           (5.5) 

where u=[u,w] is the velocity vector and p is the total pressure. For the individual 2D 

fracture numerical simulations, I assigned fracture surfaces as no-slip boundaries, and 

applied a given pressure drop p=10 Pa over the fracture length l (=15 cm) leading to a 

hydraulic gradient of 0.0068, driving fluid flow from left to right (Figure 5.1b). Standard 

fluid properties for water were prescribed: =1000 kg/m3 and =1×10-3 Pa∙s. The CFD 

model was implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics, a generic finite-element model. The 

fracture domain was discretized into ~90,000 triangular elements. In order to capture the 

no-slip boundaries accurately, I imposed a finer mesh size (~0.002 mm) near the 

boundaries and a relatively coarser mesh size (~0.006 mm) at the middle of the domain 
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(Figure 5.1c). The flow field solved here serves as the basis or input for the direct solute 

transport simulations. 

5.3.3 Direct solute transport simulation 

The advection-diffusion equation describing solute transport through the 2D 

fractures is: 

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
= −∇(𝒖𝐶) + 𝐷𝑚∇2𝐶        (5.6) 

where C is solute concentration, t is time, and Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient. 

The solute transport model was also solved with COMSOL Multiphysics. I assumed a 

typical conservative solute, e.g., Cl- in water, and set Dm at 2.03×10-9 m2/s [Li and 

Gregory, 1974]. Initial concentration in the fracture domain was: 

C=0 0<x<l       t=0       (5.7) 

while the boundary conditions were specified as: 

C=C0=1    x=0       t ≥ 0     (5.8) 

𝜕𝐶/𝜕𝑛 = 0 x=l  0 t       (5.9) 

where n represents the normal direction to the outlet boundary. The inlet was a Dirichlet 

boundary assuming step injection with C0=1, whereas the outlet was an open boundary.  

Solving equations (5.6)-(5.9) yields the resident concentration time-series, from 

which I can estimate the effluent solute mass by integrating the product of fluid velocity 

and concentration over the outlet boundary. The 2D flux-weighted BTCs (Cf) can thus be 

calculated through a ratio of effluent solute mass to fluid mass, which is:  

𝐶𝑓 =
∫ 𝑢𝐶𝑑𝑧

𝑏
0

∫ 𝑢𝑑𝑧
𝑏
0

          (5.10) 
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I then normalized flux-weighted BTCs and time following: 

𝐶′ =
𝐶𝑓

𝐶0
          (5.11) 

𝑡′ =
𝑄𝑡

𝐴
           (5.12) 

where C' is the normalized concentration, t' is the so-called pore volume, Q is the flow 

rate per length, and A is the area of the fracture. The numerical transport model domain 

typically had the same ~90,000 elements as the CFD models. Sensitivity analysis to mesh 

size and time step showed trivial numerical dispersion and that the solutions are mesh-

independent.  

5.3.4 Taylor dispersion theory 

Taylor dispersion is often referred to as shear flow dispersion because it is caused 

by a stratified velocity field [Taylor, 1953]. Taylor dispersion is appropriate for 

describing solute transport only after some asymptotic time/length scale, at which the 

longitudinal advective flux is balanced out by in-plane transverse diffusive flux [Wang et 

al., 2012]. The classic Taylor dispersion theory also assumes that there is no additional 

out-of-plane mixing, i.e., the channel is well-mixed in the out-of-plane direction. For 

transport through parallel plates where the fluid follows Poiseuille (stratified) flow, the 

Taylor dispersion coefficient (DTaylor) is:  

𝐷Taylor =
(〈𝑢〉〈𝑏〉)2

210𝐷𝑚
=

𝑄2

210𝐷𝑚
        (5.13) 

where Q is simply the product of u and b (Tables 5.1-5.2). Therefore, I can estimate 

DTaylor based on Q and Dm without conducting direct solute transport simulations.  
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Table 5.2:  Range of fitted parameters and their relevant errors for the ADE and TPL 

model fits to the 2D flux-weighted breakthrough curves 

ADE TPL  

UADE×10-3
 

[m/s] 

DADE×10-6
 

[m2/s] 

EADE 

 

t1 

[s] 

t2 

[s] 



[-] 

UTPL×10-3
 

[m/s] 

DTPL×10-6
 

[m2/s] 

ETPL 

 

2.14×10-3 

~1 

2.75×10-3 

~2.72 

0.03 

~0.74 

10-9.79 

~101.01 

100.97 

~105.45 

0.94 

~2.86 

6.60×10-3
 

~35.19 

1.42×10-3 

~7.73 

0.01~ 

0.36 
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5.3.5 Continuous time random walk 

The general formulation of the CTRW is the Fokker-Planck with memory 

equation (FPME) [Berkowitz et al., 2006; Cortis and Berkowitz, 2005; Cortis et al., 2004; 

Jiménez-Hornero et al., 2005]. The FPME describing concentration dynamics in a 

Laplace-transformed one-dimensional (1D) space is given by: 

𝑝�̃�(𝑥, 𝑝) − 𝐶0(𝑥) = −�̃�(𝑝) [𝑈TPL
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
�̃�(𝑥, 𝑝) − 𝐷TPL

𝜕2

𝜕𝑥2 �̃�(𝑥, 𝑝)]     (5.14) 

where the tilde represents a variable or function in the Laplace space, the memory 

function �̃�(𝑝) = 𝑡̅𝑝
�̃�(𝑝)

1−�̃�(𝑝)
 represents how the CTRW captures or represents non-

Fickian transport induced by local heterogeneity or processes, p is the Laplace variable, 

�̃�(𝑝) is the transition rate probability, UTPL and DTPL are transport velocity and 

dispersion coefficient in the context of the CTRW, respectively, which differ from the 

definitions of mean flow velocity (UADE) and dispersion coefficient (DADE) in the context 

of the ADE [Berkowitz et al., 2006]. For the classical ADE derived from mass 

conservation at continuum scale, UADE is the temporal rate of change of the first moment 

of solute concentration, and DADE is the second central moment of the concentration 

distribution. I assume that UADE and DADE are constant over time and space (i.e., the 

asymptotic regime), and thus neglect any variability of the UADE and DADE caused by 

local fracture heterogeneity. However, the UTPL and DTPL in the TPL-CTRW model are 

not the same as UADE and DADE in the ADE. The CTRW is originally derived from mass 

conservation at the molecular scale through integrating particle transitions over a certain 

time period [Berkowitz et al., 2006]. The specified time period distinguishes the resolved 
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from unresolved scales. The particle movements at unresolved scales are simulated by a 

probabilistic approach that employs temporal probability density functions (PDFs). The 

PDF is dependent on the local velocity and molecular diffusion, but variations in the form 

of the PDFs are largely attributed to the spectrum of possible local velocity fields. Since 

particle transitions are highly related to the temporal PDF, the UTPL and DTPL are thus 

correlated to the local velocity variations imposed by local heterogeneities; that is UTPL 

and DTPL vary over time and space. 

The heart of the CTRW model resides in the choice of PDF or transition rate 

probability �̃�(𝑝) to calculate the memory equation. Cortis et al. [2004] proposed three 

possible formulae for �̃�(𝑝) to capture non-Fickian transport, including: the asymptotic 

model, the truncated power law model, and the modified exponential model. Since the 

TPL is capable of capturing features characterized by the asymptotic model by specifying 

a large number for the “cut-off time”, and since the modified exponential model is 

designed for diffusion in a random molecular system, I only employed the TPL model.  

The formulation of �̃�(𝑝) following the TPL model is described by: 

�̃�(𝑝) = (1 + 2𝑝𝑡1)
𝛽 exp(𝑡1𝑝)

Γ(−𝛽,𝜏2
−1+𝑡1𝑝)

Γ(−𝛽,𝜏2
−1)

     (5.15) 

where t1 is the time for the onset of the power-law, t2 is cut-off time corresponding to 

when large-scale Fickian behavior begins or dominates, 2=t2/t1, and () is the incomplete 

Gamma function.  

5.3.6 Inverse modeling using breakthrough curves 

Inverse estimation of parameters used in the ADE and the TPL was implemented 
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through the 1D inverse modeling module of the CTRW Toolbox [Cortis and Berkowitz, 

2005]. The initial and boundary conditions are similar to the 2D direct solute transport 

simulations described in section 5.3.3. However, inaccurate initial guesses for the 

parameters would result in convergence to a local minimum error between the 1D model 

and the 2D flux-weighted BTCs resulting from the direct numerical simulations. To avoid 

this, I iteratively adjusted the initial guesses of parameters until a global minimum error 

is obtained. The resultant error (E) is used here as the metric for quantifying the 

goodness-of-fit, which is defined by: 

𝐸𝑖 = √∑ (𝐶1𝐷
𝑖 − 𝐶2𝐷)

2𝑁
1        (5.16) 

where N is the number of data points in the BTCs, 𝐶1𝐷
𝑖  constitute the 1D BTCs fitted 

using the ADE and TPL models, where i signifies either the ADE or the TPL, and C2D 

constitute the flux-weighted, spatially-integrated BTCs. Errors from the ADE and TPL 

models are denoted as EADE and ETPL, respectively. 

 For the inverse modeling with the ADE, the initial guesses for the fitted 

parameters, including velocity UADE and dispersion coefficient DADE, were based on the 

Cubic Law and the Taylor dispersion theory, respectively. The non-Fickian transport 

inverse modeling used the following free parameters for the TPL model: t1and t2, β, UTPL 

and DTPL. Initial estimates of UTPL and DTPL took on the values from the ADE inverse 

modeling. Moreover, since the TPL is most sensitive to β while relatively insensitive to 

the time scale t1and t2 [Cortis and Berkowitz, 2005], I chose a broad range for β, from 0.8 

to 2, whereas initial guesses for t1and t2 were almost constant.  
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5.4 RESULTS 

5.4.1 Non-Fickian transport behavior 

The typical non-Fickian transport behavior of early arrivals and heavy tails were 

observed in most of the BTCs from 2D direct solute transport simulations (Figures 5.3b-

3c). The presence and growth of eddies in rough-walled fractures could lead to non-

Fickian transport behavior [Cardenas et al., 2007]. But here, I find that non-Fickian 

transport is ubiquitous with or without the presence of eddies (Figure 5.3a) and probably 

due mainly to advection through a tortuous fracture [Becker and Shapiro, 2000]. All of 

the flux-weighted BTCs converged to a unique dimensionless concentration C'~0.6 at 

dimensionless time t'~1. All these show early breakthrough since in Fickian transport 

C'~0.5 at t'~1. 

The time derivative of 2D flux-weighted BTCs for step injection results in the 

residence time distribution (RTD). Power-law tails in the RTDs, another typical 

characteristic of non-Fickian transport, were observed. Figure 5.4 displays some different 

types of RTDs for various fracture heterogeneities illustrating that variations in fracture 

geometry could lead to different power-law tails; this has also been shown previously 

[Cardenas et al., 2009]. 

5.4.2 Validity of the Taylor dispersion theory to estimate dispersion coefficient DADE 

The fitted UADE and DADE and the corresponding errors for the ADE model are 

shown in Table 5.2. The subtle difference in BTCs fitted by the 1D ADE model and from 

the 2D direct solute transport simulations is quantified through equation (5.16), and can 

be interpreted as a metric for the appropriateness of approximating a potentially non- 
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Figure 5.3: a) Ensemble of flux-weighted breakthrough curves from 2D direct solute 

transport simulations showing ubiquitous non-Fickian behavior. The inverse 

estimation of the dispersion coefficient using the advection-dispersion 

equation (ADE) model shows the degree to which the 1D ADE model misses 

the arrival and tails of the 2D BTCs; this depends on the fracture 

heterogeneity as indicated in inset plots b) b/<b>=0.80, and c) b/<b>=0.69. 

b is the apparent aperture with standard deviation b and arithmetic mean 

<b>.   
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Figure 5.4: Examples of different forms of residence time distributions showing 

ubiquitous occurrence of non-Fickian transport behavior through 2D rough-

walled fractures including: i) a narrow shoulder after the peak, ii) a heavy 

tail, and iii) deviation from Gaussian distribution after the peak. 
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Figure 5.5: Errors associated with fitting breakthrough curves using the advection-

dispersion equation (EADE). The error increases linearly with heterogeneity 

b/<b>, where b is apparent aperture with standard deviation of aperture b 

and arithmetic mean aperture <b>. 
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Fickian transport phenomenon with a Fickian transport model (Figure 5.5). The values of 

EADE for 2D fractures range from 0.03 to 0.74, with higher values corresponding to 

increasing heterogeneity, i.e., b/b, directly showing that the ADE model with constant 

DADE becomes less accurate for rougher fractures.  

The DADE values follow a quasi-normal distribution with skewness toward small 

values (Figure 5.6). To test the accuracy of Taylor dispersion theory in approximating 

DADE, I compare the ratio of DADE to DTaylor with heterogeneity. The ratio is proportional 

to the heterogeneity (Figure 5.7) and ranges from 1-5 suggesting that assuming Taylor 

dispersion (suitable for parallel plates) while neglecting the effect of heterogeneity on 

solute transport, will underestimate the mixing and spreading processes, with 

underestimation becoming worse with increasing fracture heterogeneity. Additionally, 

Figure 5.7 gives the impression that when bb0.5 (and when Pe<500 at Table 5.1), 

Taylor dispersion theory is sufficient for predicting DADE. However, additional 

simulations with increasing Pe for the same fractures showed that the Taylor dispersion 

theory initially underestimates DADE at lower Pe, then overestimates DADE at higher Pe 

(Figure 5.8a). Therefore, the 2D cases I investigated suggest that it may be inappropriate 

to only use Taylor dispersion theory to predict DADE even at high Pe when it has been 

shown to perform well for vertically-integrated 3D fractures [Detwiler et al., 2000]. 

Substitution of equation (5.1) into equation (5.13) yields: 

𝐷Taylor

𝐷𝑚
=

𝑃𝑒2

210
                                                                                                      (5.17) 
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Figure 5.6: Frequency distribution of fitted dispersion coefficient (DADE). 
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Figure 5.7: The deviation of DTaylor from DADE is linearly dependent on heterogeneity 

b/<b> for cases where Peclet number <500. b is the apparent aperture with 

standard deviation b and arithmetic mean <b>. 
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Figure 5.8: a) Shows the Taylor dispersion coefficient (DTaylor) is either smaller or greater 

than DADE with increasing Peclet number (Pe), indicating that Taylor 

dispersion theory is invalid for both cases where heterogeneities are i) 

b/<b>=1.24 and ii) b/<b>=0.41. Inset b) shows that there are different 

exponents for the power-law relationship between Pe and the ratio of DADE to 

the molecular diffusion coefficient Dm. b is the apparent aperture with 

standard deviation b and arithmetic mean <b>. 
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which shows that the DTaylor/Dm has a power-law relationship with Pe with an exponent 

equal to 2 [Detwiler et al., 2000]. However, in the case of my numerical simulation 

results, the exponent is always less than 2, and is inversely linearly related to bbfor 

the studied fractures (Figures 5.8b and 5.9. 

5.4.3 Performance of the TPL in characterizing non-Fickian transport behavior 

The errors from fitting the TPL model to 2D direct transport simulation results are 

shown in Figures 5.10a, 5.10b and Table 5.2. The ratios of ETPL to EADE, which ranged 

from 0.04 to 0.95, were all less than 1 for the ensemble of 2D fractures. Thus, and not 

surprisingly, the TPL performs substantially better than the ADE for characterizing non-

Fickian transport. Furthermore, the ratios decrease fairly linearly with bb, showing 

that fracture heterogeneity has a pronounced impact on the non-Fickian transport 

behavior.  

 I further plotted β against heterogeneity to find any inherent relationship between 

them. As expected, β decreased linearly from ~2 to ~1 with increasing bbFigure 

5.11 This illustrates that the transition from non-Fickian to Fickian transport depends on 

the degree of heterogeneity. However, the cases where effective Peclet number (Peeff = 

ub/DADE)>1 were excluded from this analysis. This is because advection-dominated 

transport tends to follow Fickian behavior [Detwiler et al., 2000], where the β is expected 

to be ≥2; in fact, majority of these cases complied with this assumption (Figure 5.11). 

Consequently, these cases are irrelevant for the purpose of quantifying non-Fickian 

transport in terms of β since they are a fraction of all cases. 
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Figure 5.9: Dependence of power law exponent (n; the exponent in the scaling 

relationship of DADE/Dm to Peclet number) on heterogeneity b/<b> for 

different fractures. The exponents are determined by fitting y=axn, as 

illustrated in Figure 5.8b. b is the apparent aperture with standard deviation 

b and arithmetic mean <b>. 
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Figure 5.10: The ratios of error in breakthrough curve fitting using the TPL to that using 

the ADE. ETPL and EADE are errors defined in the equation (5.16) from the 

TPL and ADE models. The ratios: a) decrease with heterogeneity b/<b>, 

where b is the apparent aperture with standard deviation b and arithmetic 

mean <b>, b) decrease with dimensionless length L/l, where L is asymptotic 

length scales calculated through equation (31) in Wang et al. [2012] and l is 

the fracture length (~15 cm), and c) are independent of correlation length 

ratio λb/l, where λb is correlation length. 
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Figure 5.11: Dependence of parameter  in the TPL model on heterogeneity b/<b>, 

where b is apparent aperture with standard deviation of aperture b and 

arithmetic mean aperture <b>. Blue circles are those whose effective Peclet 

number (Peeff  = ub/DADE) <=1 and red circles with Peeff >1, where uis 

mean flow velocity, DADE is fitted dispersion coefficient through 1D ADE 

model. Blue line represents the linear regression of  with heterogeneity 

based only on the blue circles. 
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5.5 DISCUSSION 

5.5.1 Inappropriate estimation of DADE based on the Taylor dispersion theory 

Molecular diffusion, Taylor dispersion, and macrodispersion constitute the 

complete Fickian dispersion mechanism through fractures [Detwiler et al., 2000]. DTaylor 

is always smaller than DADE, with the difference dependent on the fracture heterogeneity 

when Pe<500 for the studied cases (Figure 5.7). This clearly illustrates that heterogeneity 

plays a significant role in facilitating the mixing processes by forcing fluid flow through 

low-aperture regions through 2D rough-walled fractures. The Taylor dispersion theory is 

therefore inappropriate for estimating solute mixing and spreading in rough-walled 

fractures at relatively low Pe regime. 

Numerous efforts have shown that Taylor dispersion theory is expected to be 

valid where Pe is relatively high so as 3D macrodispersion can be neglected [e.g. Roux et 

al., 1998; Detwiler et al., 2000]. However, my numerical experimental results show 

otherwise for 2D fractures. As Pe increases, DTaylor may either underestimate (Pe<~1000) 

or overestimate (Pe>~1000) DADE (Figure 5.8). Moreover, my results do not obey the 

previous power-law scaling with an exponent of 2 previously proposed for DTaylor’s 

dependence on Pe for vertically-integrated 3D fractures [Detwiler et al., 2000]. For my 

2D vertical plane cases, the exponent deviates from 2 with increasing heterogeneity via 

an inverse linear relationship (Figure 5.9). The difference is likely and partly due to the 

fact that the previous study relied on flow fields generated by the Reynolds lubrication 

equation which does not consider the interacting effects of heterogeneity and inertia. That 

is, previous studies did not fully capture the complexity inherent in inertial flow and 
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transport in rough single fractures across a range of Peclet and Reynolds numbers. On the 

other hand, my 2D examples negate preferential flow and out-of-plane transverse 

diffusive/dispersive process, which are present in the cases studied by Detwiler et al. 

[2000]. The absence of out-plane diffusive/dispersive flux makes it less likely that the 

longitudinal solute advective flux is balanced out, since only in-plane transverse 

diffusive/dispersive process occurs in my 2D cases; this balance of fluxes is a critical 

assumption in the Taylor dispersion theory, and further explains why my 2D results are 

different from that for 3D fractures.  

5.5.2 Dependence of non-Fickian transport magnitude on heterogeneity 

Rough surfaces acting as no-slip walls lead to classic “parabolic” flow profiles but 

in a complex way. This may lead to non-Fickian solute transport (Figures 5.3 and 5.4). 

My attempts to quantify non-Fickian transport through a Fickian model with DADE reveal 

that the degree of non-Fickian behavior, i.e. the resultant fitting errors, is linearly 

dependent on the fracture heterogeneity (Figure 5.5). Furthermore, the increasing 

discrepancy between DADE and DTaylor when plotted against heterogeneity supports this 

(Figure 5.7). It has been previously shown through direct numerical simulations that 

eddies (or stagnation zones) cause non-Fickian transport [Cardenas et al., 2007]. While 

early breakthrough of the solute followed by power-law tailing is prevalent in my 

numerical experiments, only a portion of the fractures I considered likely host large 

eddies, however.  

Non-Fickian behavior could also be caused by a spreading process that would not 

reach its asymptotic value if the time and length scales over which solute transport occurs 
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are the same order of the variation in velocity field [Koch and Brady, 1987]. To this end, 

I calculated the potential length scales (L) that separate Fickian and non-Fickian 

transport. The calculation is based on the model for equivalent parallel plates following 

equation (31) in Wang et al. [2012]. I found that L ranges from 4.76×10-3 m - 0.57 m with 

29% of L greater than the studied fracture length (l~0.15 m). Additionally, the ratios of 

error ETPL/EADE decrease with dimensionless length L/l (Figure 5.10b), demonstrating that 

as L/l becomes >1 non-Fickian transport tends to be more pronounced since the fracture 

length falls short of its asymptotic dispersion threshold. This has also been observed for 

solute transport through pores [Cardenas, 2009]. Since some of my numerical 

experiments cover pre-asymptotic space (or time) a time-dependent dispersion coefficient 

would be appropriate for the ADE [Dentz and Carrera., 2007; Wang et al., 2012].  

Nonetheless, it is clear that that the cases I considered are better represented by non-

Fickian transport models. 

 Modeling non-Fickian transport through the TPL-CTRW model which allows for 

the unresolved local heterogeneity notably improved the BTC fits (Figure 5.10a). The 

TPL model embedded in the CTRW is capable of capturing the early arrival and power-

law tailing phenomenon while the ADE falls short. This is due to the fact that the TPL-

CTRW has more flexible fitting parameters than the ADE does, which makes the TPL-

CTRW mathematically easier to optimize to the 2D flux-weighted BTCs. Physically, this 

is because the ADE inherently treats heterogeneous fractures as homogeneous media 

where flow velocity and dispersion coefficient are constant in space and time. On the 

other hand, the CTRW model uses a transition probability function allowing for local 
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heterogeneity; this more accurately models the actual solute transport dynamics. In fact, 

the TPL-CTRW model performs better than the standard ADE even when the fracture 

length scale is above the calculated asymptotic scale, i.e., L/l<1 (Figure 5.10b). This 

highlights the importance and contribution of fracture heterogeneity towards non-Fickian 

transport at the asymptotic dispersion regime.  

The correlation length of the aperture field contributes little to non-Fickian 

behavior in my studied 2D fractures (Figure 5.10c). The ratios of error ETPL/EADE are 

independent of correlation length. This shows that the transport process through 3D 

fractures are different to 2D fractures, where non-Fickian behavior is nonetheless still 

prevalent. This might be caused by the fact that the correlation length is not much shorter 

than the computational domain length. Consequently, the highly conductive zones in 3D 

fractures are more likely to be connected, and provides preferential/channelized flow 

paths which promote non-Fickian behavior. However, fluid flow through 2D fractures 

does not have these preferential flow paths, which are best described by the correlation 

length, and thus the effect of correlation length on solute transport is not as critical as it is 

for 3D fractures. 

Another metric for the degree of non-Fickian transport is , which I show is 

proportional to the fracture heterogeneity (Figure 5.11). The effective dispersion 

coefficient Peeff to some extent determines the propensity for non-Fickian transport 

[Detwiler et al., 2000]; however, I neglect its effects since Peeff is generally small 

(Peeff<2.5) in my simulations. This assumption is probably responsible for fluctuations of 

 around the regression line (Figure 5.11). That is, some of the variation is inherently due 
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to the relative importance of advective and dispersive transport processes. Most values of 

range from 1 to 2 representing the moderate non-Fickian transport regime where solute 

transport velocity is constant over time while the dispersion coefficient scales following a 

power law [Dentz et al., 2004]. The connection between  and heterogeneity which I 

established allows for upscaling the effects of local spreading and mixing processes 

within the CTRW framework, at least for 2D fractures. That is, , which is an effective 

property, can be predicted from mapped b fields. 

5.5.3 Dependence of the ratio of mean flow velocity to solute transport velocity on  

 Even though the inverse modeling with the TPL-CTRW model is relatively 

insensitive to the parameters UTPL, DTPL, t1, and t2 compared to , the identification of 

UTPL, DTPL is also crucial for understanding and therefore predicting non-Fickian 

transport. This is particularly true for UTPL [Nowamooz et al., 2013]. To this end, I 

compared UTPL and DTPL to UADE and DADE (Table 5.2). In addition to the inverse 

modeling results of this study, I further considered associated results from previous 

studies which used the TPL model to characterize non-Fickian transport through 3D 

rough-walled fractures [Jiménez-Hornero et al., 2005; Nowamooz et al., 2013]. Figure 

5.12a demonstrates that the velocity ratio, i.e., UADE/UTPL, is linearly proportional to 

with a slope close to 1. Moreover, since is linearly dependent on the heterogeneity 

when Peeff <1 (Figure 5.11), I can thus infer that the velocity ratio is proportional to 

heterogeneity as well. The deviation of transport velocity from mean flow velocity in 

fractures could be due to local velocity variability resulting from fracture heterogeneity. 
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Figure 5.12: The ratios of pertinent velocities (U) and dispersion coefficients (D) 

estimated inversely using the ADE and using the TPL plotted against . Blue 

circles (effective Peclet number Peeff <=1) and red circles (Peeff >1) are 

results of this study, green diamonds are from Jimenez-Hornero et al. [2005], 

and cyan squares are from Nowamooz et al. [2013]. a) indicates velocity ratio 

increases linearly with ; b) indicates dispersion coefficient ratio exhibits no 

systematic relationship with . 
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For example, a preferential flow path would case the transport velocity to be greater than 

mean fluid velocity, and this will be responsible for fast solute arrival. On the other hand, 

eddy growth in 2D fractures would retard transport velocity and lead to heavy tails 

[Cardenas et al., 2007]. However, the ratio DADE/DTPL did not show a systematic 

relationship with Figure 5.12b. This is partly due to the fact that by taking into 

account a transition rate function, the DTPL scales with time following a power law at 

moderate non-Fickian transport regimes (1<<2) [Berkowitz et al., 2006], while the DADE 

does not consider local transport effects and is temporally constant. The results here show 

that one could conceivably predict transport velocity for the TPL-CTRW model based on 

mean flow velocity and heterogeneity. 

5.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 I conducted direct numerical simulations of solute transport using 2D maps 

extracted from a real fracture. Breakthrough curves from the simulations show non-

Fickian behavior with early arrival followed by power-law tailing. The results show that 

the Taylor dispersion theory may be insufficient for reproducing the breakthrough curves 

even at high Peclet numbers. The degree of non-Fickian transport was shown to depend 

on fracture heterogeneity. Accurate analysis of non-Fickian transport was implemented 

using inversely-estimated parameters through the continuous time random walk model 

with a truncated power law transition probability for consideration of the unresolved local 

heterogeneity. For the moderate non-Fickian transport, where 1< for the truncated 

power law,  was found to be linearly proportional to fracture heterogeneity. In addition, 

the ratio of mean flow velocity (within the context of the standard advection-dispersion 
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equation) to solute transport velocity (within the context of continuous time random 

walk) is proportional to . However, no relationship was observed that would allow for 

prediction of the dispersion coefficient within the context of continuous time random 

walk. My study now allows for prediction of transport with the continuous time random 

walk model based on measurable physical properties. However, this potentially predictive 

capability needs to be extended and tested first using more fractures, and with the 

consideration for three-dimensional cases which naturally allows for anisotropy. 
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Chapter 6: An effective quasi-3D particle tracking-based approach for 

transport through fractures with application to dynamic dispersion 

coefficient 

 

6.1 ABSTRACT 

 The quantitative study of transport through fractured media has continued for 

many decades but has often been constrained by observational and computational 

challenges. Here, I developed an efficient quasi-3D random walk particle tracking 

(RWPT) algorithm to simulate solute transport through natural fractures based on a 2D 

flow field generated from the modified Local Cubic Law (MLCL). As a reference, I also 

modeled the actual breakthrough curves (BTCs) through direct simulations with the 3D 

advection-diffusion equation (ADE) and Navier-Stokes equations. The RWPT algorithm 

along with the MLCL accurately reproduced the actual BTCs calculated with the 3D 

ADE. The BTCs exhibited non-Fickian behavior, including early arrival and long tails. 

Using the spatial information of particle trajectories, I further analyzed the dynamic 

dispersion process through moment analysis. From this, asymptotic time scales were 

determined for solute dispersion to distinguish non-Fickian from Fickian regimes. This 

analysis illustrates the advantage and benefit of using an efficient combination of flow 

modeling and RWPT. 

6.2 INTRODUCTION 

Fractures may act as conduits for fluid flow and solute transport in fractured 
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materials. Fracture roughness and tortuosity are the primary factors that control the fluid 

flow and transport processes through fractures [Brown et al., 1995; Brush and Thomson, 

2003; Tsang, 1984; Zheng et al., 2009; Zimmerman and Bodvarsson, 1996; Zimmerman 

et al., 1991]. Thus, fundamental understanding and prediction of physical and chemical 

processes within single fractures is needed in order to analyze hydrological phenomena at 

various scales [Berkowitz, 2002]. Despite its importance, the mathematical description of 

fluid flow and solute transport in single rough-walled fractures is typically simplified in 

most studies due to observational and computational limitations. 

Fluid flow through rough-walled fractures is governed by the Navier-Stokes 

equations (NSE) and continuity equation, which are based on fluid momentum and mass 

conservation, respectively. For single-phase, incompressible, and steady fluid flow, the 

equations read as: 

𝜌(𝒖 ∙ 𝛻)𝒖 = −𝛻𝑝 + 𝜇𝛻2𝒖         (6.1-1) 

∇ ∙ 𝒖 = 0         (6.1-2) 

where  is fluid density, u = [u, v, w] is velocity vector, p is total pressure and  is fluid 

dynamic viscosity. The resultant flow field from solving the NSE can thus be used to 

simulate solute transport dynamics. 

Conservative solute transport through a fracture is described by the Eulerian 

advection-diffusion equation (ADE): 

𝜕𝐶/𝜕𝑡 + 𝒖∇𝐶 = 𝐷𝑚∇2𝐶           (6.2) 

where C refers to solute concentration and Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient. 

Although the ADE is the most accurate and complete formulation, solving it directly 
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through rough-walled three-dimensional (3D) fractures remains challenging. This is 

because solving the ADE not only requires much computational resource, but also suffers 

from numerical dispersion at high Peclet number (Pe) regime [Patankar, 1980; Szymczak 

and Ladd, 2003]. Reducing numerical dispersion thus requires refined discretization of 

the domain of interest, which consequently exacerbates the computational requirements. 

Recent studies have succeeded in solving the ADE with flow fields acquired from 

solving the NSE within two-dimensional (2D) natural fractures [Cardenas et al., 2007; 

2009]. Using numerical models, the effect of roughness and inertial force on the solute 

transport has been examined. However, only a few studies successfully implemented the 

NSE directly through digitized 3D fractures [Al-Yaarubi et al., 2005; Brush and 

Thomson, 2003], but none of those 3D cases considered the effect of NSE-based flow 

field on solute transport; i.e., through solving the ADE directly. Further computational 

investigations of how roughness and inertial force affect solute transport within 3D 

fractures have been consequently impeded due to computational limitation. To 

circumvent the difficulty in solving the ADE and associated NSE to simulate solute 

transport through 3D fractures, most researchers have used the Lagrangian random walk 

particle tracking algorithm (RWPT) with 2D flow fields being generated from the 

classical Local Cubic Law (LCL) [Detwiler et al., 2000; James et al., 2005; Reimus, 

1995; Zheng et al., 2009]. This approach is popular because conducting 2D simulations is 

more computationally convenient and efficient. 

The LCL, or sometimes called Reynolds equation which is a linearized or 

vertically-integrated version of the NSE, is widely used to characterize the flow field in 
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rough-walled fractures [Brown et al., 1995; Zimmerman et al., 1991]: 

∇ ∙ (𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦)3∇𝑝) = 0          (6.3) 

where b is the so-called local apparent aperture, which is the void space between the top 

and bottom fracture surfaces. The underlying assumptions that allow the classical LCL to 

be used in lieu of the NSE are: (1) inertial force is sufficiently low (Reynolds number 

(Re) ranging 10-5-10-1) such that the transmissivity of fractures is independent of Re [Al-

Yaarubi et al., 2005; Zimmerman et al., 2004], and (2) the fracture mid-surface plane is 

smooth enough compared to the mean aperture such that I can neglect the undulation of 

the mid-surface plane. However, natural fractures may have highly heterogeneous 

aperture fields [Berkowitz, 2002] and the fracture mid-surface plane may be tortuous. 

Additionally, inertial force is not negligible even at moderate Re regimes where flow 

tends to be non-Darcian [Qian et al., 2011]. Consequently, the classical LCL consistently 

overestimates flow rates [Al-Yaarubi et al., 2005; Brush and Thomson, 2003; Konzuk and 

Kueper, 2004; Mourzenko et al., 1995; Nicholl et al., 1999], and thus may misrepresent 

transport processes as well.  

To compensate for the discrepancy in flow rates estimated through the LCL so it 

can more accurately be applied in solute transport modeling, Detwiler et al. [2002] 

proposed and calculated a flow field correction coefficient based on observations from 

physical flow experiments. However, without prior and sample specific knowledge 

derived from experiments, the widespread application of the classical LCL remains 

difficult, and thus further investigations of transport process with flow fields derived 

from solving the LCL might lead to erroneous results. 
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The goal of this study is to develop an approach for accurate and efficient 

calculation of transport, and by necessity flow, through fractures to better understand the 

character and nature of transport, particularly the quantification of dynamic dispersion 

coefficient to describe non-Fickian transport and its transition to Fickian transport, if 

these are present. To achieve the goals, I first calculated BTCs through the ADE based on 

a flow field resulting from numerically solving the NSE, the results of which are 

considered the real or actual flow and transport fields. Seeking an alternative to the 

computationally intensive solution of the ADE, I then developed an efficient quasi-3D 

RWPT that also produced BTCs but this time based on flow fields modeled through the 

LCL and a recently developed modified Local Cubic Law (MLCL) [Wang et al., 2015] 

which allows and corrects for local tortuosity, roughness and low inertial force. Using the 

RWPT results, I analyzed the solute transport behavior which exhibited non-Fickian 

properties. The analysis included quantifying the effective dispersion coefficient over 

time using spatial moment analysis, direct theoretical calculation of the related transition 

time scales from non-Fickian to Fickian transport regimes, and inverse modeling of the 

BTC through an effective 1D advection-dispersion equation.  

6.3 COMPUTATIONAL MODELING METHODS 

6.3.1 Direct simulation of flow and transport through natural fractures 

6.3.1.1 Flow field solution with the Navier-Stokes equations 

Here, I used natural fractures studied previously by Cardenas et al. [2007], and 

Wang et al. [2015] (referred to as H1, H2, and H3 in that study). The fractures are natural 

welded Santana tuff samples from the Trans-Pecos region of Texas, USA, and they were 
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mapped through high-resolution x-ray computed tomography. The detailed fracture 

information is found and described in Wang et al. [2015].  

The implementation of the numerical modeling with the NSE and continuity 

equations (i.e., computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation) was conducted through 

COMSOL Multiphysics, a commercial finite-element modeling software, where standard 

fluid properties for water were prescribed:  = 1000 kg/m3 and  = 1×10-3 Pa ∙ s. To 

reduce numerical dispersion, I imposed finer elements around the boundary and coarser 

elements within the domain. The mean fluid flow in the longitudinal direction is driven 

by a specified pressure gradient. The fracture sides were set as no-slip boundary 

conditions. The steady-state CFD model took 2~3 days to converge with the model 

needing up to 60 Gb of memory. 

6.3.1.2 Solute transport modeling with the advection-diffusion equation 

The solute transport through 3D fractures is described by the ADE (equation 6.2). 

In this study, I set Dm at 2.03×10-9 m2/s for a conservative solute [Li and Gregory, 1974]. 

Initial concentration in the fracture domain was: 

C=0 0<x<l , 0<y<w, -b<z<b,  t=0       (6.4-1) 

where l and w are length and width of the 3D fracture, respectively. The inlet was 

specified as a Dirichlet boundary, whereas the outlet was an open boundary: 

C=C0=1    x=0       t ≥ 0     (6.4-2) 

𝜕𝐶/𝜕𝑛 = 0 x=l  0 t       (6.4-3) 

where n represents the normal direction to the outlet boundary. The solute transport 

model was also solved through COMSOL Multiphysics with the same amount of mesh 
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used for solving the NSE which showed minimal numerical dispersion. The simulation 

was run up to t = 1 week when the solute filled up the entire domain; the transport model 

used up to 30 Gb of memory.  

6.3.2 Quasi-3D random walk particle tracking: algorithm and numerical 

implementation 

6.3.2.1 Particle transport algorithm 

I employed the same standard method for RWPT as used in numerous studies 

[Detwiler et al., 2000; James and Chrysikopoulos, 2001; James et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 

2009] to study solute transport through natural fractures. However, I used the flow field 

derived from solving the MLCL [Wang et al., 2015] rather than by solving the LCL (as 

done by many previous studies), thus the variation of the mid-surface plane of aperture 

field (i.e. tortuosity), roughness and low inertial effects were taken into account. In 

addition, I released particles at the inlet following a flux-weighted probability density 

distribution.  

Following the assumption that the flow field follows the mid-surface of the 

aperture field (i.e., the aperture field is symmetric about the mid-surface); the velocity in 

the z direction (i.e., vertical) is thus negligible. Therefore, particle advection and 

diffusion in the x and y directions were specified as [James et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 

2009]: 

𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 + 𝑢(𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛, 𝑧𝑛)∆𝑡 + 𝑁(0,1)√2𝐷𝑚∆𝑡     (6.5-1) 

𝑦𝑛+1 = 𝑦𝑛 + 𝑣(𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛, 𝑧𝑛)∆𝑡 + 𝑁(0,1)√2𝐷𝑚∆𝑡     (6.5-2) 

while only molecular diffusion occurs in the z-direction: 
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𝑧𝑛+1 = 𝑧𝑛 + 𝑁(0,1)√2𝐷𝑚∆𝑡      (6.5-3) 

where [xn, yn, zn] is particle location in the Cartesian space at time nΔt, n refers to the 

current time step, and n+1 means succeeding time step, N(0,1) is a random number 

generated from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and variance of 1, and 

[u(xn,yn,zn), v(xn,yn,zn)] is the current 3D velocity field in the x, y and z directions, 

respectively. To minimize computational costs of using an explicitly modeled 3D 

velocity field (i.e., through the solution of the NSE), I assumed velocities (u and v) vary 

as a function of z following a parabolic function which is similar to previous studies 

[Detwiler et al., 2000; Detwiler et al., 2002; James and Chrysikopoulos, 2000; 2001; 

James et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 2009]. That is, local Poiseuille flow is assumed across 

the local aperture. Thus, the quasi-3D velocities in the x and y directions read as:  

𝑢 =
3

2
𝑈 {1 − 4 [

𝑧−𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑑

𝑏(𝑥,𝑦)
]
2
}       (6.6-1) 

𝑣 =
3

2
𝑉 {1 − 4 [

𝑧−𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑑

𝑏(𝑥,𝑦)
]
2
}       (6.6-2) 

where [U, V] are the 2D velocities in the x and y directions, respectively, calculated from 

solving the MLCL [Wang et al., 2015] and the classical LCL, zmid is the location of mid-

surface of the aperture field in the z-direction. Hereafter, the velocity used for 

implementing the RWPT was solved through the MLCL, unless stated otherwise (e.g., 

when using a flow field modeled with the classical LCL). 

 The exclusion of advection in the z direction requires modification since a particle 

travelling across cells with different apertures should adjust itself to the appropriate z 

location. That is a particle still moves up and down as it tracks the upward and downward 
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movement of the mean flow (i.e., flow tortuosity). This formulation is implemented as: 

𝑧𝑛+1 = 𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑑
𝑛+1 +

𝑏𝑛+1

𝑏𝑛
(𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧𝑚𝑖𝑑

𝑛 )       (6.7) 

where zn+1 and zn are the z locations across different cells with different apertures bn+1 and 

bn, and associated mid-surfaces zmid
n+1 and zmid

n at current and future time steps, 

respectively. 

6.3.2.2 Adaptive time stepping 

 Solution accuracy and computational efficiency largely depend on the 

specification of time step Δt. To improve solution accuracy, time steps need to be 

sufficiently small such that a moving particle encounters all the local fracture roughness 

(i.e., it does not jump over parts of the domain leading to aliasing). On the contrary, 

increasing Δt helps facilitate the computational execution of the transient transport 

problem. To strike a balance between these two competing objectives, I adopted an 

adaptive time stepping approach that satisfies the condition that every advective distance 

is less than half the cell size, and diffusive distance is less than 1/20 of the local aperture. 

This method simultaneously ensures solution accuracy and computational efficiency 

[Detwiler et al., 2002].  

6.3.2.3 Initial particle release and boundary conditions 

 The resulting solution of the RWPT is sensitive to the particle release location and 

scheme. Ideally, the spatial distribution and amount of the particles introduced at the inlet 

should be proportional to the local fluid flux [James et al., 2005; Reimus, 1995]. 

However, fluid flux varies horizontally (y-direction) and vertically (z-direction). In order 
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to capture this variation, I first determined the amount of particles lying within the 

piecewise y locations at the inlet (x = 0). That is, the probability distribution function 

(PDF) was constructed based on the flow contribution of each cell (i.e., fracture 

resolution), where the 2D flow rate was estimated from the MLCL (or LCL), and 

particles were assigned based on the PDF. Therefore, the prorated fraction of particles 

can be determined within associated inlet cells according to the given PDF. Afterwards, a 

random value following a normal Gaussian distribution between 0 and 1 was generated to 

determine the exact y location of each particle within each cell. Lastly, z location was 

determined in a similar way but assuming that the local vertical velocity follows a 

parabolic profile which was used for location weighting. More details on assignment of 

spatial distribution of individual particles can be found in Reimus [1995] and James et al. 

[2005].  

Since I will be comparing results from the RWPT to that from the direct 

numerical simulation with the 3D ADE, I specified the top and bottom fracture surfaces 

and both side faces as no-flux boundaries. That is, I employed the reflection principle 

every time a particle hits walls to satisfy a no-flux condition without energy loss 

[Szymczak and Ladd, 2003].   

6.3.2.4 Implementation of random walk particle tracking 

 I conducted the RWPT algorithm through MATLAB by releasing about N = 

1×104 particles. Since each particle’s movement is independent of other particles, I was 

able to use the Parallel Toolbox in MATLAB to keep track of 12 particles simultaneously 

during each computation; this further improved the computational efficiency. The RWPT 
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was implemented on a high-performance computer with 16 shared CPUs, and it took ~2 

wall clock days to finish and used up to 5 Gb of memory. Sensitivity analysis with 

varying number of particles showed that the numerical results were no longer impacted 

by the number of particles at the chosen N.  

6.3.3 Analysis of solute transport behavior  

6.3.3.1 Breakthrough curves 

The cumulative fraction of particles reaching the outlet boundary over time 

represents the normalized concentration for the RWPT (C’RWPT), which is described by: 

𝐶𝑅𝑊𝑃𝑇
′ (𝑡) =

𝑁𝑡(𝑡)

𝑁
         (6.8) 

where Nt(t) is the time series of accumulated number of particle arrivals at the outlet, and 

N is the total number of particles. The C’RWPT represents the BTC resulting from the 

RWPT. BTCs were generated with RWPT for two 2D velocity fields: from solving the 

MLCL and classical LCL, respectively.  

The concentration resulting from solution of equations 6.2 and 6.4 can be used to 

estimate the flux-weighted BTC from the ADE [Wang and Cardenas, 2014], which reads 

as: 

𝐶𝐴𝐷𝐸(𝑡) =
∬𝑢𝐶(𝑡)𝑑𝐴

∬𝑢𝑑𝐴
        (6.9) 

where u is the longitudinal velocity, CADE is the solute concentration, and A is the outlet 

area. I then normalized the flux-weighted concentration for the ADE (C’ADE) and time (t’, 

or pore volume) following: 

𝐶𝐴𝐷𝐸
′ (𝑡) =

𝐶𝐴𝐷𝐸(𝑡)

𝐶0
         (6.10-1) 
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𝑡′ =
𝑄𝑡

𝑉
          (6.10-2) 

where Q is the volumetric flux from solving the NSE, and V is the fracture volume. The 

BTCs were used for analyzing transport behavior. 

6.3.3.2 Spatial moment analysis for effective dispersion coefficient 

 The transport process could be characterized by the first and second spatial 

moments of the plume and/or particles. In this study, I used longitudinal moment analysis 

to quantify the effective dispersion coefficient (degree of spreading) by analyzing the 

spatial pattern of the particles over time. The first (m1) and second (m2) moments read as: 

𝑚1(𝑡) =
1

𝑁
∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑑𝑥

𝐿

0
        (6.11-1) 

𝑚2(𝑡) =
1

𝑁
∫ 𝑥(𝑡)2𝑑𝑥

𝐿

0
        (6.11-2) 

where x(t) represents location of the individual particle in the x direction. m1(t) is the 

longitudinal center of mass (or position) of a plume, increasing with time. The 

longitudinal spatial variance (σ2) of the plume represents the spreading distance around 

the center of mass of the plume, which is described by: 

𝜎(𝑡)2 = 𝑚2(𝑡) − 𝑚1(𝑡)
2        (6.12) 

From σ2, the dynamic effective dispersion coefficient (D(t)) can be estimated by: 

𝐷(𝑡) =
𝜎(𝑡)2

2𝑡
          (6.13) 

6.3.3.3 Analysis of asymptotic time scale 

Non-Fickian transport is inherently due to the mixing and spreading process 

failing to reach asymptotic behavior if the time or length over which transport occurs are 

not large enough compared to the scale of variation of the velocity field [Koch and 
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Brady, 1987]. That is, under certain circumstances, such as when the velocity field is 

statistically stationary, the D within the non-Fickian regime would increase 

asymptotically until the Fickian dispersion regime after a sufficient time and/or length 

scale has been surpassed. Therefore, the quantification of a dynamic D can also be used 

to determine the asymptotic threshold time and length scales that separate non-Fickian 

from Fickian transport [Wang et al., 2012].  

For solute transport through the simplest parallel plates model with perfect 

smooth fracture surfaces, the asymptotic time and length scales can be theoretically 

calculated with a uniform aperture [Wang and Cardenas, 2014]. For natural fractures 

with roughness and tortuosity, I replace the uniform aperture with the arithmetic mean of 

aperture (<b>) to estimate the theoretical asymptotic time scale following [Wang et al., 

2012]: 

𝑇 =< 𝑏 >2/(4𝐷𝑚)         (6.14) 

 Moreover, the estimated dynamic D based on the accurate particle trajectories 

through equation (6.13) can be further used to quantify the actual asymptotic time scale 

(Table 6.1), such that non-Fickian and Fickian transport regimes can be separated. 

6.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.4.1 Solute transport dynamics 

The solute transport dynamics is affected by preferential high velocity zones 

(Figures 6.1 and 6.2). The RWPT with the MLCL captured the effects of preferential 

transport along the high velocity zones, with large-range effects resulting in fast  
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Table 6.1: Parameters for fitting breakthrough curves (BTCs) through the advection-

dispersion equation (Inverse 1D Model). The BTCs were solved from direct 

simulation (i.e., advection diffusion equation and Navier-Stokes equations). u 

and Dasymptotic represent velocity and asymptotic dispersion coefficient, 

respectively. Asymptotic values of D and time scales (L) were observed from 

dynamic evolution of effective D (Figure 6.3b). Additionally, the theoretical 

T were estimated following equation (6.14).  

 

Natural 

fractures 

Inverse 1D Model RWPT (MLCL) Theoretical 

u Dasymptotic Dasymptotic L [s] L [s] 

H1 9.10×10-5 6.70×10-8 6.90×10-8 ~8600 1377.6 

H2 6.95×10-5 2.28×10-7 1.83×10-7 ~697 275.6 

H3 1.97×10-5 9.95×10-8 1.05×10-7 ~617 564.2 
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breakthrough. While correlated low velocity zones retarded the solute propagation 

process, which may be the cause for the long tails in the BTCs. 

Overall, the solute propagation front from RWPT at different times generally 

resembles that from the 3D ADE for all studied fractures (Figure 6.1). This illustrates the 

robustness of my RWPT approach with quasi-3D velocity field in simulating solute 

transport process. However, the spatial distribution of particles adds noise that is not 

observed in the solute concentration field from the 3D ADE; this is because a minority of 

particles reside in places where concentration is too small to distinguish. In general, the 

RWPT with the MLCL flow field is capable of capturing the propagation front of the 

solute (Figure 6.1). 

6.4.2 Breakthrough curves showing non-Fickian behavior 

For reference, the BTCs derived from solving the 3D ADE are considered the true 

BTCs. The BTCs from the RWPT based on the MLCL are able to replicate the actual 

BTCs whereas the LCL-based BTCs fail to do so (Figure 6.3a) and resulted in overall fast 

breakthrough.  

The BTCs predicted by the ADE and RWPT with the MLCL are characteristic of 

early arrival and long tailing - the typical non-Fickian features. The early arrival is clearly 

demonstrated by the BTCs (Figure 6.3a), with the elapsed time for C/C0 = 0.5 < 1 pore 

volume. Moreover, it takes at least 2.5 pore volumes for the solutes to completely fill up 

the entire domain, and for all the particles to reach the outlet boundary. This feature 

signifies the long tails of BTCs. Fundamentally, the non-Fickian transport is caused by 

velocity variation resulting from the fracture roughness [Wang and Cardenas, 2014]. 
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Figure 6.1: Propagation of solute transport through natural fractures (H1, H2, and H3 as 

studied by Wang et al. (2015)) over time for a) ~0.1 pore volume, b) ~0.5 

pore volume, and c) ~1.0 pore volume, as represented by plume 

(concentration) and particles from solving the advection-diffusion equation 

(ADE) and random walk particle tracking (RWPT), respectively. 
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Figure 6.2: Spatial distribution of actual 3D and corresponding 2D vertically-averaged 

normalized velocity in the mean flow directions (as indicated by arrows) 

through natural fractures (referred to as H1, H2, and H3 studied by Wang et 

al. (2015)). The 3D velocity fields were calculated by solving the 3D Navier-

Stokes equations and the 2D velocity fields were calculated by solving the 

modified Local Cubic Law (Wang et al., 2015).  
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Figure 6.3: a) Breakthrough curves for 3D natural fractures (H1, H2, and H3 as studied 

by Wang et al. (2015)) simulated from direct solution of the advection-

diffusion equation (ADE) and random walk particle tracking (RWPT) with 

velocities from the modified Local Cubic Law (MLCL) and classical Local 

Cubic Law (LCL), respectively. C/C0 is the dimensionless concentration; 

pore volume is defined in equation (6.10-2). b) Corresponding dynamic 

dispersion coefficients (D) increases with time, where dashed red lines 

indicate the asymptotic time scales with corresponding asymptotic dispersion 

coefficients (values shown in Table 6.1). 
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However, the RWPT with the MLCL, while it generally captures the actual BTCs 

better compared than the LCL, it might still miss some of the late tail as clearly shown in 

one of the fractures (H3) (Figure 6.3a). The slight difference could be due to the 

shortcomings of the quasi-3D velocity field in representing the real 3D velocity field 

which may have non-parabolic local velocity profiles or even reverse fluid flow (e.g., 

large eddies). 

6.4.3 Validity of the random walk particle tracking algorithm 

 Previous studies have shown that transport simulation based on the modified flow 

field via the LCL through RWPT leads to underestimation of longitudinal D by 12-19% 

compared to experimental results [Detwiler et al., 2000; Nicholl and Detwiler, 2001]. The 

discrepancy could be due to intrinsic limitations of extending the local vertical velocity 

variation parabolically across the fracture aperture to mimic the actual 3D velocity field, 

or due to the assumption behind the LCL which disregards velocity variations that result 

from fracture roughness [Brown et al., 1995; Brush and Thomson, 2003; Mourzenko et 

al., 1995] and tortuosity [Tsang, 1984]. Additionally, the apparent shortcoming of the 

RWPT with the LCL could be due to aspects of the RWPT algorithm, e.g., how boundary 

conditions are implemented or how and where particles are released. Moreover, without 

correcting for the flow field to match experimental results [Detwiler et al., 2000], the 

RWPT would clearly overestimate transport velocity (Figure 6.3a). 

 In spite of the failure of RWPT with LCL, my results show that the RWPT with 

2D velocity from the MLCL reproduces the overall transport process well. I show that 

not only does the RWPT capture the solute propagation front (Figure 6.1), but that the 
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RWPT-MLCL reproduce the actual BTCs fairly well (Figure 6.3a). This further implies 

that the MLCL adequately represented the local vertically-integrated flow rate and can be 

useful for transport prediction. Based on the accurate particle trajectories, I illustrate how 

I can further estimate dynamic D over time. 

6.4.4 Quantification of dynamic dispersion coefficient and asymptotic time scale  

The dynamic D based on equation (6.13) increases with time (Figure 6.3b) to its 

asymptotic value (i.e., Taylor dispersion coefficient; see Table 6.1). The asymptotic D are 

fairly consistent with values derived from fitting a classical one-dimensional (1D) 

effective advection-dispersion equation to the BTCs (Table 6.1). Again, the similar 

values of D further verifies the validity of the RWPT approach with velocity derived 

from solving the MLCL in terms of reproducing transport process through rough-walled 

3D fractures. The dynamic D can be further used to quantify the asymptotic time scale 

(Figure 6.3b). 

The theoretically-derived values of T from equation (6.14) are shorter than the 

actual time of when dynamic D has reached its asymptotic value (Table 6.1). The 

difference can be partially attributed to the fracture roughness, which may extend the 

asymptotic travel time compared to that predicted by a parallel plates model [Wang and 

Cardenas, 2014].  

6.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 I presented an efficient and accurate quasi-3D random walk particle tracking 

algorithm (RWPT) that uses a vertically-integrated 2D velocity field calculated by 

solving the modified Local Cubic Law (MLCL) through natural fractures. Moreover, I 
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simulated the actual transport process by directly solving the advection-diffusion 

equation (ADE). The RWPT with MLCL is able to reproduce the actual solute 

propagation front and breakthrough curves. This supports the robustness of RWPT in 

capturing the transport process (i.e., the observed non-Fickian behavior in this study). 

However and as expected, the RWPT with the classical LCL overestimates the mean 

velocity. Using the particle tracking results, I determined the dynamic effective 

dispersion coefficient by the first and second spatial moments of particle location. 

Following this, I determined the actual asymptotic scales to distinguish the Fickian from 

non-Fickian regimes for rough-walled fractures. This illustrates that such analysis is 

made possible by a robust and efficient approach to transport modeling. Because of the 

smaller computational demand relative to direct simulations, the RWPT with the MLCL 

has potential for application to large 3D fracture domains, which in turn allows for more 

comprehensive analysis of transport processes. 
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Chapter 7: Scale of (in)variance of Fickian and non-Fickian transport 

models for fractures 

 

7.1 ABSTRACT 

  Understanding the transport transition in fractures from non-Fickian to Fickian 

regimes is critical for theoretical development and many applications. Through 

computational experiments, I simulated and then analyzed solute transport through 

synthetic fractures with stationary geometrical properties (i.e., roughness, aperture b and 

its correlation length ) across increasing fracture length L, with L/ ranging from 2.5 to 

50, in order to determine how solute transport behavior evolves with scale. Although 

persistent intermittent velocity structures were observed, the breakthrough curves (BTCs) 

and residence time distributions showed diminishing early arrival and tailing, features of 

non-Fickian transport, with increasing L/, ultimately converging to a Fickian transport 

regime. The estimated asymptotic length scale is ~35. Inverse analysis of the 

experimental BTCs with a 1D advection-dispersion equation (ADE) model showed large 

errors at small L/ but which decreased with increasing L/ following expectation. 

However, D for the ADE was non-trivially scale-dependent. Additionally, D was directly 

estimated through moment analysis and this D showed non-stationary but asymptotic 

behavior. Inverse analysis with continuous time random walk (CTRW) performed much 

better from small to large L/ and through the transport regime transition, and resulted in 

scale invariant fitted parameters. Thus, the CTRW model parameters determined at 
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various scales can be used for prediction at other scales given that the heterogeneity is 

stationary.  

7.2 INTRODUCITON 

 Solute transport through fractured medium is subject to complex physical and 

chemical processes, characterized by preferential flow in fractures and slow/stagnant 

flow in the porous matrix or eddies, flow and solute exchange between the fracture and 

matrix [Roubinet et al., 2012], and fluid-rock interactions [Mukhopadhyay et al., 2013]. 

The broad variations of velocity and chemical reactions consequently lead to non-Fickian 

(or anomalous) transport across all scales of fractured media [Berkowitz, 2002]. 

Unfortunately, understanding complex non-Fickian transport processes remain a 

challenge due to limitations in detailed description of single fractures, let alone discrete 

fracture networks and dual-porosity media [Neuman, 2005]. As a result, numerous studies 

have focused on non-Fickian transport through single fractures [Bauget and Fourar, 

2008; James and Chrysikopoulos, 2000; James et al., 2005; Wang and Cardenas, 2014]. 

 Non-Fickian transport in general is attributed to the transport observation 

occurring at spatial and temporal scales that are insufficiently short or small such that the 

solute fails to experience or sample the complete heterogeneity of the media after where 

or when transport reaches the Fickian (Taylor) regime [Koch and Brady, 1987; Wang et 

al., 2012]. Even though the effect of heterogeneity (e.g., variance and correlation length) 

on the flow field has been documented extensively for decades, recent studies continue to 

quantify the impact of micro-scale heterogeneity on non-Fickian transport [Aubeneau et 

al., 2014; Heidari and Li, 2014; Kang et al., 2014]. For solute transport through fractures, 
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numerous studies also showed that fracture roughness (another indicator of heterogeneity 

for fractures) has a remarkable impact on the non-Fickian transport through single 

fractures [e.g., Bauget and Fourar, 2008; Cardenas et al., 2007; Keller et al., 1999; 

Wang and Cardenas, 2014]. Although simulations of flow and transport through simple 

pores at increasing pore scales have shown that the transport transitions from non-Fickian 

to Fickian regimes [Cardenas, 2009; Zhang and Lv, 2007], the effect of scale on non-

Fickian transport through fractures needs to be further studied. Moreover, the 

determination of transition scales and times can help in the design of observation 

networks for experimental sampling or even field monitoring [Majdalani et al., 2015].  

 The classical advection-dispersion equation (ADE) with constant velocity and 

dispersion coefficient D is widely used to describe Fickian transport, although its 

shortcomings for capturing non-Fickian behavior are widely recognized. Therefore a 

suite of nonlocal representations of advective and dispersive solute transport has emerged 

that accurately describe non-Fickian transport [Bauget and Fourar, 2008; Berkowitz et 

al., 2006; Neuman and Tartakovsky, 2009]. The continuous time random walk (CTRW) 

framework is one such approach for modeling non-Fickian transport which has been 

applied extensively to fractures and fracture networks [Berkowitz et al., 2006]. Moreover, 

the inclusion of the truncated power law (TPL) in time within the CTRW framework led 

to improved agreement between theoretical breakthrough curves and observations for 

systems with a finite scale [Cortis and Berkowitz, 2004], while other CTRW applications 

assumed infinite variance and mean in the power law function [Aubeneau et al., 2014]. 

Thus, although the theoretical prediction of transport across the non-Fickian to Fickian 
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transition is possible by using the TPL, there are very few physical and even 

computational experiments which directly assess the robustness of the CTRW-TPL in 

capturing such a transitional transport phenomenon across increasing scales. Here, I 

investigated whether the CTRW-TPL framework is able to predict solute transport 

transitioning from non-Fickian to Fickian by identifying an appropriate truncated time 

and other relevant parameters. I also compare the analysis with the CTRW-TPL 

framework to more conventional analysis with the ADE. 

  Here, I investigated solute transport through single rough-walled fractures with 

increasing scales (fracture length) in order to quantify the effect of scale in potentially 

transforming transport from non-Fickian to Fickian regimes, and to assess the usefulness 

and appropriateness of the CTRW-TPL framework for prediction across transitional 

transport phenomenon. I address the questions: How do the ADE and CTRW parameters 

change with fracture scale across, presumably, the pre-asymptotic to asymptotic regimes 

in rough fractures? What is the asymptotic scale for transport through rough fractures, if 

any? How robust is CTRW for modeling the transport transition across scales? To this 

end, I first simulated solute transport though rough fractures using a computationally 

efficient quasi-3D particle tracking random walk (PTRW) algorithm where the 2D 

velocity field was computed through a modified Local Cubic Law [Wang et al., 2015]. 

The resultant ‘experimental’ breakthrough curves were then analyzed with the classical 

1D ADE and the CTRW-TPL. The statistical details of the heterogeneous flow fields 

were examined in order to interpret the transport observations.  

7.3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
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7.3.1 Advection dispersion equation 

 The solute transport in shear flow through fractures can be upscaled to a 1D 

advective-dispersive process by using a bulk velocity and an effective dispersion 

coefficient, which reads as: 

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
= −𝑈ADE∇𝐶 + 𝐷ADE∇

2𝐶        (7.1) 

 where C is upscaled solute concentration, t is time, UADE is constant mean velocity, and 

DADE is constant hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient. The inherent assumption behind 

the ADE is the applicability of the Taylor (Fickian) dispersion theory [Taylor, 1953]. 

That is, the travel time of the solute is long enough so that the transverse gradients in 

solute concentration become negligible; this threshold time is often called the 

“asymptotic time”. For an idealized fracture with perfectly smooth surfaces (i.e., parallel 

plates), the asymptotic time can be predicted based on fracture morphology, i.e., aperture 

[Wang et al., 2012]. However, fracture roughness or heterogeneity may significantly 

lengthen the asymptotic time because it takes longer for the transverse mixing to smooth 

out the longitudinal solute gradients [Wang and Cardenas, 2014].  

7.3.2 Continuous time random walk theory 

 The CTRW is fundamentally derived from the Fokker-Planck equation of 

statistical mechanics with appropriate memory functions to represent non-Fickian 

behavior [Berkowitz et al., 2006; Cortis and Berkowitz, 2004]. In 1D Laplace space, the 

CTRW model reads as: 

𝑝�̃�(𝑥, 𝑝) − 𝐶0(𝑥) = −�̃�(𝑝) [𝑈CTRW
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
�̃�(𝑥, 𝑝) − 𝐷CTRW

𝜕2

𝜕𝑥2 �̃�(𝑥, 𝑝)]  (7.2) 
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where the tilde represents a variable or function in the Laplace space, p is the Laplace 

variable, UCTRW and DCTRW are transport velocity and dispersion coefficient in the context 

of the CTRW, respectively, which may vary temporally according to the variations of 

local velocity fields caused by local heterogeneity [Berkowitz et al., 2006]. Note that the 

UCTRW and DCTRW are not equivalent to UADE and DADE except under special cases 

[Berkowitz et al., 2006]. �̃�(𝑝) = 𝑡̅𝑝
�̃�(𝑝)

1−�̃�(𝑝)
  represents the memory function where 

�̃�(𝑝) is the transition rate probability. The memory function connects the micro-scale 

physics, e.g., the variation of the velocity field, to macro-scale non-Fickian transport 

phenomena. This is because �̃�(𝑝) represents micro-scale particle movements dependent 

on the probability density function of the velocity field; it can also be viewed as the 

origin for the anomalous transport.  

The CTRW framework has been extensively applied to various environments 

including, for example, to characterize non-Fickian transport through porous media 

[Cortis et al., 2004; Dentz et al., 2004], single fractures [Bauget and Fourar, 2008; Wang 

and Cardenas, 2014], and fracture networks [Berkowitz and Scher, 1998]. The 

cornerstone of CTRW is the determination of �̃�(𝑝). Cortis and Berkowitz [2004] 

considered three models for �̃�(𝑝): the asymptotic model, the truncated power law model 

(TPL), and the modified exponential model. Since the TPL reduces to the asymptotic 

model when the cut-off time is small, and since the modified exponential model is not 

suitable for this study because it primarily describes a random molecular diffusion 

system, the TPL was exclusively used here to model non-Fickian solute transport. 
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The TPL model is described by: 

�̃�(𝑝) = (1 + 2𝑝𝑡1)
𝛽 exp(𝑡1𝑝)

Γ(−𝛽,𝜏2
−1+𝑡1𝑝)

Γ(−𝛽,𝜏2
−1)

     (7.3) 

where t1 is the time for the onset of the power-law, t2 is cut-off or truncation time 

corresponding to when large-scale Fickian behavior begins or dominates, 2=t2/t1, () is 

the incomplete Gamma function, and β represents the degree of deviation from Fickian 

behavior [Berkowitz et al., 2006; Cortis and Berkowitz, 2005; Dentz et al., 2004]. The 

transport regimes can be divided into [Berkowitz et al., 2006]: (1) strongly non-Fickian 

transport where 0<β<1, (2) moderate non-Fickian transport where 1<β<2, and (3) Fickian 

transport where β>2 and the CTRW-TPL converges to the ADE.  

The CTRW-TPL potentially allows for capturing the transport process from non-

Fickian (pre-asymptotic) to Fickian (asymptotic) regimes while using consistent or scale-

invariant parameters, including the truncation time. However, recent studies highlight the 

non-uniqueness of �̃�(𝑝) during inverse modeling based on breakthrough curves 

[Hansen and Berkowitz, 2014], thus requiring a careful manipulation of initial guesses of 

parameters and assessment of the rationality of results calculated from the CTRW-TPL 

[Aubeneau et al., 2014; Bauget and Fourar, 2008; Wang and Cardenas, 2014]. 

7.4 METHODS 

 In this section, the generation of the fractures and the calculation of flow and 

transport fields of these fractures is discussed, followed by the methods used for 

analyzing the resulting fields. 
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Figure 7.1: Normally distributed synthetic aperture fields used in this study. The fractures 

have the same arithmetic mean, standard deviation, and correlation length  

across varying fracture total length L. The fractures were generated through 

the SynFrac program [Ogilvie et al., 2006]. 
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7.4.1 Numerical simulations 

7.4.1.1 Two-dimensional flow modeling through synthetic fractures 

 Self-affine fractures with increasing lengths were synthetically generated through 

the program SynFrac (Figure 7.1), which has been confirmed to reproduce the hydraulic 

behavior of real fractures [Ogilvie et al., 2006]. The synthetic fractures were prescribed 

with the same b arithmetic mean (~0.50 mm), standard deviation (~0.246), and  (10 

mm). The smallest fracture size I considered was 25 mm × 25 mm with b defined over a 

regular grid of 100 × 100 points over this fracture area. I increased the total fracture 

length L in increments of 50 mm until the maximum of 500 mm, i.e., the largest fracture 

size is 500 mm × 25 mm with 2000 × 100 points (Figure 7.1).  

 For computational ease and efficiency, the Local Cubic Law (LCL), which is a 

simplified version of the Navier-Stokes equation, has been extensively applied to 

simulate vertically- or aperture-integrated flow fields [Detwiler et al., 2002; Mourzenko 

et al., 1995]. Though the LCL offers computational advantages, it always overestimates 

volumetric flow rates [Brush and Thomson, 2003; Wang et al., 2015; Zimmerman et al., 

2004]. To circumvent the shortcomings of the LCL, here I used a recently developed 

modified LCL (MLCL) to simulate the 2D flow fields [Wang et al., 2015]. The MLCL 

accounts for fracture roughness, tortuosity, and weak inertial force and is described as: 

∇ ∙ [
𝑇𝑥

𝐶

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
cos(∅𝑥) 𝑖 +

𝑇𝑦

𝐶

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
cos(∅𝑦) 𝑗] = 0      (7.4) 

where T is transmissivity, p is pressure, ϕ is the flow orientation angle estimated from the 

definition of tortuosity, and C is a correction coefficient. The resultant 2D velocity field 
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served as input for particle tracking simulations for solute transport. Details of the MLCL 

are available in Wang et al. [2015]. 

7.4.1.2 Solute transport modeling through particle tracking 

A quasi-3D particle tracking random walk (PTRW) algorithm was used here to 

model transport through the synthetic fractures, where the advection and diffusion of 

particles occur in the horizontal direction, while only diffusion occurs in the vertical (i.e., 

z) direction [James et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 2009]. However, the exclusion of advection 

in the z direction can be complemented by including up-down movements according to 

the mean flow direction. Moreover, the number of particles released at the inlet boundary 

is proportional to the local flow rate, i.e., an idealized parabolic velocity profile. I 

implemented the reflection principle assuming no energy loss every time a particle 

rebounds and hits walls to satisfy a no-flux condition.  

In order to balance solution accuracy with a small time step and computational 

efficiency with a large time step, I applied an adaptive time stepping approach such that 

these two competing objectives can be achieved simultaneously. The details of my 

PTRW approach and its accuracy compared to direct numerical simulations are described 

in Chapter 6; my previous study showed that the PTRW using a vertically-integrated 2D 

flow field solved through the MLCL accurately simulated solute transport through 3D 

rough and tortuous fractures as described in Chapter 6, while the PTRW with the 

conventional LCL may miss the overall transport behavior. Therefore, I take advantage of 

my accurate and efficient approach and implemented the PTRW with MCLC by 

instantaneously releasing about N = 1×104 particles at the inlet of increasingly larger 
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fractures. The modeling was implemented through MATLAB using parallel computing. 

The forward transport modeling took 1 week ~ 3 months to accomplish, where simulation 

time depended on fracture scale, on a workstation with 16 processor cores and 80 Gb 

shared memory. The PTRW made computation of BTCs possible even for the largest 

fracture; this would have been prohibitive with direct numerical simulation (i.e., solving 

the 3D Navier-Stokes equation and the advection-diffusion-equation). In my simulations, 

the effective Peclet number was constrained to be < 1 to avoid strong advection; this also 

eliminated strong Peclet number-dependence and thus improved the performance of 

inversion of the ADE and CTRW-TPL.  

7.4.2 Flow and solute transport analysis 

7.4.2.1 Statistical analysis of the flow field 

Once the velocity field was computed through the MLCL, I calculated its 

correlation length (λ) by fitting a model exponential variogram with nugget effect to the 

experimental variogram. The typical exponential variogram (h) model follows [Li et al., 

2010]: 

𝛾(ℎ) = 𝐴 [1 − 𝑒𝑥 𝑝 (
ℎ

𝜆
)] + 𝛾0       (7.5) 

where 0 is the nugget, A is the sill, h is the lag distance.  

 The spatial pattern of acceleration (ut) over time was estimated based on the ratio 

of velocity difference to the travel time of individual particles: 

𝑢𝑡 =
𝑢𝑛+1−𝑢𝑛

𝑡𝑛+1−𝑡𝑛
          (7.6) 

where n represents the current time step, and n+1 is future time step. The acceleration 
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was further used to analyze the probability density of its normalized standard deviation. 

7.4.2.2 Calculation of breakthrough curves and residence time distributions 

 To determine C, I continuously recorded the cumulative number of particles 

(Na(t)) and arrival time at the outlet boundary. Dividing Na(t) by N yielded the cumulative 

fraction of particles (i.e., C) over time: 

𝐶(𝑡) =
𝑁𝑎(𝑡)

𝑁
          (7.7) 

where C(t) represents the ‘real’ or ‘experimental’ breakthrough curves (BTCs). 

 Residence time distributions (RTDs) provide an additional metric for examining 

non-Fickian transport features: early arrival and heavy tailing. The RTD is calculated by 

taking the time derivative of the BTC. 

7.4.2.3 Inverse modeling of breakthrough curves 

 Here, I employed the 1D ADE and CTRW-TPL models to analyze the scale 

variance of transport process transitioning from non-Fickian to Fickian regimes. Two 

parameters (UADE and DADE) in the ADE, and five parameters (UTPL, DTPL, t1, t2, and β) in 

the CTRW-TPL were estimated through the 1D inverse modeling module in the CTRW 

toolbox [Cortis and Berkowitz, 2005]. In general, the extra degrees of freedom makes the 

CTRW-TPL much more flexible and is thus expected to perform better than the ADE. 

Each BTC was analyzed independently. That is, no two or more BTCs were fit 

simultaneously. 

 The initial guess for unknowns in the ADE model were assumed to be constant, 

and the inversion was insensitive to the initial input. However, the initial guesses have a 

large impact in the inversion of the CTRW-TPL because the CTRW toolbox can easily 
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arrive at a local error minimum rather than the global minimum. This potentially leads to 

parameter non-uniqueness and identifiability issues with the CTRW-TPL. I therefore not 

only iteratively altered the initial guesses to find the global minimum error, but also to 

some degree maintained the same initial guesses across increasing scales to resolve this 

non-uniqueness issue. 

The root mean square error (E) is used as a metric to determine the goodness-of-

fit of the curve fitting to the BTCs. The E is: 

𝐸𝑖 = √∑ (𝐶1𝐷
𝑖 − 𝐶)2𝑁

1         (7.8) 

where N is the number of particles in the BTCs, 𝐶1𝐷
𝑖  represents the 1D BTCs fitted 

through the ADE and TPL models, where i signifies either the ADE or the TPL, and C is 

from the particle tracking. Errors from the ADE and TPL models are denoted as EADE and 

ETPL. 

7.4.2.4 Moment analysis for effective dispersion coefficient 

 The effective D was estimated by analyzing the first (m1) and second (m2) 

moments of the particles which read as: 

𝑚1(𝑡) =
1

𝑁
∫ 𝑥(𝑡)𝑑𝑥

𝐿

0
        (7.9) 

𝑚2(𝑡) =
1

𝑁
∫ 𝑥(𝑡)2𝑑𝑥

𝐿

0
        (7.10) 

where x(t) represents location of the particles in the x direction. m1(t) is the plume center 

of mass (or position). The spatial variance (σ2) of the particles represent the spreading 

distance around the center of mass of the particles over time, which is described by: 

𝜎(𝑡)2 = 𝑚2(𝑡) − 𝑚1(𝑡)
2        (7-11) 
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Therefore, the effective dispersion coefficient (D(t)) can be estimated based on σ2: 

𝐷(𝑡) =
𝜎(𝑡)2

2𝑡
          (7.12) 

where D(t) is expected to increase asymptotically until reaching its asymptotic value 

according to Taylor theory. 

7.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

7.5.1 Flow field spatial and statistical structure 

Non-Fickian transport fundamentally results from the velocity field spatial 

structure [Heidari and Li, 2014; Kang et al., 2014]. And for fractures these are 

determined by the fracture roughness and the aperture field . However, I eliminated the 

effects of these factors by using a fixed roughness and aperture  for all the fractures with 

different L/Thus, the velocity field structure should also remain similar. As expected, 

the velocity variograms showed a well defined sill particularly for fractures with larger 

L/>10. The  of the velocity field consistently agreed with that prescribed for the 

aperture field (~10 mm) (Figure 7.2a), thus showing that the confounding effects of the 

velocity field structure and scale of the domain can be separated with my experimental 

design. 

The statistical distribution (PDF) of the velocity fields were also consistent for all 

fractures (Figure 7.2b). This is because the standard deviation of b, or roughness, was 

kept constant. The velocity PDFs exhibited a sharp and narrow peak about zero 

acceleration and two broad power-law tails; these features form an intermittent velocity 

structure [Kang et al., 2014]. The sharp peak about zero acceleration suggests that the  
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Figure 7.2: Statistical properties of the flow field for fractures with different length. (a) 

Experimental variogram γ(h) for the longitudinal velocity field for the studied 

fractures; h is lag distance. L is total length and  is the correlation length. (b) 

Probability distribution function (PDF) of normalized Lagrangian 

acceleration of particles in the x direction (ut(x)), where ut is acceleration with 

its standard deviation (σut). 
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particles would most likely encounter stagnant or low velocity zones, and long power-law 

tails indicate the likelihood of encountering velocity jumps from low to high values, or 

vice versa. Taken together, these illustrate the degree and nature of the flow and transport 

heterogeneity. 

The intermittent velocity structure is known to generate non-Fickian transport 

behavior [Kang et al., 2014]. Moreover, a persistently intermittent velocity field should 

result in a persistent non-Fickian behavior that does not transition into Fickian transport 

even at larger scales; for example, non-Fickian transport has been shown to persist even 

after many hundreds of pore volumes for a porous medium when molecular diffusion is 

ignored [Kang et al., 2014]. Thus, the observed persistence of intermittency in my 

modeled velocity PDFs suggests that non-Fickian transport could exist even for the 

largest fractures.  

7.5.2 Transport progression from Non-Fickian to Fickian regimes 

Early arrival and long tailing are two typical features of non-Fickian transport; 

these are clearly shown for fractures with L/ < 30 (Figure 7.3a). Perfect Fickian 

transport corresponds to a symmetric “S”-shaped curve centered about 1 pore volume 

(PV) , where/when the normalized solute concentration C' = 0.5 is expected to be 

observed.  This was not the case for most of the studied fractures. The experimental 

BTCs showed the progression of non-Fickian to Fickian transport as fracture scale 

increased, i.e., the early arrivals and long tailing gradually disappeared. This is 

demonstrated by the observation that the expectation that C' = 0.5 at τ = 1 PV was 

progressively satisfied and the “S”-shaped curve became more symmetric as fracture  
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Figure 7.3: Experimental breakthrough curves (BTCs) generated from particle tracking 

(hollow circles), and inverse or fitted BTCs from solving the advection-

dispersion equation (a, black curves) and continuous random walk (b, black 

curves) for fractures with increasing scales (total length L/correlation length 

). Each BTC group was shifted by 1 pore volume  with each incremental 

increase in scale for visual purposes. The corresponding residence time 

distributions (RTDs) are shown in (c). C' represents normalized concentration. 
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scale increased (Figure 7.3a). 

The RTDs further confirm the transport progression from non-Fickian to Fickian 

with increasing L/ (Figure 7.3b). The mode for the RTD was not only < 1 PV for the 

relatively short fractures, but also increased with increasing L/, until this converged to 1 

PV when the fracture was long enough which satisfied the Fickian transport condition. 

Moreover, bimodal RTDs were observed for the relatively short fractures, and these 

gradually evolved into inverted ‘U’-shaped curves. That is, the RTDs became more 

symmetric and tended to follow a Gaussian distribution with increasing fracture scales. 

The above-mentioned phenomena provide a clear evidence that the early arrival and long 

tail disappears as fracture length increases. My computational experiments clearly 

captured the transition from non-Fickian (pre-asymptotic) to Fickian (asymptotic) 

regimes. These observations are in contrast to the expectation of persistent non-Fickian 

transport owing to the intermittent velocity structure; for example, non-Fickian transport 

was persistently observed at large scales in Kang et al. [2014]. The different scaling in 

transport behavior in this study could be due to the inclusion of molecular diffusion in my 

PTRW algorithm, which was ignored by Kang et al. [2014]. I thus show that a stationary 

intermittent velocity field for a fracture still eventually leads to Fickian transport once a 

threshold length scale is surpassed.  

The length scale for Fickian transport has been observed numerically through 

cubic-packed pores [Cardenas, 2009; Zhang and Lv, 2007], but to date this is seldom 

documented in real or realistic rough fractures. Although the asymptotic time and length 

scales through fractures for the transport transition can be theoretically predicted through 
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an idealized fracture (i.e., for the parallel plates model [Wang et al., 2012]), this 

prediction is complicated by fracture roughness which increases this length scale [Wang 

and Cardenas, 2014]. Here, I determined based on visual inspection of the fits and the 

reduction of fitting errors (discussed further below) that rough-walled fractures should be 

at least of ~35 long in order to transition to Fickian transport. This factor is greater than 

a previous experimentally determined value of 20 by [Detwiler et al., 2002]; the 

difference is likely due to the different roughness of the fractures considered in previous 

studies compared to ours. Future research efforts should explore the combined roles of 

roughness and aperture on controlling the length scale for transport regime transition. 

7.5.3 Theoretical prediction and assessment of transport transition 

The ADE model as expected failed to capture typical non-Fickian transport 

features (early arrival and long tails) for the relatively short fractures which led to large 

fitting errors. But the ADE model was gradually able to match the experimental BTCs as 

L/ increased (Figure 7.3) with concurrent reductions in error (Table 7.1). The fitted 

velocity (UADE) agreed well with mean flow velocity (U), which is calculated as the ratio 

of L to the PV (Table 7.1). The fitted DADE increased initially with increasing L/ but 

then decreased with further increases in L/ (Figure 7.4b and Table 7.1). Thus, the 

inverse modeling analysis with the ADE led to somewhat erratic behavior in DADE and 

did not show a clear progression towards the asymptotic regime where DADE should be 

stationary. However, the dispersion coefficient directly determined through moment 

analysis D(t) increased asymptotically with time for the longer fractures (Figure 7.4a). 
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Figure 7.4: The evolution of the effective dispersion coefficient (Dx) through time (pore 

volume) is shown in (a). Colors represent different fractures scales (total 

length L/ correlation length ). (b) depicts the scale-dependence of transport 

parameters: 1D ADE dispersion coefficient (DADE), CTRW-TPL , and 

CTRW-TPL truncation time t2. 
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Table 7.1: Curve fitting parameters with corresponding fitting errors (E) for fractures 

with increasing scales (as shown in Figure 7.1) through two inverse models: 

the advection-dispersion equation (ADE), and continuous time random walk 

with truncated power law (TPL). U is velocity, D is dispersion coefficient, t1 

is onset of power law, and t2 is the truncation time after when Fickian 

transport dominates. Moreover, mean flow velocity (U) was computed 

following U=L/PV, where L is total length of fractures as shown in Figure 

7.1, PV denotes pore volume. The asymptotic dispersion coefficient 

(Dasymptotic) was estimated based on Figure 7.4a. 

Relative 

length 

(L/) 

ADE 

Mean 

velocity 

Moment 

analysis 

TPL 

UADE 

×10-5 

DADE 

×10-7 

EADE 

U=L/PV 

×10-5 

Dasymptotic

×10-7 

UTPL 

×10-4 

DTPL 

×10-7 
 t1 t2 ETPL 

[m/s] [m2/s] [-] [m/s] [m2/s] [m/s] [m2/s] [-] [s] [s] [-] 

2.5 2.28 1.10 3.37 3.19 0.40 0.38 1.80 1.30 10-1.63 10-0.11 3.37 

5.0 4.23 1.65 1.56 4.41 0.83 2.91 0.22 1.00 10-0.20 103.33 0.54 

10 4.25 1.44 2.05 4.23 0.98 1.87 0.29 1.15 10-0.21 103.61 0.25 

15 3.39 1.98 0.75 3.37 1.48 1.49 3.31 1.14 10-0.06 103.49 0.47 

20 3.93 2.58 0.71 3.97 2.33 1.74 6.39 1.17 10-0.73 103.53 0.73 

25 3.99 2.57 2.48 3.76 2.93 1.99 0.71 1.14 10-0.36 103.89 0.36 

30 3.79 1.55 1.51 3.65 1.29 1.62 0.70 1.17 10-0.44 103.68 0.46 

35 3.95 1.30 0.91 4.09 1.05 1.76 0.89 1.14 10-0.46 103.25 0.22 

50 3.03 1.04 0.86 3.08 1.18 1.52 1.09 1.12 10-0.69 103.36 0.19 
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The longer fractures also converged to the same D(t). Moreover, the asymptotic D(t) and 

the DADE were similar for the longer fractures with L/ >30-35 (see values in Table 7.1). 

This also suggests that inverse modeling with the ADE is robust.  

 Compared to the ADE, the CTRW-TPL framework was able to fit the 

experimental BTCs across scales and transport regimes from non-Fickian to Fickian 

(Figure 7.3b and Table 7.1). The errors remained small except for the shortest fracture 

with L/=2.5. For all other fracture length cases, the CTRW-TPL showed similar if not 

smaller errors than the smallest error achieved with the ADE even in the asymptotic 

regime. At each scale ETPL is always less than EADE. However, for the shortest fracture, 

errors were large for both cases. This is because the ADE and the CTRW-TPL 

framework completely misses and in fact cannot handle the bimodal RTDs (Figure 7.3a). 

Unlike the ADE which would require adaption to include a dynamic dispersion 

coefficient and bulk velocity to model the progression of non-Fickian to Fickian transport 

[Koch and Brady, 1987; Wang et al., 2012], the CTRW-TPL reproduced the bulk 

transport behavior with a more or less consistent set of parameters that was scale 

invariant (Table 7.1).  

 Non-uniqueness during the inversion process can be a problem with CTRW 

[Hansen and Berkowitz, 2014]. However, here I observed the stabilization of β and t2 for 

fractures with increasing L/ (Figure 7.4b). The CTRW-TPL framework is most sensitive 

to these two parameters and less so to t1; the latter changed a little bit with scale but 

remained small. β fluctuated slightly about ~1.13. Moreover, t2 converged and stabilized 

quickly to around 103.4 s (disregarding the fracture L/=2.5). Thus the β and t2 that 
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resulted from the inverse modeling are truly reflective of the local micro-scale processes 

and is insensitive to the domain size. Based on the range of estimated β, the fractures 

correspond to moderate non-Fickian transport behavior (Figure 7.4b and Table 7.1). 

7.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 Flow and transport through fractures is complex with seemingly ubiquitous 

anomalous or non-Fickian transport. In this study, I illustrated the progression of 

transport from pre-asymptotic (non-Fickian) to asymptotic (Fickian) transport through 

fractures by modeling experiments conducted at incrementally increasing scales but 

where fracture roughness and aperture correlation length remained constant. The solute 

transport through the rough-walled synthetic fractures was simulated through a quasi-3D 

particle tracking random walk algorithm with a 2D flow field calculated through a 

modified local cubic law. This resulted in a series of experimental breakthrough curves 

corresponding to each fracture scale. Although an intermittent velocity structure was 

persistently observed in my simulations which suggests that non-Fickian transport could 

persist across scales, the solute breakthrough curves, residence time distributions, and 

particle moment analysis clearly showed the transition from non-Fickian to Fickian 

transport. That is, the typical non-Fickian transport properties of early arrival and long 

tailing gradually disappeared as the fractures became longer. The asymptotic length scale 

is determined to be 35 times the correlation length of the velocity (which is similar to the 

aperture field). The Fickian advection-dispersion equation expectedly failed to capture 

transport for the relatively short fractures and resulted in erratic estimates for the 

dispersion coefficient. However, dispersion coefficients estimated from inverse analysis 
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with the 1D advection-dispersion equation for the longest fractures agreed with moment 

analysis-based estimates of the asymptotic dispersion coefficient. Analysis of the 

breakthrough curves with continuous time random walk with truncated power law 

resulted in a set of transport parameters that was insensitive to fracture scale, even for the 

shorter fractures and through the transport regime transition. Hence, continuous time 

random walk is a robust framework for analysis and prediction of solute transport across 

the pre-asymptotic and asymptotic regimes. 
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Chapter 8: Universal scaling of fracture permeability and specific 

stiffness across varying fracture roughness and aperture correlation 

length 

 

8.1 ABSTRACT 

 Constitutive relationships between hydraulic and mechanical properties of porous 

and fractured geologic media are critical for many geophysical processes and practical 

applications. Thus, the prediction of these coupled properties are broadly important. Here 

I present a universal scaling equation for fracture permeability and specific stiffness with 

scaling coefficients dependent on fracture roughness and correlation length. The equation 

was based on results of modeling the deformation and flow through synthetic fractures 

with aperture fields that follow a normal distribution. The fractures were subjected to 

increasing normal stress and deformed following an elastic model. Specific stiffness was 

directly quantified from these numerical experiments. Permeability was estimated 

through a modified cubic law which accounts for local fracture roughness and tortuosity. 

The scaling function also exhibits the transition from effective medium to percolation 

flow regimes with increasing specific stiffness. 

8.2 INTRODUCTION 

Coupled hydro-mechanical processes of fractured media are important for many 

geophysical problems such as reservoir characterization and exploitation [Jiang et al., 

2009], seismic interpretation [Acosta-Colon et al., 2009], and earthquakes [Manga et al., 
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2012]. However, understanding of feedbacks between flow and mechanical deformation 

processes at the field scale remains a challenge due to observational and computational 

limitations. Therefore, numerous studies have sought to resolve this hydro-mechanical 

coupling at the core-scale, for example, for single fractures [e.g., Acosta-Colon et al., 

2009; Petrovitch et al., 2013; Petrovitch et al., 2014; Walsh et al., 2008]. 

Extensive laboratory and numerical modeling experiments have shown that the 

constitutive equation for hydro-mechanical properties of fractures are dependent on many 

physical factors including, for example, historical stress cycles [Marache et al., 2008], 

fracture contact area [Tsang and Witherspoon, 1981], fracture size [Petrovitch et 

al.,2013; 2014], and fracture roughness [Hopkins, 1991]. Fracture roughness not only 

significantly influences fluid flow [Brown, 1987; Zimmerman et al., 1991], solute and 

heat transport through fractures [Detwiler et al., 2000; Wang and Cardenas, 2014], but 

also imposes appreciable impact on the mechanical behavior of fractures [Hopkins, 1991; 

Tsang and Witherspoon, 1981]. Hopkins [1981] showed that compressive deformation 

may lead to more dispersed, isolated void space in rough fractures, whereas more 

concentrated void space or connected channels form in relatively smooth fractures. In 

addition to fracture roughness, recent studies showed that aperture correlation length (λ) 

plays an important role in controlling the stress-strain relationship of fractures [Lee and 

Harrison, 2001]; this additionally determines the hydro-mechanical properties of 

fractures [Pyrak-Nolte and Morris, 2000]. 

Though complicated by many factors, there have been recent advances in the 

prediction of coupled hydro-mechanical properties. For example, Petrovitch et al. [2013; 
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2014] demonstrated that the scaling of hydro-mechanical properties directly depends on 

fracture length. However, how this scaling changes with other potentially important 

factors is still open. Because fractures often have a tortuous and rough aperture field, and 

because the aperture fields exhibit correlation across different scales [Candela et al., 

2012], any prediction for fracture hydro-mechanical coupling will need to consider 

information on how this scaling depends on these fracture geometric properties (i.e., 

fracture roughness and λ). In this study, fracture roughness is defined as (σb/<b>), where 

b is aperture with standard deviation σb and arithmetic mean <b>.  

To my knowledge, no studies have systematically investigated fracture 

deformation over a wide spectrum of σb/<b> and λ. Thus, following the previous research 

on the scaling of hydro-mechanical properties with respect to the fracture size [Petrovitch 

et al., 2013; 2014], more work is needed in order to develop a universally predictive 

constitutive equation relating fracture hydraulic properties (i.e., permeability k) with 

mechanical properties (i.e., specific stiffness, s) across a broad range of σb/<b> and λ. 

The fundamental question I address here is: Is there and what is the universal 

scaling function between fracture stiffness and permeability across a broad range of 

roughness and correlation length? To answer this question, I modeled the fracture 

deformation process using synthetic rough fractures with aperture fields that follow a 

normal distribution; the fractures were generated through the approach following Brush 

and Thomson [2003]. The evolving fracture morphology under increasing normal stress 

was used to estimate fracture k through a modified cubic law [Wang et al., 2015]. I then 

used the observed plastic deformation behavior from stress-displacement relationships to 
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compute s.  

8.3 Methodology  

8.3.1 Generation of synthetic fractures with normally distributed aperture 

The aperture fields of the synthetic fractures analyzed in this study were normally 

distributed and were generated through the numerical approach suggested by Brush and 

Thomson [2003]. The fracture size or total length l is 0.1 m × 0.1 m with aperture 

generated every 0.001 m (grid spacing), the λ ranged from 0.005-0.1 m (corresponding to 

λ/l of 0.05-1), the <b> is 5×10-6 m, and the σb ranged from 2.5×10-7 -2×10-6 m 

(corresponding to σb/<b> of 0.05-0.4). In order to generate a broad range of σb/<b>, I 

fixed the value of <b>, but broadly varied σb. The cylindrical asperities of synthetic 

apertures were arranged in a 100 × 100 regular lattice with uniform radii (5×10-4 m) 

(Figure 8.1). Moreover, I manually enforced a few of asperities to be in contact to avoid 

generating infinite values of s at the onset of fracture deformation. That is, the fractures 

needed to be deformable first; the initialization of contact areas (or points) would prevent 

this. This manipulation of asperities barely changed the statistics of the aperture fields 

and consequent results.  

8.3.2 The Hopkins fracture deformation model  

The numerical deformation of void space within single fractures followed the 

framework proposed by Hopkins [1991] and Pyrak-Nolte and Morris [2000]. The 

compression and expansion of fractures were attributed to three elastically-deformable 

components: the top rough surface, the bottom rough surface, and cylindrical asperities. 

Each component was assigned the same Poisson ratio = 0.25 and Young’s modulus = 60
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Figure 8.1: Aperture distribution for fractures with a broad range of roughness (σb/<b>) 

increasing from left to right: 0.05, 0.1, 0.16, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4; and of 

dimensionless correlation lengths (λ/l) increasing from bottom to top: 0.05, 

0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. Where b is aperture field with standard 

deviation σb and arithmetic mean <b>, λ is correlation length, and l is total 

length (0.1 m on each side). 
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GPa [Jaeger et al., 2007] used in Pyrak-Nolte and Morris [2000] for granite. 

The deformation model is based on force balance of the asperities where two 

fractures surfaces are in contact, and it considers the interactions between the two fracture 

surfaces and asperities [Pyrak-Nolte and Morris, 2000]. The numerical deformation 

model consists of a set of linear equations equal to the number of asperities being in 

contact. Therefore, the computational demand increases as fractures get squeezed further 

resulting in more contact asperities. I implemented the deformation model through 

MATLAB to effectively find the minimum strain energy as proposed by Hopkins [1991]. 

Edge effects were avoided by using periodic boundary conditions. For each deformation 

run, the normal stress (σN) increased from 0 to a maximum of 60 MPa in increments of 

0.1 MPa. The resultant fracture morphology from the deformation model was used to 

estimate s as defined by Pyrak-Nolte and Morris [2000]: 

𝑠 =
Δ𝜎

Δ𝛿
          (8.1) 

where ∆σ and ∆δ were the incremental changes in stress and displacement, respectively. 

8.3.3 The modified Cubic Law fluid flow model 

 Fluid flow through fractures is governed by the Navier-Stokes (NSE) and 

continuity equations. However, solving the NSE to model 3D flow through rough-walled 

fractures is a tremendous computational endeavor, and only a few studies have succeeded 

in implementing the direct solution of the NSE [Brush and Thomson, 2003; Wang et al., 

2015; Zimmerman et al., 2004]. The simplified version of the NSE, called the classical 

Local Cubic Law (LCL) has thus been extensively applied as a lower dimensional 

(vertically integrated) alternative. However, the LCL is known to overestimate 
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volumetric flow rates and thus k [Brush and Thomson, 2003; Wang et al., 2015; 

Zimmerman et al., 2004]. In this study, I used a modified Cubic Law [Wang et al., 2015] 

that more accurately predicts k than the classic LCL regardless of Reynolds Number. The 

equation is: 

𝑘 =
〈𝑏〉2

12𝜇
[1 + (

𝜎𝑏

〈𝑏〉
)
2
]
−1.5

       (8.2) 

where b is the modified aperture field allowing for local fracture roughness and tortuosity 

with arithmetic mean <b> and standard deviation σb following equation (15) in Wang et 

al. [2015]. I used (8.2) to estimate k at each incremental step of increasing σN. 

8.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

8.4.1 Non-linear deformation of fractures with increasing normal stress 

 The fracture deformation experiments resulted in non-linear (or plastic) 

displacement behavior with increasing σN (Figure 8.2). This non-linear behavior is solely 

caused by the growth rate of new contact asperities [Pyrak-Nolte and Morris, 2000] even 

though I assumed three elastic fracture components. In general, the fracture deformation 

process is highly sensitive to σb/<b> and less so to λ (inset plot in Figure 8.2). In spite of 

the variability in λ, relatively smooth fractures deformed elastically at the onset of 

deformation until new asperities came into contact, and consequently followed plastic 

behavior. However, the rougher fractures followed plastic deformation as soon as σN was 

applied. This is because the contact asperities of the rougher fractures (i.e., with a broader 

range of aperture) increased at a higher rate than the smooth fractures (with a narrow 

range of aperture field). As a result, the rougher fractures exhibit a large s earlier
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Figure 8.2: Non-linear relationship between displacement and normal stress indicating 

overall plastic deformation process for fractures with dimensionless 

correlation length = 0.4. Color represents fractures with different roughness 

(σb/<b>), where b is aperture field with standard deviation σb and arithmetic 

mean <b>. Inset plot includes fractures across a broad spectrum of roughness 

and correlation length.  
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during the compression than the smoother fractures (Figure 8.3a). The stiffer rough 

fractures consequently result in smaller displacement (Figure 8.2), but creating larger 

contact areas than that of relatively smooth fractures (results are not shown here). 

As σN increases, the emergence of plastic deformation for the relatively smooth 

fractures exposes a larger fraction of asperities to be potentially in contact compared to 

that for rougher fractures. This is also due to the narrow range of the aperture field. The 

growth rate of contact areas, on the other hand, exhibits an inverse relationship with 

fracture roughness after a critical value of σN is exceeded. Consequently, rougher 

fractures demonstrates a smaller s than the smoother fractures later during the fracture 

deformation (Figure 8.3a). 

A higher initial displacement increase rate causes a rapid increase in s, and 

consequently leads to stiffer fractures (Figures 8.2 and 8.3a). This effect, in turn, 

eventually reduces the displacement increase rate (Figure 8.2). The feedback between 

displacement and s eventually results in an invariant point in terms of displacement at a 

certain σN (32 MPa) regardless of σb/<b> and λ (Figure 8.2). 

8.4.2 Exponential growth of specific stiffness with normal stress 

 The estimated s generally increases exponentially with applied σN (Figure 8.3a), 

where the incremental paths are more sensitive to σb/<b> than λ (inset plot in Figure 

8.3a). This behavior can be explained by the difference in the growth rate of the contact 

areas (or displacement) as discussed in section 8.4.1. The s-σN curves from fractures with 

different σb/<b> can be roughly collapsed into one curve via the power law scaling 

equation: 
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Figure 8.3: Specific stiffness (s) increases non-linearly with increasing normal stress for 

fractures with dimensionless correlation length = 0.4 in (a). The rate of 

increase of s depends on fracture roughness (σb/<b>) as indicated by different 

colors, where b is aperture field with standard deviation σb and arithmetic 

mean <b>. The inset plot includes fractures across a broad spectrum of 

roughness and correlation length. (b) shows the scaling of s and normal stress 

with roughness raised to an exponent = 1.3 for all studied fractures.    
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𝑠 (
𝜎𝑏

〈𝑏〉
)
𝛼1

= 𝑓1(𝜎𝑁)        (8.3) 

where f1 is an unique non-linear function to be determined using information based on all 

the collapsed curves in Figure 8.3b. Note however that after this scaling, the relatively 

smooth fractures still show a larger increasing rate of s with σN than the rougher fractures 

(Figure 8.3b).  

8.4.3 Universal scaling between permeability and specific stiffness 

In general, k decreases exponentially with increasing s following different 

deformation paths (Figure 8.4a). This is because the deformation of fractures is mainly 

controlled by the aperture morphology which is encapsulated by σb/<b> and λ. Therefore, 

fractures with different σb/<b> and λ may have various deformation trajectories with 

dynamic changes in s versus σN. Similar to the displacement ~ σN curves, k-s curves are 

more sensitive to the σb/<b> than λ (Figure 8.4a). The exponential function y=aecx was 

used to fit k-s curves, where a represents the fitting coefficient. The exponents (c) are 

inversely proportional to σb/<b>, but have a weak inverse relationship with λ (inset in 

Figure 8.4a).  

Based on the scaling function of k ~ s with increasing fracture size [Petrovitch et 

al., 2013] through percolation theory, here, I extended and derived a universal scaling 

function between k and s that takes into account of σb/<b> and λ by applying arbitrary 

power law scaling of σb/<b> and λ. Through this approach, different k-s curves became 

clustered (Figure 8.4b) with the k scaled by (σb/<b>)-2, and s scaled by σb/<b> × (λ/l)-0.1, 

where λ/l represents dimensionless correlation length corresponding to the ratio of λ to
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Figure 8.4: (a) Different relationships between permeability (k) and specific stiffness (s) 

with a broad range of roughness (σb/<b>) and dimensionless correlation length 

(λ/l). The inset in (a) shows the exponents are inversely proportional to the 

σb/<b>, where exponents (c) were fitted to match the exponential function 

(y=aecx) of k~s curves. (b) Scaled version of (a) with scaling coefficients 

depending on the power law of σb/<b> and λ/l. b is aperture field with standard 

deviation σb, and arithmetic mean <b>, λ is correlation length, and l is total 

length (0.1 m). The inset in (b) shows two black trend lines for the early and 

late deformation portions of the clustered results demonstrating the effective 

and percolation flow regimes as proposed by Petrovitch et al. [2013].  
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the total fracture length (l). The resulting universal scaling equation is: 

𝑘 (
𝜎𝑏

〈𝑏〉
)
𝛼2

= 𝑓2 (𝑠 (
𝜎𝑏

〈𝑏〉
)
𝛼3

(
𝜆

𝑙
)
𝛼4

)       (8.4) 

where α2 (=-2), α3 (=1), and α4 (=-0.1) are the scaling exponents for σb/<b> and λ/l 

(Figure 8.4b), f2 is the universal non-linear function to be determined from Figure 8.4b. 

With knowledge of the non-linear function f2, I can clearly identify the two 

distinct flow regimes describing the reduction of k with increasing s for different rough-

walled fractures as proposed by Petrovitch et al. [2013] — effective medium and 

percolation (inset in Figure 8.4b). At the low range of s during the loading with σN, the 

deformation might lead to the closure of areas with smaller apertures, while still allowing 

the fluid to flow through connected large aperture areas (i.e., preferential fluid flow). 

Consequently, such fractures may act as an effective medium. However, as s increases, 

connected large aperture areas may get further squeezed and reduced into isolated 

pockets. This leads to the disappearance of preferential flow channels. As a result, fluid 

flow can now only occur through the small apertures, leading to a large reduction in k, 

but where percolation theory may apply. 

8.5 SUMMARY 

 Using synthetic fractures subjected to numerical deformation experiments, I 

determined fracture dynamic specific stiffness (s) for a broad range of fracture roughness 

(σb/<b>) and correlation lengths (λ). During the deformation I calculated the permeability 

(k) as the fracture morphology changed through a cubic law for flow that has been 

modified for roughness and tortuosity. By appropriate scaling of all the k-s curves with 
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σb/<b> and λ, I derived a universal function relating k and s that takes into account σb/<b> 

and λ. The results also confirmed the transition of flow regimes from effective medium to 

percolation with increasing s. The equation I developed potentially allows prediction of k 

fields from the s fields of fractures, or vice versa, regardless of fracture morphology with 

varying σb/<b> and λ. The accurate prediction of fracture k is potentially useful for 

modeling fluid flow and relevant transport problems through fractured media during 

deformation. 
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Chapter 9: Summary and future research 

 

9.1 SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS 

 Understanding of multiphysical processes (including fluid flow, solute transport, 

and mechanical deformation) occurring at single fractures at centimeter scale may be 

integrated into discrete fracture network model to provide fundamental insight at 

continuum scale. However, most of theoretical models for fractured media at continuum 

scale either treat fractures as porous media, or assume fractures are combinations of 

spatially-distributed parallel plates with uniform aperture. Therefore, the controls of 

single fracture morphology (i.e., roughness, tortuosity, correlation length) on complex 

multiphysical processes are poorly understood. 

This dissertation utilizes both theoretical and computational methods to 

investigate the fluid flow, solute transport through, and deformation of both natural and 

synthetic fractures; fracture roughness, tortuosity, and aperture correlation length are 

extensively varied, such that their associated impact on hydraulic and mechanical 

properties of fractures can be exclusively assessed and predicted. The key findings of this 

dissertation are summarized as below. 

(1) The neglect of fracture roughness, tortuosity, and inertial force leads to the 

failure of the Local Cubic Law (LCL) even though viscous force is dominant 

when Reynolds number < 1. However, the modified LCL developed here 

improves the accuracy of the LCL by correcting its inherent shortcomings, 
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and is validated to perform better than the previous modified versions of the 

LCL for rough and tortuous fractures. 

(2) Both of the MLCL and the modified Cubic Law using modified aperture may 

serve as a surrogate for accurately estimating hydraulic property of rough-

walled fractures when inertial force is weak and insignificant. 

(3) Using the advection-dispersion equation (ADE) with Taylor dispersion 

coefficient to predict ‘experimental’ breakthrough curves from 2D direct 

solute transport simulations leads to fitting errors increase with fracture 

roughness. This not only confirms that the Fickian theory-based ADE model 

falls short to capture non-Fickian transport, but also indicates fracture 

roughness drives transport deviating from Fickian transport.  

(4) The continuous time random walk (CTRW) with memory function enables us 

to capture non-Fickian transport with less fitting errors than the ADE model. 

β, a parameter representing the degree of non-Fickian transport in the CTRW 

model, is proportional to fracture roughness; this allows for predicting non-

Fickian transport based on measurable physical properties.  

(5) My developed efficient quasi-3D particle tracking random walk algorithm 

(PTRW) can realistically reproduce the breakthrough curves solved from 

direct solute transport simulations through natural fractures with complex 

morphology. Moreover, the resultant information of particles allows for 

accurately estimating dynamic dispersion coefficient (D) that increases 

asymptotically to the Taylor dispersion coefficient; this confirms the validity 
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of my theory for dynamic D through Hagen-Poiseuille and Poiseuille flow. 

(6) The intermittent velocity structures are persistently observed in my 

simulations through qausi-3D PTRW algorithm across increasing fracture 

length (scale); this suggests non-Fickian transport may occur persistently. 

However my results show the otherwise. That is, the breakthrough curves and 

residence time distributions evidently indicate the progression of non-Fickian 

to Fickian transport with increasing scale. 

(7) The Fickian-based ADE expectedly fails to capture transport for the relatively 

small fracture domain when non-Fickian is prevalent, and results in erratic 

estimates for the dispersion coefficient. However, the inversion of parameters 

within the frame of CTRW model is insensitive to the fracture length. This 

further demonstrates the robustness of the CTRW in predicting solute 

transport process across non-Fickian and Fickian regimes. 

(8) The closed-form expression for the dynamic dispersion coefficient through 

Hagen-Poiseuille and Poiseuille flow allows for distinguishing non-Fickian 

from Fickian transport; this enables us to estimate asymptotic time and length 

scales for the dominance of Fickian transport. 

(9) Fracture roughness is observed to elongate the theoretical threshold of 

asymptotic length based on the direct transport simulations through 2D rough-

walled fractures. For 3D rough-walled fractures with specified roughness, the 

asymptotic length scale is determined to be 35 times the correlation length of 

aperture field. 
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(10) The hydraulic property (permeability, k) has a power law relationship with 

mechanical property (specific stiffness, s) for fractures. This relationship can 

be scaled based on scaling coefficients depending on fracture roughness and 

aperture correlation length (λ). The scaling function I find here potentially 

allows for prediction of k fields from s fields regardless of fracture roughness 

and λ, or vice versa. Moreover, I confirm the flow regime transitions from 

effective medium to percolation with increasing s. 

9.2 IMPLICATIONS 

 The research in this dissertation demonstrates that not only fracture roughness and 

tortuosity, but also aperture correlation length that most studies ignore have controls on 

the hydraulic and mechanical properties of fractures, and consequently play a crucial role 

in multiphysical processes. Understanding the feedback between process-based fluid 

flow, solute transport, and fracture deformation is critical for many geophysical 

problems, for example, for reservoir characterization and exploitation [Jiang et al., 2009], 

seismic interpretation [Acosta-Colon et al., 2009], and earthquakes [Manga et al., 2012].   

 Specifically, the theory for the dynamic dispersion coefficient through both 

Hagen-Poiseuille and Poiseuille flow is useful in both verifying numerical models and 

describing scalar transport through idealized models, such as tube and parallel plates, and 

should be used in lieu of Taylor’s theory when non-Fickian transport is expected or 

prevalent. Moreover, the time and length scales for distinguishing non-Fickian from 

Fickian transport provide potential metrics for designing observation scale with respect to 
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practical sampling for both laboratory experiment [Majdalani et al., 2015] and field 

survey [Aubeneau et al., 2014]. 

Secondly, the MLCL that improves the accuracy of the LCL not only serves as a 

robust tool to estimate effective permeability of single fractures, but also can be lined up 

with discrete fracture network by incorporating roughness effect on quantifying the 

overall hydraulic property of fractured media at large scale [Ishibashi et al., 2012]. 

Moreover, the flow field estimated by the MLCL can be further used to accurately predict 

transport of scalar of interest across different scales 

Thirdly, the predictability of the CTRW across different scales can further aid in 

fundamental understanding the fate of solutes and contaminants in the fractured media at 

large scales that may be limited by field survey [Neuman, 2005; Neuman and 

Tartakovsky, 2009]. Particularly the CTRW may be useful for explaining how physical 

properties of fractures and/or the connectivity of discrete fracture network impact the 

typical features of non-Fickian transport: early arrival and long tails, and for 

understanding the truncated or asymptotic time at different scales. 

 Last but not least, the limitations of estimating permeability (k) field of 

subsurface, especially for fractures have impeded detailed characterization of fluid flow 

and transport processes. The universal scaling function between k and specific stiffness 

presented here opens up a broader way to indirectly estimate k based on the knowledge of 

specific stiffness that is relatively easy to access and analyze. Additionally, the universal 

scaling function can be readily used and integrated to the complex reservoir model at 

continuum scale. 
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9.3 SCOPE OF FUTURE RESEARCH 

The investigations presented here cover multiphysical processes, i.e., fluid flow, 

solute transport, and mechanical deformation through theoretical and computational 

methods. Although most of findings are obtained at centimeter scale, they certainly 

provide a platform to address broader range of multiphysical-geochemical questions 

through both fractured and porous media at larger scale. The scope of future work 

inherently emerges from this dissertation but may be not limited to: 

(1) Investigation on the mechanisms of failure of the LCL and MLCL with 

increasing Reynolds number (i.e., inertial force). 

(2) Improvement of the MLCL through a correction coefficient relying on a suite 

of complex 3D wedge simulations. 

(3) Determination of appropriate boundary conditions for 3D wedge simulations. 

(4) Investigation on how fracture roughness controls the asymptotic length scale 

for solute transport through 3D rough-walled fractures. 

(5) Determination of the sensitivity of parameters for the CTRW and ADE 

models to the fracture roughness and aperture correlation length as transport 

transitions from non-Fickian to Fickian. 

(6) Investigation on how physical properties (i.e., Young’s moduli, and Poisson 

ratio) of minerals/matrix impact the scaling function between permeability 

and specific stiffness for single fractures. 

(7) Investigation on the how morphology affect flow and transport exchange 

between fracture and matrix. 
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(8) Use FracMan to generate fracture network. 

(9) Investigation on how fracture morphology impact flow, transport, and 

mechanical deformation at continuum scale through discrete fracture network. 

(10) Investigation on feedbacks between multiphysics (e.g., flow, solute 

transport, and mechanical deformation) and multicomponent chemical 

reactions (e.g., dissolution of minerals) through fractures at pore-scale and 

fractured media at continuum scale.   
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Appendices 

 

APPENDIX A1: CHAIN RULE OF DERIVATIVES  

Here, I applied to equations (3.8-3.10) in the main text to arrive at equation 

(3.11). Taking the coordinate transformation: 

=x-u t    and     =t       (A1.1) 

and then taking the total derivative of equation (3.1) and follow the chain rule of 

derivatives, I get: 

x x x

 

  

     
  

     
       (A1.2) 

u
t t t

 

   

      
    

      
      (A1.3) 

where u  is mean flow velocity, x and ξ are coordinate axis, t and τ represent time. 
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APPENDIX A2: DERIVATION OF EQUATION (3.19) 

The definition of 
C

u
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where C and u  are cross-sectional mean components, and C and u are fluctuations 

about the mean, b is aperture of parallel plates, Dm is molecular diffusion coefficient, ξ 

refers to coordinate axis, and τ represents time. 
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